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I. Introduction
 
For years man had desired the capability to remotely monitor
 
various-phenomenon in his environment. For example, the measure­
ment of ocean wave and wind conditions are of vital interest to
 
many marine industries and government agencies. Furthermore, the
 
knowledge of ocean-surface temperature on a global, all-weather,
 
and day-night basis is also of importance to the fishery and marine
 
transport industries, as well as the oceanographers and marine
 
meterorologists, and weather forcasters. In receht years, the
 
microwave radiometer has proven itself to be a feasible remote
 
sensing device. To monitor the environment on an all-weather basis,
 
microwave sensing has the immediate advantage of being affected
 
less by fog and rain than infrared. In addition, microwave radio­
meters have been designed [1] that can measure the incident
 
C 
radiation to an accuracy of + 0.1 K and remain calibrated,
 
unattended, for a year or more. In fact, small, lightweight, auto­
mated radiometer systems have recently been flown by NASA on the
 
Nimbus satellite program [2]. There is presently a great deal of
 
research and development being conducted in the area of microwave
 
remote sensing from satellites.
 
In order to make precise measurements of the radiometric
 
brightness temperature of a target (and thereby infer certain physi­
cal parameters) one must be able to mathematically model the inter­
action between the electromagnetic radiation properties of the
 
antenna and the incident radiation from the environment, This,
 
2 
interaction can be described by Fredholm integral .equations of the
 
first kind which are extremely unstable. This instability has been
 
studied inconsiderable detail by investigators inmany fields.
 
Twomey [3] and Phillips [4] have devised matrix filtering techniques
 
to stabilize the solution. Although these matrix methods are not
 
without merit, Bracewell and Roberts [5] have demonstrated the value
 
of a successive substitution solution. Assuming that the intensity
 
of the emitted radiation of the environment can be represented in
 
scalar form, they have shown that the antenna is only capable of
 
responding to those frequency components of the function representing
 
the environment below a cut-off determined by the antenna aperture.
 
The high frequency components of the emission function are invisible
 
to the antenna. The low frequency components are accepted but their
 
relative magnitude is altered according to the system (antenna) fre­
quency characteristics. Inversion through the method of successive
 
restorations leads to the principal solution [5], inwhich frequency
 
components accepted by the antenna have been restored to their
 
original values, but the rejected components are not represented in
 
the solution. The work done by Bracewell and Roberts was, however,
 
more applicable to astronomical observations than to general micro­
wave radiometric measurements. They assumed that the antenna was
 
very efficient and that the sidelobes and backlobes could be
 
neglected, which isnot always the case. They also used a scalar
 
representation of the interaction between the antenna radiation
 
characteristics and the emission by the target.
 
3 
The interaction between the emitted radiation from a water
 
surface and the radiation characteristics of an antenna is a
 
vector relationship. As the sidelobe and backlobe levels of the
 
system (antenna) weighting function become more intense, and the
 
major lobe beamwidth more wide, the vector model interaction
 
becomes more important. Classen and Fung [6] have vectorially
 
modeled the viewikg of the ocean using matrix techniques. Their
 
representation, however, assumes that the observed environment is
 
circularly symmetric and infinite inextent. It should also be
 
pointed out that computer time using the matrix modeling would be
 
quite extensive as compared to some other types of numerical
 
techniques..
 
To study the radiometric signature of a controlled water sur­
face, a wave tank system has been constructed at NASA Langley
 
Research Center, Hampton, Virginia. For the wave tank geometry,
 
the environment isof finite extent and isno longer circularly
 
symmetric. The response of the radiometer for this system was first
 
modeled by Fisher [7], using a two-dimensional scalar approximation.
 
This approximation works well for high efficiency antennas. The
 
direct inversion used by Fisher [7] was, however, sensitive to errors.
 
Holmes [8], by applying the iteration techniques of Bracewell and
 
Roberts [5] to this problem, was able to restore, with acceptable
 
accuracy, the brightness temperature (scalar emission function) of
 
the water from measurements that contained error. Both Holmes [8]
 
and Fisher [7] used the Fast Fourier Transform techniques, with an
 
4 
algorithm reported by Fisher [9], to perform their computations.
 
- The first three-dimensional modeling of the NASA wave tank 
was done by Beck [10]. He was able to formulate and calculate the 
antenna response of the system given the emission characteristics
 
of the surroundings. Beck's formulation requires numerical inte­
gration for direct computation of the antennatemperature and is not
 
convenient for inversion processes nor can it be modified con­
veniently for efficient and economic restoration computations,
 
The classical design consideration of a radiometer antenna is
 
the compromise between resolution and system design constraints
 
(size, frequency, etc.). Only after the inversion process has been
 
studied is the true resolution of the antenna known and can the
 
design for the particular application be made. The study of this
 
inversion for the wave tank geometry is the subject of this
 
dissertation. A three-dimensional inversion scheme is described
 
which takes into account the interaction between the radiation
 
characteristics of the antenna and emitted radiation from the wave
 
tank (vector representation), and computations are performed using
 
the efficient and economical 
-Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. The
 
inherent instabilities of the inversion are overcome by the
 
adoption of the filtering properties of the restoration method.
 
5 
II. Theory
 
A. Brightness Temperature
 
All matter above absolute zero temperature emits electro­
magnetic radiation due to the thermal motion of its atoms/mole 
­
cules. The brightness temperature of a given substance is
a
 
standard measure of the intensityof this radiation. 
By definition,
 
the brightness temperature of a perfect black body radiator is equal
 
to its molecular temperature. 
For the perfect black body radiator,
 
none of the electromagnetic radiation generated from within the body
 
is reflected back at the interface between the radiating surface
 
and the surrounding transmission media. 
 For all passive physical
 
objects, however, the transmission coefficients for the radiating
 
surface are less than unity. 
Consequently, the brightness
 
temperature will be less than the molecular temperature. The trans­
mission coefficient is often called the emissivity, and the
 
brightness and molecular temperatures are related by
 
Tb = E:Tm (1)
 
where Tb is the brightness temperature, Tm the molecular temperature,
 
and e the emissivity or transmission coefficient.
 
For a flat semi-infinite radiating surface the emissivity can
 
be found from the complex dielectric properties of the radiator,
 
The emissivity is-also a function of both the incidence angle at
 
which the interface is viewed and the polarization of the emitted
 
wave. 
Stogryn [11] and Holmes [8] have shown how the emissivity is
 
6 
related to the complex permittivity of the radiator. For the
 
perpendicular (horizontal) polarization the E-field isperpendi­
cular to the plane of incidence and the emissivity isgiven as [8]
 
,, 4 p cose
 
(cose + p) + q
 
where
 
1 IS
 
y tan- (- )
2 c - sin 6
 
6 incidence angle
 
p =\riT cosy
 
q =V-siny
 
f 3 2-1. 2 .12 
r : ( - sin 0) + e (3) 
C=Re[ r]
 
Im[er]
 
Er Scomplex dielectric constant of
 
the radiator
 
For the parallel (vertical) polarization the E-field isparallel to
 
the plane of incidence and the emissivity isexpressed as
 
,, 4 p c'cose" + 4 q a"cose (4)
(C'cose" + p)2 + (a"cose" + q V 
7 
Through (2)and (4), the radiation isbeing described as two
 
orthogonal,-linearly polarized waves. The radiation from the sur­
face of the water can be described in this manner ifthe dielectric
 
properties of the water are known. Stogryn [11] has concluded that
 
the dielectric constant 6r for sea water may be adequately repre­
s nfr hv thp following equation of the Debye form
 
8r 8 + +() 
I -j 27T T f 2,r c* f' 
where co and e. are,respectively, the static and high frequency 
dielectric constants of the solvent, T the relaxation time, s the0 
permittivity of free space (=8.854x10- 12 farads/m), a the ionic 
conductivity of the dissolved salt inmhos/m, and f the electro­
magnetic frequency. 
Inorder to evaluate (5), the variations of co, ', and a as 
functions of salinity, frequency, and temperature need to be known. 
-By using resonant cavity techniques, Stogryn [11 reported, through 
numerous measurements, empirical equations to evaluate the variables. 
The high frequency dielectric constant c , is considered to be 
a constant (=0.48). The low frequency dielectric constant co and the 
relaxation time -rare expressed as 
Eo(T,N) = o(TO) a(N) (6) 
21rT(T,N) = 2r-(T,O) b(T,N) C7) 
where T is the water temperature in C and N is the normality of
 
8 
the solution. The series expansions used to evaluate (6)and (7)
 
0 
for 0 < T 40 C and 0 N < 3 are 
• _2 2 
a(N) 1.0 - 0.2551 N + 5.151 x 10 N (8) 
3 3 
- 6.889 x 10" N 
3 b(N,T) = 1.463 x 10- N T + 1.0 - 0.04896 N (9)2- - 3 3 
0.02967 N + 5.644 x 10" N 
Eo(T,0) = 87.74 - 0.40008 T (10) 
_4 
+ 9.398 x 10 T + 1.410 x I0_ 6 T3 
10 12 
2iTr(T,O) = 1.1109 x 10- - 3,824 x 10 T (11)
 
14 2 16 3TT - 5.096 x 10"+ 6.938 x 10-
Given the salinity in parts per thousand, the normality can be found
 
as
 
2 5 9 2 
N = S (1.707 x I0" + 1.205 x 10- S + 4.058 x 10- S ) (12) 
The series is valid for 0 5 S i5260, The expression reported for
 
the conductivity a of sea water is
 
"A
o(T,S) = a(25,S) e (13) 
where A = 25 - T and 
=2.033 x 10- + 1.266 x 104A + 2.464 x 10-A (14) 
5 7 - a 
-S (1.849.x 10- - 2,551 x 10 A + 2.551 x 10 A) 
9 
a(25,S) = S(O.182521
5s a - 1.46192 x 10" S (15)10- S
S - 1.28205 x10"
+ 2.09324 x 

inthe range 0 g S < 40.
 
SIt
 
Using (6)- (15) we can obtain E and s from (5). With e
 
and e, sh(O") and sv(e") are found by the use of (2), (3), and (4).
 
As seen by (1), the horizontal and vertical brightness tempera­
tures of the polarized radiation emitted by the water are
 
Tbwh(e") = sh(e")Tm (16a)
 
'I I
 
Tbwv(e ) = EV(6 )T (16b)m 

Equations (16a) and (16b) yield the intensities of two linearly
 
polarized, orthogonal waves that are needed to describe the radi­
ation emitted from the water.
 
Brightness temperatures of the earth and sky were also part of
 
this investigation. These brightness temperatures have been found
 
(experimentally) to be nearly randomly polarized and therefore
 
related to molecular temperature by (1). For the sky, Peake [12]
 
expressed the brightness temperature as
 
Tbs(es) = TeffEl - e-T-seces  (17)
 
where
 
Teff = 1.12 Tm - 50 (18) 
10 
To = -loge(l-3/T (19) 
The angle 0s is the angle measured from zenith. For the lack of a
 
more accurate brightness temperature model, the earth emissions are
 
usually assumed to be constant and unpolarized. If a more accurate
 
polarized brightness temperature model were known, it could be
 
utilized in the analysis and computations.
 
In addition to its own generated radiation, the water surface
 
reflects the incident sky radiation and directs it toward the
 
receiving antenna. To account for this reflection, (16a) and (16b)
 
can be modified as
 
Tbwh(e") = eh(O")Tm + (l-sh)Tbs(es=e ") (20a).
 
Tbwv(o") = Ev (O)Tm + (-tv)Tbs(Os=e") (20b)
 
In Figure 1,
we have plotted Tbwh and Tbwv as functions of inci-
C 
dence .angle for Tm = 284 K, S = 0 0/oo, and f 10.69 GHz.
= The
 
shape of the plots are basically the same for any temperature,
 
salinity, and frequency. The peak in the Tbwv curve occurs when
 
the water is viewed at the Brewster angle (cv = 1). At this angle,
 
Tbwv is equal to the molecular temperature of the water.
 
B. Antenna Temperature
 
The antenna temperature measured by a radiometer is the
 
brightness temperature of the observed environment weighted by the
 
power pattern of the antenna. We shall define Tb(e.,O) as the
 
280 FREQUENCY = 10.69 GHz
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0 
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Fig. 1. Water brightness temperatures.
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unpolarized brightness temperature of the environment, Ta the
 
measured antenna temperature; and G(e,0) the antenna power pattern
 
which has been normalized so that the integral of G(e,0) over the
 
entire solid angle is equal to unity. The variables are related by
 
the following relationship
 
JTa = 1 Tb(e0) G(e,0) sine de do (21)
 
0 0 
IfG(e,0) were a delta function 6(e-eo-Oo),-Ta would then equal
 
Tb(eo,Po). Practical antennas, however, do not have such convenient
 
radiation characteristics, and Ta is generally not equal to the
 
Tb at boresight.
 
If a significant fraction of the emitted radiation from the
 
observed environment (brightness temperature) is polarized, such as
 
that emitted by the water surface, (21) is no longer a valid expression
 
to be used to calculate the antenna temperature. To explain the
 
coupling between the radiation properties of the antenna and emitted
 
polarized radiation from the environment as well as the concept of
 
partial and total antenna temperatures, let us assume that the radio­
meter system is over the ocean in clear atmospheric surroundings.
 
Since the observed environment is the water and sky, the total antenna
 
temperature Ta is equal to the contributions from the water Taw and
 
sky Tas. Assuming that the radiation from the sky is unpolarized, Tas*
 
is expressed as
 
13 
T a, Tbs(e,0) G(e,0) sine do do 
 (22)
 
over
 
skv
 
Since the radiation emitted from the water is polarized, to
 
find its antenna temperature contribution,the weight of the gain
 
function G(0,0) needs to be found at each integration point in
 
directions perpendicular and parallel to the plane of incidence. To
 
do this, we form the unit vectors h(o,0) and v(e,0) within the water
 
integration limits. The vector h(e,p) isperpendicular to the plane
 
of incidence formed at the integration point on the water surface,
 
and vle,0) isorthogonal to h(0,0) and r(6,0), where r(e,0) is
 
the radial unit vector. For a given antenna, the normalized
 
electric field intensities inthe e(e,0) and 0(6,o) directions,
 
Ee(6,0) and E0(e,0), can also be found. Inturn, the power
 
intensities, at each integration point, for the horizontal and
 
vertical polarizations, Gh and Gv,are then formulated as
 
GhCG,) = [h •' E6 + h 0 E0J (23) 
GV(6,0) = [v • o Ee + v •0 E0] (24) 
The antenna temperature contribution from the water can then be
 
expressed as
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Taw = f Tbwh(e0') Gh (0,0) sine de dO
 
over
 
water
 
+Jf Tbwv(e.0 ) GV(e',) sine dG dO (25) 
over
 
water
 
The total temperature measured by the radiometer is
 
Ta = Tas + Taw (26)
 
Equations (22) and (25) define the relationships between the
 
power pattern of the antenna, the brightness temperature functions of
 
the observed environment, and the measured antenna temperature for
 
both unpolarized and polarized emissions.
 
C. Wave Tank Geometry and Theory
 
Inorder to obtain the microwave emission signature of a
 
water surface ina controlled environment,.a wave tank system has
 
been constructed at NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
 
The model, as illustrated inFigure 2, consists of a fourteen foot
 
square tank with the antenna and radiometer placed at the end of a
 
boom over the tank. The antenna and radiometer can move along a
 
circular arc above the tank and can be scanned, at each position,

0
 
through a complete 360 in a plane which bisects the wave tank. The
 
angle S isthe scanning angle and a describes the position'of the
 
boom.
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Radiometer antenna
 
Antenna boresight
 
/Water
 
Earth
 
Fig. 2. Radiometer and Finite Wave Tank Configuration at
 
NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia.
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For the wave tank measurements, the total antenna
 
temperature iscomposed of three partial antenna temperatures;
 
namely that of the water, earth, and sky. The partial antenna
 
temperatures are of the same form as (22) and (25) and are given by
 
Taw = Tbwh(e,0) Gh(e,0 ) sine tdo do 
over
 
water
 
+ f.J Tbwv(e,0) GV( 6 ,p) sine do do (27) 
over
 
water
 
Tae = J J Tbe(0,0) G(0,0) sine do do (28) 
over
 
earth
 
Tas = I I Tbs",O,)G(6,) sine do dO (29) 
over
 
sky
 
where Gh and Gv are defined by (23) and (24), respectively. The
 
total antenna temperature Ta is then equal to Taw + Tae + Tas.
 
1. Z-Axis Normal to Radiometer Antenna Aperture
 
Patterns from directional antennas used inradiometry,
 
such as horns, are nearly circular symmetric about the boresight. It
 
would therefore be convenient to express the gain functions in a
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coordinate system which uses the z-axis as the boresight. The
 
problem was originally formulated in this manner by Beck [la]. The
 
coordinate systems used are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. The
 
origin of the x,y,z coordinate system is the phase center of the
 
antenna and the origin of the x, y, z coordinate system is the
 
center of the wave tank. Although the radiometer antenna may be of
 
any type, let us assume one with an aperture E-field polarized in
 
the x direction (aperture E-field parallel to the x-z or x 
- z 
plane of Figure 3). This type of antenna has a strongly polarized
 
pattern. As the antenna is scanned parallel to the x-z plane, as
 
shown in Figure 3, the antenna will principally see the vertically
 
polarized emissions from the water. When scanned parallel to the
 
y-z plane, as shown in Figure 4, the horizontal polarization will
 
predominate. In the system implementation, if the boom is allowed
 
to move only along one plane, the system polarization can be changed

0
 
by simply rotating-the antenna aperture 90 about the z-axis. The
 
system at NASA has, however, the capacity to move along either plane.
 
To describe both rotations, shown in Figures 3 and 4, with one set
 
of functions, a fictitious constant 0' is introduced which is set
 
equal to zero when the rotation is as shown in Figure 3 (vertical
 
polarization scan) and equal to 'r/2 for the scanning displayed in
 
Figure 4 (horizontal polarization scan).
 
The two variable brightness temperature profiles in (27),
 
Tbwh(eO0) and Tbwv(e,O), can be expressed as a function of a single
 
II 
 I
 
incidence angle variable e. To find e,one begins with the relation­
ship between the primed and unprimed rectangular unit vectors of
 
y 
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Fig. 3. Z-axis Coordinate System Orientation for
 
Vertical Polarization.
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Fig. 4. Z-axis Coordinate System Orientation for
 
Horizontal Polarization.
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Figures 3 	and 4 which are written as 
x = x'(cos cos oa + sino0 ) + z sin coso (30a) 
y = y (cosa sin0o + coso0) + z sin sin o (30b)0 

A A
I At 	 A 
z = - x sin cos0o - y sina sin0 o + z cosa (30c) 
The angle 6" can be expressed as 
cCs@ = R / IRI 'l 	 (31)*z 

where
 
A A 	 AA 
R r = R(x sine cos0 + y sine sin0 + z cose) (32) 
Substituting (30a), (30b), and (30c) into (32), one obtains 
: R,(R x +R v y+ Rz z) 
= R {x' [sine cos0 (cosa cos0 o + sin0o) - sins cos o0 cose] 
+ y [sine 	sinO (cosa sino0 + cOS0o) L sina sin o cose] 
+ z [sine 	cos0 sina cosoo + sine sin0 sina sin o0
 
+ cose cos]} 	 (33)
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A AISince the magnitude of the unit vector z isunity and R z is
 
known from (33), cose" in (31) can now be expressed as
 
Is 
cose = sine cosO sina cos o 
+ sine sin0 sina sino0
 
+ cose cosa (34)
 
This allows the evaluation of the incidence angle e"as a function
 
of e,0,a, and polarization (00).
 
Inorder to evaluate Gh(e,O) and GV(,eO) for the z-axis
 
AA
 
jeometry, h(6,0,a,00 ) and v(e,0,a,0o) must be found. The vectors 
fand h are defined by the vector relationships
 
h r 0 C35)
 
h. z h z =0 (36)
 
v h xr (37) 
and can be written as
 
h=HxX Hyy + Hz' (38a) 
x Vyy + VzZAV (38b)
 
Equation (36) implies that Hz = 0 and (35) can then be expanded to 
yield 
Hx Rx + tilt R = 0 (39) 
S, y 
Since h is a unit vector,
 
22 
2 2 
Hx + Hy = 1 (40) 
Solving (39) and (40) simultaneously, one finds that
 
2/ 2 
Hx = -Ry Rx + Ry (41a)
y x y 
f 2- 2 
Hy = Rx/ Rx + Ry (41b)
 
Expanding (37)yields
 
A Aj P.A 
v=Hy Rzx - Hx Rzy + [Hx Ry - Hy Rx] z (42)
 
Therefore,
 
Vx = HyRZ (43a)
 
Vy = -HxR z (43b)
 
Vz = HxRy - HyRx (43c)
 
AA 
The vectors v and h have now been broken into their
 
primed rectangular coordinate components. The unit vectors 0 and 
6 can also beexpressed this way to allow the dot products to be 
taken. One must begin with the vectors in the unprimed coordinates 
A A .~A 
8 x cose coso + y cosO sinO - z sine (44a) 
0= -xsino + y coso (44b) 
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Using (30a), and (30b), and (30c), we can write (44a) and (44b) as
 
A 	 A At A' 
G=TxX + Tyy + TzZ (45a) 
0= x + P3y + Pz (45b)
 
where
 
Tx = coso coso (cosa coso 0 + sing )"+sins sine coso0 (46a)
 
Ty = cose sinO (cos sin00 + coso0 ) + sin sine sin o0 (46b)
 
Tz = sin cose (coso cos o0 + sino sino ) - sine cosa (46c)
 
Px = sin0 (cosa coso0 + sino0 ) (46d)
 
Py = cosO (cosa sinO0 + coso0) (46e)
 
Pz = -sina sino cosO + sina coso0 sino (46f)
 
The dot products in (23) and (24) can now be evaluated using
 
(45a)-(46f) as
 
o 	h = Tx Hx +T Hy (47a)
 
h= Px Hx + P Hy (47b)
 
"v = Tx Vx + Ty Vy + Tz Vz (47c)
 
0 v =PX Vx + Py Vy + Pz Vz (47d)
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To evaluate the variables Taw' Tae 
, and Tas using (27),
 
(28), and (29), respectively, the only parameters still not known
 
are the limits of integration and the angle es O,0,a) (the angle
 
measured from zenith) needed to evaluate Tbs (es).
 
Since the z-axis always passes through the center of the
 
wave tank, then for any value of-0, as e is varied from 0 to 7r,we
 
will always be integrating first over the water, the earth, and ther
 
the sky. 
 What is needed then are the values of e as a function of
 
0 at which the water-earth boundary and the horizon (earth-sky
 
boundary) occur. 
We will define 6we(,0,0) as the water-earth
 
boundary and Oes( ,a,0 ) as the horizon. Due to the symmetry of the
 
problem, the integration limits of 0 can be made 0 to 7t for the
 
vertical polarization case and ir/2 to 3T/2 for the horizontal polari
 
zation.
 
We will first outline the procedure in determining 6we,
 
Referring to Figure 3, we can write that
 
cosewe 0
RG (48)
 
where
 
Ro 
 (-X sin coso - y sina sinO + z cosa) (49a) 
IRoI = R (49b) 
The vector S is found by defining the position of each end of the
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vector referenced to the primed coordinate system. The coordinates
 
of the point A are x = R sina cos0o , y =0 sin sin0o , and
 
z = -R cos. The coordinates of the points along the edge of the
 
tank are shown in Figure 5, which is a view of the wave tank looking
 
straight down, and are given by
 
x = W, 	 y = W tan I > 0' > -- (50a)
4 4
 
x=cot0 , y = W - 0 > -(ob 
X,~~=3W , Wtao > 0' 374 (50c)4 

x -W, y' tan= 	 T. > 51T (50d)
 
4 4
 
x = W 	 ->0-W' 4rSdcotO ,' -- 4r --

For all cases z = 0. This gives four difference expressions for 
6. To eliminate the redundancy of showing the derivations for all
 
four cases, we will show the details of finding ewe for case 1
 
when 1-> 0 > - - and then list owe for the other values of 0
 
4 4
 
For case 1 >0'> - I), the vector G can be expressed
4 4 
as
 
G = (W - R sina cos0o) xI + (Wtano' - Ro sin sino) y' 
+ R cosa z 	 (51)
 
By defining Wn as the ratio of W/Ro, we can writethe dot product
 
in (48) as
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Fig. 5. Overhead View of Wave Tank with Coordinates for the
 
Z-axis Geometry.
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a -o = [(-sina cos~ o) (Wn - sin cos0 o) 
2 2 
+ (- sina sin0O ) (W tan0 - sina sin0o) + cos a]R (52)
0 n 0 0 
Equation (52) can be simplified into the form
 
G o= [I - Wn sin (cos0o + sin0o tan0 )]Ro (53)
 
The magnitude of the vector a isgiven by
 
IGI Ro[(Wn - sina cos) + n tano sinc sin)
 
1
 
2
+ cos 2a (54) 
which can be reduced to 
la o~2 2 21,
 
SI = R -[W2 Wn sina cosO + 1 + Wn tan 0 - 2 Wn tanO

1 
sina sino ]2 (55)
 
Substituting (49b), (53), and (55) into (48) and solving for ewe of
 
case 1 yields
 
ewe = cos- {[l - Wn sin (cosgo + sin0 o tanO )]/[Wn - 2Wn sina cos0o 
1 
+1 + W2 tan 0 - 2 Wn tano sina sin0o0Jt (56) 
.For case 2, 37> 0 > 7r awe isfound by 
28 
ewe=. cos {[1 - Wn sin (cotO' cos0o + sinoo)]/[Wn- - 2Wn sina sin0o
 
2 t I 
+ 1 + Wn2 cot2 ' - 2 Wn cotO sina cos0o1 2} 57) 
When >0 > - , we have case 3 and for this 
4 4 
ewe = cos {1 + Wn sina (cosOo + sin~o tanI )]/[Wn2 + 2Wnsino cos0o 
1 
+ 1 + Wn tan2' + 2Wn tano' sin sino] } (58) 
For h> ' > 5 , ewe isgiven by

4 -4
 
ewe = cos- I{1 + Wn sina (cotO cos0o + sinoo)]/[Wn + 2Wn sina sin0o
 
1 
+1 Wn cot2 + 2 Wn coto sina coso]}I (59)
 
t0
 
Given a and ' one can now find ewe. However, the integration will
 
be performed inthe unprimed coordinate system, so a relationship
 
between 0 and 0 isneeded. This can be found from the relation­
ship, referring to Figures 3 and 4, R = Ro + R The vector R has
 
already been expressed inthe primed coordinate system by (33), Ro
 
-I
 
by (49a), and R isgiven by 
R = R (2'coso''+ y' sin0') (60) 
since e ITon the water surface. Using (33), (49a), and (60), the 
three vector components.of the equation R' = R - Ro yield 
29 
I I 
R coso 	 : R[sine coso (cosa,coso + sinO ) 
- sina cose cos0o] + Ro sin cos0o0 (61) 
R' sin' = R[sine sinO (cost sin o0 + cOSo0 ) 
- sin cose sino J + R sin sin o (62) 
0 R [sine sina (sin0 sin 0 + coso coso0 ) 
+ cose cosa] - Ro cosa 	 (63)
 
Substituting (63) into (61) and (62), one can write
 
R i 
 2 	 2 
() sin 	 = sine sin0 cos a sin~0 + sine sin0 cos0 e cosa + sin a sin0o
 
sine coso cos0o + sin 2a sin 0 sine sino (64)
 
R cos0 	 = sine coso cos a cos00 + sine coso cosa sin0o 
+ sine coso
 
2 	 2
 
sin a cos o0 + sine sino sin a sin o0 cos0o (65)
 
Since 0o 	is either 0 or 1 , sin0o : sin 0o, coso0 = cos 00, and
0 ~ 
sin0o coso0 = 0, (64) and20(65) can be reduced considerably to 
R sir, 	 = sin0 sine (cos0o cosa + sin0o
 ) 	 C66)
 
R '
 0 0
 
(cs = cosO sine (sinoo Cosa + cOSo ) (67)
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Dividing (66) by (67), we get the desired relationship between
 
P and 0'to be
 
tanO 	 sinO (cos0o cosa + sin0o) (68) 
cos0 (sin 0 cosa + cOSO 
With the above relationship between 0 0, 0, and a, (56), (57), 
(58), and (59) can be used to evaluate owe (0,a, 0.). 
Finding an expression for 0es isconsiderably easier. 
As the observation point moves farther away from the wave tank, the
 
vectors R and R' become nearly equal. Inthe limit, as the obser­
vation point approaches infinity, R R . With this approximation
 
for the 	horizon, equating the z components of R and R'yield
 
cos = sin cos0o coso sine + sin
 
sin0o0 sino sine + cosa cosa 	 (69)
 
Solving 	(69) for 0es' which occurs when a' results in
 
1 Cosa 
ees = tan- [-sinacos cOSo - sina sing sineo ] (70)
 
The angle as, measured from zenith, can also be found
 
from (69), since
 
S,=ir-e 	 (71) 
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Using (71) and (69) yields
 
1 
es cos" [-sina cosoo coso sine
 
- sina sin0o sinO sine - cosa cose (72) 
Now, given Tbs(eS), Tbe' Tbwh(O"), Tbwv(e'), Ee(,0),
 
E0Ce,0) and the tank dimensions, we can now find Taw, Tae, and Tas
 
as function of a for both polarizations. The scan angle $ would be
 
equal to zero in these calculations. To calculate the Ta's as a
 
function of 8 (for a given a) requires a transformation of variables.
 
Referring to Figures 6a and 6b, the vertical scanning involves
 
coordinate system rotation about the y-axis and for the horizontal
 
scanning an x-axis rotation. Itcan be seen that the antenna gain
 
functions will be known in the xI, yI, z1 coordinate system or as
 
functions of el and 01. To integrate in the unprimed coordinate
 
system, e1 and 01 need to be expressed as functions of e and 0.
 
Appendix I contains a derivation of these transformations. For the
 
vertical scanning, pictured in Figure 6a,
 
Sto sino sine
= ]
0 tan- [cos cosO sine + sinS cosa (73)
 
1 
el = cos E-sins coso sine + cosS cosO] (74)
 
For the horizontal polarization, illustrated in Figure 6b,
 
0I = tan' [cosS sino sine + sine cose (75)

cosO sine
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Fig. 6a. 	 Coordinate System Transformation Describing

Vertical Scanning (Bvariations) for the Z-axis
 
Geometry.
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Fig. 6b. Coordinate System Transformation Describing
 
Horizontal Scanning (svariations) for the Z-axis
 
Geometry.
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I 
a, = cos" [-sins sinO sine + cosS cosO] (76) 
By using 6V(01 ,01) , Gh(6o,0l), and G(e1 ,01 ) in (27),
 
(28), and (29), Taw Tae
, , and Tas can be found as functions of a
 
and 6 for both polarizations. However, using this geometry, (27),
 
(28), and (29) must be evaluated by numerical integration for each
 
value.of a and 5. One would also have to solve the transcendental
 
equations relating eI and 0, to 0 and 0 
at each integration point.
 
This would require considerable computer time and can be avoided
 
if the scanning of the antenna is described by a rotation about
 
the z-axis instead of a rotation about the x- or y- axis as given
 
by (73)-(76).
 
2. X-Axis .Normal to Radiometer Antenna Aperture
 
An alternate coordinate system that avoids the trans­
cendental equations describing the scanning is illustrated in
 
Figure 7. In this case the x-axis is used as the boresight of the
 
antenna for both horizontal and vertical scans. These scans are now
 
mathematically described by rotations about the z-axis, and the
 
transformations of coordinates during the scan (as shown in Appendix
 
1) leave the 0 variable unaffected and change 0 by a constant value.
 
The elimination of the transcendental equations is not the only
 
advantage of rotating about the z-axis. 
It will be shown that by
 
utilizing this geometry, the integration with respect to 0 and the
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Fig. 7. X-axis Geometry and Vector Alignment on the
 
Wave Tank Surface.
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functional variation with respect to a of (27), (28), and (29) can
 
be established in a correlation form and evaluated conveniently and
 
efficiently by Fourier transform techniques. Itwas for this
 
reason that this system was adopted.
 
Since the antenna system is now restricted to rota­
tions about the z-axis, itisnot going to be scanned in two ortho­
gonal planes to establish the two different polarizations. Instead,
 
the scanning will be restricted inone plane but the antenna orien­
tation (aperture field) will be changed to accomplish this. To
 
receive primarily the vertical polarization, the aperture field is
 
assumed to be oriented inthe y direction. Ifthe horizontal
 
polarization isdesired, the E and E0 fields are those calculated
 
with the aperture field in the z' direction. We shall use the sub­
script p to denote a function that depends upon polarization. The
 
subscript p will represent h for horizontal or v for vertical polari­
zation.
 
To evaluate (27), (28), and (29) with the new geometry,
 
we again need to find the dot products that represent the degree of
 
alignment between the e'and ' vectors of the antenna's coordinate
 
system and the horizontal and vertical unit vectors. The incidence
 
angle 8 and the various limits of integration also need to be
 
known. The dot products and incidence angle will be found utili­
zing the geometry as represented inFigure 8.
 
The planes defined by constant values of 0 form on the
 
water surface straight lines N which are parallel to the z-axis.
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Fig. 8. X-axis Geometry and Parameters Describing the
 
Vector Alignment Dot Products.
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Along each one of these lines, 0 isdefined as the angle between
 
the projection of the radial line into the x-y plane and the
 
x-axis. The radial line is R and its projection into the x-y plane
 
isM. Therefore, 0 is the angle between H and M. The angle
 
between the z-axis and R is 6. Since the line N and the z-axis are
 
parallel, the lines R,M,N, and the z-axis all lie inthe same plane.
 
The z-axis and M intersect at right angles, so the angle between M
 
and R is - 0, defined positive in the direction shown,
2
 
The horizontal vector h always lies inthe plane that th 
surface of the water defines. Therefore, ifone can find ' as a 
function of 6 and 0 then h can be found from ip.The plane the water 
surface defines isparallel to the y-z plane and h is given by 
h y sinp -z cos* (77)
 
Line segment length L is found from
 
L = H tano (78)
 
and M by
 
M =JH 2 + L2 = Hsec 0 (79)
 
To find N we use the relation
 
= tan(!-- e)= cotO (80)2 
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Substituting (79) into (80) we can find N to be
 
N = H sec0 cote (81)
 
Using (78) and (81), we find that
 
'N ' Cos a (82)p= tan- ( tan [sin (82 
A A 
The vector h isnow known from (77) and we can get v from the
 
relationship
 
v =r xh (83)
 
The unit vectors 8, , and r are expressed in (44a), (44b) and (32),
 
respectively. Using (32) and (77) in (83) yields
 
v (- cos sin0 sine - sin cose) 
A 
 A 
+ y cos cosO sine + z sin cos0 sine (84) 
Knowing the vectors h, v,e,and0, the various dot products needed 
to evaluate (23) and (24) can be expressed as
 
a h = sino cose sin + sine cosp (85a)
 
, h = coso sin* (85b)
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e v = cosO case (- cos sinO sine - sin cose) 
2 
+ sin0 cose cosp coso sine - sin coso sin 0 (85c) 
0 v = sinO (cosv, sino sine + sin* cose) 
2 
+ cos cos 0 sine 
-(85d) 
Expanding and simplifying (85c) and (85d), we find that 
e v = -0' h = -sinp cosO (86a) 
0 v = • h = sin cose sin0 + cos sine (86b) 
de now have the needed dot products in the unprimed coordinate system. 
The incidence angle e"is found by the relationship 
tan (- - e") = H/P (87) 
and P from 
P= L + N = H cot e(l + sec 20) (88) 
Substituting (88) into (87) yields
 
0 = tan- e/cote(l + secao) (89) 
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Now that the incidence angle is known, let us next
 
find the relationship between the primed coordinate system of the
 
antenna and the unprimed coordinate system representing the water.
 
Referring to Figure 7, the primed coordinate system isrotated
 
about the z-axis through the angle a + B. From Appendix I,we know
 
the transformation to be
 
e = a' (90)
 
0 0'+ a + (91) 
We can now express (27), (28), and (29) as functions of a and a.
 
Tawp(a,) = JJ [h(e,O) •0 E6p(,, - (x+ f)) 
over
 
water
 
+ h(0,0) 0 E0p(e,0 - (0 + f))] Tbwh[e (,)J sine do d 
+ [v(e,p) S EepC9'0 - (a + f)) +v Ce;0)
 
over
 
water
 
0 E0p(e,0 - (a + fl)2 Tbwv[0 (e,0)] sine do d0 (92) 
Taep(aB) J J Tbe(O'O) Gp(0,0 ­ (a + s)) sine do d0 (93) 
over 
earth 
Tasp(a,) JJ Tbs(e,0) Gp(9,0 - (a+ B)) sine dO d0 (94) 
over
 
sky
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where Gp has been normalized so that its value over the entire
 
solid angle isunity.
 
Inorder to evaluate (92), (93), and (94), we need to
 
find the limits of integration. The edges of the tank which are
 
parallel to the z-axis, as illustrated inFigure 9, lie incon­
stant 0 plane. Thevalues of 0 which define these edges are indi­
cated in Figure 10 as 0, and 02" The boom length isp and
 
H = p cosa (95)
 
The distances C and D are known as
 
C =V/2 - p sina (96a)
 
D = W/2 + p sina (96b)
 
The relationship between 01, 02' C,andfD are
 
1 
0I = tan CD/H) (97a)
 
1 
02 = tan- (C/H) (.97b)
 
Substituting (95), (96a), and (96b) into (97a) and (97b), we find
 
the limits of integration for 0 between the water and earth to be
 
1
 
Ol = tan- [(W/2 + p sinc)/p cosa] (98a)
 
a
02 = tan" [(W/2 - p sina)/p coscx) (98b) 
____ 
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Fig. 9. Wave Tank Configuration to Determine the 6 Limits of
 
Integration for the X-axis Geometry.
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Fig. 10. 	 Wave Tank Scanning Plane to Determine the 0 Limits
 
of Integration for the X-axis Geometry,
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Referring to Figure 9,for each value of 0 between
 
-02 and ,
we need to find the value of eew that defines the other
 
edge of the tank. First, we find B by
 
B = H tano 
 (99.)
 
We express E as
 
E H + B 
 (100)
 
By combining (95), (99), and (100), we find E
as a function of p,a,
 
and 0 as
 
E = p cos sec 0 (101)
 
Itcan be seen from Figure 9 that
 
tan (E- Oew) = F/E = cot(eew) (102)
 
and for this square tank 
F = W/2 (103)
 
The angle eew isfound from (101), (102), and (103) as 
0ew = cot- [(W/2)/o cosa sec OJ (104) 
For values of 0 not between "02 and 01 we will define 6ew as
 
The sky is integrated for values of 0 between T and 3- for all
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values of e. We can now rewrite (92), (93), and (94), showing
 
the limits of integration, as
 
Tawp (a,O) = f[same as in (92)] sine do do
 
-02 0ew(c,p,W,0)
 
+ 	 [same as in (92)] sine do do (105) 
-02 ew(a,p,W,O) 
r/2 0ew(ct,p,W,0)
 
:aep(a)= J [same as in (93)] sine do do (106)
 
-/2 0
 
31/2 7r/2
 
Tasp(a') = J - I [same as in (94)] sine dO.do 1(107)
 
r/2 0
 
where Gp has been normalized so that its value over the entire solid
 
angle is 2.
 
We need only integrate 0 from 0 to r/2 because the
 
geometry is symmetrical about the x-y plane. It should be noted
 
here that the geometry does not have to be symmetrical to obtain a
 
solution to the problem. The tank need not be square but of any
 
shape. We need only to know F as a function of B to find aew as a
 
function of 0. If the tank is not symmetrical about the x-y plane,
 
then we need to integrate 0 from 0 to iT. The value of 8ew that
 
describes the back edge of the tank can be found in the same manner
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as the eew for ebetween 0 and r/2.
 
By utilizing the rotation about the z-axis to
 
represent the rotation of the support arm through the angle a
 
and the scanning angle B, we obtain a much more powerful repre­
sentation of the problem than ispossible with the earlier geo­
metry which utilized the z-axis perpendicular to the aperture of the
 
antenna. Previously we found ewe from (56), (57), (58), and (59)
 
and 0es from (70). Equations (98a), (98b) and (104) are much
 
simpler. The dot products for the first coordinate system (z-axis
 
normal to antenna aperture) are functions of 8, 0,a, and polari­
zation (00). By rotating about the z-axis, the dot products are
 
only functions of e and 0 because the transformation between e,0
 
I I 
and 0 , 0 isperformed merely by the addition of a constant to 0.
A 
Figure lla shows the vectors e and 0 on the surface of the water when
 
the z-axis is directed straight down into the water surface. The
 
vector B isequal to v 
and 0 equal to h and all of the dot products
 
are either 1 or 0. When we rotate this coordinate system about
 
either the x or y axis, the 0 vector no longer lies inthe plane
 
of the water surface and the dot products become functions of e',
 
,a,and the amount of angular rotation. The dot products would,
 
therefore, need to be calculated for each rotation angle. This
 
isa consequence of the transformation of variables between e, 0
 
and 0,0 shown intranscendental form inAppendix I. Figure llb
 
shows how the vectors 0 and 0 align on the surface for the second
 
system (x-axis normal to antenna aperture). Ifthis coordinate
 
system isrotated about the z-axis and the vector e and 0 were
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Fig. Ila. 
 Overhead View of the Unit Vector Alignment on the
 
Wave Tank Surface for the Z-axis Geometry.
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Fig. lib. 	 Overhead View of the Unit Vector Alignment on the
 
Wave Tank Surface for the X-axis Geometry.
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plotted they would look exactly the same all 
the time. Rotation
 
about the z-axis does not-affect the alignment of the vectors on
 
the surface and consequently does not alter the dot products.
 
In addition to all the above advantages, the rotation
 
about the z-axis has another tremendous advantage. The integration
 
with respect to 0 is in the form of a correlation, which can be
 
evaluated by the use of Fourier transform techniques. The inte­
gration with respect to e will be executed by numerical integration.
 
In order to reduce the computation time, we make the
 
gain functions independent of a. This way the spectrum of the gain
 
need only be found once and used for all values of a; To do this
 
we add a to 0 in the integrands of (105), (106), and (107) and then 
subtract a from the limits of integration creating 00= -
This yields 
Tawp(a,) = J [h(a,+ a) e0 (e,0o- 8) + h(o,po+ a) 
-02-a 'ew(a,p,W,00+ a) 
2
 
0 EOp(0,0,- a)] Tbwhe,0o+ a)] sine de do 
0 - r/2 
+ J J(e, + ct) • Eep(,- e) + v(e, + a). 
-02-a eew(ap ,Wjo+ a) 
2
 
0 EOpCeO.-B) Tbwv 0,. a)] sjne de dO0. (108)
bo 

Taep(a,) 
Tasp(, ) 
ir/2-a ew(apW,0+ a) 
= f JTbe(,O6;+ a) Gpe(,0-
-Tr/2-a 0 
3S/2-a ir/2 
= J Tbs(e,0.+ a) Gp(,,0-
r/2-a 0 
6) sine do d o 
s) sine dO dOO 
(109) 
(110) 
The following functions will now be defined: 
Tbwh(e) for - 02 - a Ool 01-a 
arid Oew 0 T/2 
Tbwh(O,+ a) (11Oa) 
0 el sewhere 
Tbwv (O,0o+ a) = 
Tbwv(e") for ­ 02 - a 
and 0ew <8 
g 0' 01 -a 
7/2 
(llOb) 
0 elsewhere 
Tbe(O + 
Tbe(6,0,+ a) for -w/2 
and 0 5 
- a 0.oi/2-a 
ew (Oc) 
0 elsewhere 
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Tbs(e,0o+ a) for 7/2 - a < 0,< 3r/2 - a 
and all G
 
Tbs(e'o+ a) (11Od)
 
0 elsewhere
 
Using the primed functions we can rewrite (108) - (110) as
 
2ir 7r/2
 
Tawp(a') = {[h(e,00+a) e0 (e0-s)+ h(0,0o+ a)
0 
-0 

2 1 
0 E0p(e,0o- )) Tbwh(O,0o+ a) + rv(e,o+ a) 
A 2 
e Eop(eo o-s)+ v(8,00 + a) 0 Eop(e o -8))
 
Tbwv(o+ a) I snnO d do (111) 
2?r' /2 
Taep((a) : f Tbe(GOo+ a)Gp(,0 0- ) sine do do, (112) 
0 0 
2E( Tr/2
 
Tasp(a, ) = j fTbs(O,0o+ a) Gp(O,o, a) sine dO d~O (113)
 
0 0
 
Expanding (111) and dropping the arguments for convenience, yields
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27itr/2
i |~ 2) Tb h + (
Taw('M)= I [( " Ep " Ep Tbwh
 
O00
 
+ 2(h e)(h 0) Ep EOp Tbwh 
^ A 2 2 TA A 2 2 1 
+(v ) Ep Tblwv + (vv EOp Tbwv 
+ 2(v . ) (v •0) Eop EOp Tbwv] sine do d06 (114) 
Equations (112), (113), and (114) are all of the form
 
27 T/2
 
Ta(a,) = J Tb(e,00+ a) G(0,0o- 8) sine de do (115) 
0 0 
By performing the integration with respect to 0 as a summation, (115)
 
can be written as
 
-2w
 
Ta(c') = W.sine1 j T(e0+ a) G(i - a) do (116)i=l 0 bi'o
 
The variable e is sampled-N times while e = 0 and eN 7r/2. The 
function Wi is the weighting factor for the particular numerical 
integration technique used. 
For any constant value of a, (116) can be evaluated as
 
Ta(o, - ) =. Wisine F- {Tb(f)i G(f)i} - (117)lf
i i 
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where
 
Tb(f)i = the periodic Fourier transform of Tb(ei0Oo+ a0)
 
G(f)i = the cdmplex conjugate of the transform of G(Oi,0)
 
1 - I- I
 
Since F- [A] + F-[B] is equivalent to F- [A + B], computation
 
time can be reduced by evaluating (117) as
 
iN *
 
Ta(ao , - s)= F-{ Tb(f)i G(f)i Wi sine i} (118) 
The antenna temperature contributions can now be found as
 
Tap ' ) i N ,N* . 2 
T ( - = F {s [Tbwh h)i E2p i Wi sine i] 
awp 1=1i bwh 

N i 
+ 2 Z [TbwhGa h)i(0. h)i E piEp i Wi sinGi]
 
N ^ )2 2 Wi sine.]
+ sE[TbwhJ4 h) Ep i
 
+ S [T (0 v). E W sine i
i=1 I I epi 1
 
N r 
+ 2 E [Tbwve • v)1 (• v)i E piEpi Wi sinei]
 
N 
- -22+NF O • v). E0p i W. sine.]) (119)
 
1 p
i=1 wI 

iN
Taep ao,-.s) = F-i{Z Tb Gp Wi sin } (120)
 
Tasp(o,- B)= F" {Z T Gpi Wi sinei} (121)

asp =1 bsi p1io 

Given a, equations (119), (120), and (121) can be used to find
 
Tawp
, 
Taep
, 
and Tasp' respectively, for all values of B. The
 
transforms of the gain functions for each polarization, E 
 *pi,
 
EOpi' and Eep E pi, need be computed only once, since the gain
 
functions are never needed in the time domain. The function Gpi is
 
equal to E pi + E pi and need not be computed separately.
 
The problem has ncw been formulated in two coordinate
 
system configurations. The first used the z-axis as the antenna
 
boresight to conform with the circularity of the antenna's power
 
pattern. The second required the x-axis as the boresight. This
 
allows the use of Fourier transforms to perform the integration and
 
reduce the computation time when the T 's for all values of B are
 
a
 
computed. The necessity of knowing the Ta s for all values of
 
will become apparent in the inversion process.
 
D. The Gain Functions
 
In order to use either the z-axis or x-axis analysis, one
 
must know the radiation characteristics of the antenna. Figure 12a
 
shows the antenna geometry when the z-axis is taken to be perpen­
dicular to the antenna aperture and Figure 12b shows the geometry
 
with the x-axis perpendicular to the aperture. For either
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Fig.-12a. Z-axis Antenna Geometry.
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Fig. 12b. X-axis Antenna Geometry.
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geometry, the three-dimensional power pattern can be obtained by
 
t t 2 1 
GEe,)OG)e0  = O]cos 0(e,0)
 
+ G[e (e,0), 0 = j-]sin 2 (e,0) (122) 
where
 
a 1 
6 = cos {cos0 sine) (123a) 
0 tan- {-sin0 tane} (123b)
 
Equations (122) and (12a) - (123b) can be used to construc
 
the three-dimensional gain patterns from principal plane measure­
ments whenever they can not be determined analytically.
 
E. Cross-polarization
 
Most practical antennas possess what isusually referred
 
to as a cross-polarization pattern. For example, referring to
 
Figure 12a, if there isno cross-polarization pattern, then inthe
 
E-plane (0=0) there would only be an E, component and inthe
 
H-plane (0= T ) only an E component. Any radiated component 
which is orthogonal to the principal polarization isusually
 
referred to as cross-polarization. Having no cross-polarization in
 
the principal planes does not insure no cross-polarization in any
 
other plane, as isdemonstrated for a reflector system by
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Silver [13]. Inthis investigation, the cross-polarized
 
pattern will be assumed to have the same-shape as the principal
 
pattern. With this assumption, the antenna temperatures with
 
cross-polarization (Tav and Tah) can be related to the antenna
 
temperatures with no cross-polarization (Tav and Tah) by
 
Tav = a/(l + CROSS) + Tah *CROSS/(l + CROSS) (124a)
 
Tah = Tah/(l + CROSS) + Tav * CROSS/(l + CROSS) (124b)
 
where CROSS refers to the fraction of power inthe cross-polarized
 
pattern. For example, ifthere isa 
-20 db cross-polarized
 
pattern, then CROSS is 0.01. Equations (124a) and (124b) areexact
 
ifthe shape of the cross-polarized pattern isthe same as the
 
principal pattern.
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III. Inversion
 
A. Two-dimensional Approximation
 
So far, we have only concerned ourselves with the direct
 
problem, that of finding the antenna temperature Ta(a,S) from the
 
brightness temperature Tb(e,0). Let us now approach the inverse
 
problem of finding Tb(e,0) from Ta(,$). This inversion problem
 
for the wave tank geometry was first approached by Fisher [7].
 
Referring to Figure 7, Fisher used a two-dimensional approximation
 
to represent the wave tank system. Assuming that the antenna maxi­
mum (boresight) isdirected only along the 0
= 1 plane, the water is 
scanned along the line L . The two-dimensional approximation assu­
mes that most of the energy of the antenna iswithin the major lobe 
and only integration along the a = 1 plane isnecessary. With this 
approximation (1ll), (112), and (113) can be reduced considerably.
 
The dot products can be expressed as
 
h(, o+ a) = 0 - v(!0+ a) (125a) 
0 h(to+ a) = 0 " v(1,00+ a)
= 0 (125b) 
Renormalizing the gain functions so that
 
27r
JG(I)d0o= 1 
 (126)
 
0
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0 
-we can write (111),(112), and (113) as 
27
 (2 	 t 
Tawp(CB) 	 = EOp(T,0 j) Tbwh(p,+ a) d0 
f 27 + 	 Ep/, ) Tbwv&2,0+ a) dO (127) 
0 
2w 
Tas) FG G( a-)TI( 0,+ a) do 	 (128)
aep P 2'0' be(2 '
 
0
 
f27
 
Tas(a,8) G 7tL)V 	 (129)T-0 asp ) 	0 p2j ) Tbs2,o+ a) do 

0
 
The limits of integration can be made 0 to 27 since the primed
 
brightness temperature functions are equal to zero in their res­
pective regions to avoid overlapping. Assuming no cross-polari­
2 
zation in the principal planes, E p is zero for the horizontal scan
 
2 
and EOp iszero for the vertical scan. We can then write (127),
 
(128) and (129) as
 
2w
 
Tawp, 	, ) = Gp(0o ) Tbwp(2 + a) d0 (130)
 
0
 
+
Taeps) 	 = f Gp(0) T e(,0oa) dct (131) 
0 
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J,27r
 Tasp(a,') Gp(O.) Tbs(,0o+ a) d0
o (132)
 
which are of the same form as reported by Fisher [7] and Holmes [8].
 
With this two-dimensional approximation we can find the total
 
antenna temperature by summing Tawp Taep and Tas p,
, , or Tap can be
 
found from one integral, To calculate Ta directly we use the con­
tinuous Tbp(11,0+ a) which is
 
Tbp (O+ a) = Tbwp(7r o+ a) + Tbe 0( + a) + Tb(,o+ a) (133) 
We can therefore find Tap(,B) as
 
2p
 
2r
 
T (,) G (0-s) T (0+a) O(14ap 
0 
J p o bp(o d0 (134) 
Equations (130), (131), (132), and (134) are all now in correlation
 
form and can be evaluated, using Fourier transforms, as
 
Tawp(Qo ,-0) = Tbwp}F" {Gp. (135)
 
-
Tae(o- 6 F -h-* '-

T ( Fbe Gp T (136) 
1 -* 
­
asp (ao,- F- {Gp- TbS (137) 
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* 
Tap (ao,- = F) {Gp Tbpi (138) 
Using (138) as an example, Tbp can be found from Tap by a simple
 
division in the frequency domain followed by an inverse transform,
 
or
 
Tbp(0+ %o)= F- {Tap/G } (139)
 
Although (139) is a valid expression for the Tbp
 
expressed in (134), the inversion technique is extremely sensitive to
 
error in T ap. Small errors in Tap can cause large oscillations in thc
 
inverted function for Tbp[8]. The instability of the equation can be
 
explained in both the spatial and frequency domains. In the frequenc3
 
domain, we note that, for the type of functions used for Gp, the
 
high frequency components of its spectrum are small compared to the
 
low frequency components. Due to the division by Gp, relatively
 
small errors in the high frequency components of Tap can cause
 
large errors in the corresponding components of Tbp. These errors
 
cause high frequency oscillations in the spatial domain solution of
 
Tbp in (139). This instability can also be explained by observing
 
(134). If a high frequency sinusoid is added to Tbp, the fuhction
 
Tap will be nearly unaffected [3,4]. Therefore, (134) does not
 
uniquely define Tbp for a Tap known with a moderate accuracy.
 
The inversion of the Fredholm integral equation, of
 
which (134) is one type, has been encountered and studied in the
 
fields of aerosol detection, astronomical measurement
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interpretation, and spectral analysis where cause and effect
 
situations are of interest. Twomey [3] and Phillips [4] investi­
gated the Fredholm equation of the first kind and were able to
 
stabilize its inversion by employing matrix filtering techniques.
 
Bracewell and Roberts [5] have reported an iterative restoration
 
process which is particularly adaptable to our needs. The process
 
introduced by Bracewell and Roberts and applied to a two-dimensional
 
mQdelling of the wave tank geometry by Holmes stabilizes the
 
inversion by avoiding the direct division by Gp in (139). Writing
 
I/G of (139) as 1/[l - (1-G)J, and then performing a series 
p
expansion [5] results in
 
Tbp( + o) = F {Tawp [ + (1 - G)
 
2 3 (1- Gp) + (+ - Gp) . ..... D (140) 
The infinite series expansion of 1/Gp converges provided that
 
1l-GpI < 1. For most antennas used in radiometry, their gain
 
patterns are symmetrical, smooth varying functions which insure that
 
G is always real and positive in the dominant frequencies. The
 
p 
­
maximum values of these GS s will be the average value of the
 
spatial domain functions. Since Gp is normalized by (126), the
 
average value is 1 / 2w. The necessary conditions to insure the
 
convergence of the series are therefore met. As the series converges,
 
(140) becomes equal to (139) and the presence of error in Taw p will
 
again cause oscillations. Fortunately, these unwanted oscillations
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mainly arise from the higher order terms in the series expansion 
of 1/GP. By properly truncating the series we can obtain the ­
smooth principle solution of the inversion. This inversion process 
can also be performed in the space domain. The first term of the
 
series expansion assumes that T is the first approximation of
 
ap
 
Tbp and each addition term represents a new approximation of Tbp.
 
This restoring process can be interpreted as letting the values of
 
Tbp be equal, respectively, to
 
Tbpo = Tap (141a)
 
Tbpl = Tbpo + (Tap - Gp* Tbpo) (141b) 
Tbp 2 = Tbpl + (Tap - G * Tbpl (141c) 
Tbpn = Tbp(n-l) + [Tap -Gp * Tbp(nl)J (141d) 
where * implies correlation. The altered inversion procedure
 
reduces to an iterative method, as indicated by (141a) - (141d)., and
 
will be referred to as restoration [5]. The second term in (141a)­
(141d) is a correction factor which is added to the values of the
 
previous restored brightness temperature to obtain the newly
 
created function.
 
Holmes [81 has tested the restoration process with the
 
two-dimensional simulation of the wave tank problem. He has calcu­
lated Tap(ao,) from the semi-empirical brightness temperature
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models, added errors to represent measuring inaccuracies, and
 
restored the data using a truncated series to represent 1/G in
 
p
 
(140). Errors that caused large oscillation by direct inversion
 
(139) did not create a stability problem in the restoration method.
 
B. Three-dimensional Inversion
 
Let us now investigate the problem of inverting the
 
data using the three-dimensional model. As seen in (114), Tawh is
 
I i 
dependent on both Tbwh and Tbwv and the same is true of Tawv The
, 

equations are coupled and inversion is more complicated than in the
 
two-dimensional case. At this point, we should review the goals of
 
our inversion and what we will be given to obtain the necessary
 
information. The desired results will be to obtain Tbwh(e) and
 
Tbwv e"), where e" is the incidence angle, given Tah(,o.6) and
 
Tav(a,). To accomplish this, we will
av0 first need to make esti­
mates of Tbe(e,0) and Tbs(e,O) to calculate Taepo(a,6 and Tasp(,o')
 
The estimated Tae p and Tasp will then be subtracted from the total
 
antenna temperature to find Tawh(o,8) and Tawv(ao,). In turn,the
 
Tawh(a, ) and Tawv(a,) functions will be inverted to restore
 
Tbwhe) and Tbwv(E8).
 
At this point, we must make some assumptions about either
 
the environment or the antenna in order to estimate Tbs and Tbe.
 
The sky brightness temperature (Tbs) is not extremely critical.
 
In the calculations the brightness temperature of the
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sky was assumed to be only a function of 0. The functional
 
variation of Tbs along the e - plane as a function of 0 can be 
approximated by either the empirical sky model 
or by the Tap
 
measured through the sky. Using these approximations of Tbs(O) for
 
all values of a is a good representation of the hemispherical
 
brightness temperature profile except for the values of a
near 0
 
and iT. 
Since these areas are only seen by the sidelobes of the
 
antenna, this error causes negligible error in Tasp
 -

The brightness temperature of the earth is a little more
 
critical since it borders the water. 
Since, for the earth, there is
 
no functional relationship between the brightness temperature in
 
the 0 = - plane and the other 0 planes, we assume that Tbe is only 
a function of 0. Tap can be used as an approximation of Tbe except 
for the values of which put the boresight near the wave tank. 
Referring to Figure 10, we define a 
new function T"(0) as
 
Tb(O) =Tap(B =01 -0+) 01 +2!- > 0 
 (142a)
 
T Tap( = c 9(142b)
 
Tb() T = 0 ­
->> 0 + 7-0
 
3r > >2 (142c)
2
 
Tb() Tap( = 0 - a) 0 
­
- (142d) 
Tb(C) Tap(a = -02 a "
 2TP > 0> 2 - 02 (142e)
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Using eew as expressed in (104) and Tb(0), we can form Tbe(e,O) as
 
Tbe(e,0) = Tb(0) if e < 0ew 
 (143a)
 
Tbe(e,0) = 0 if e > eew (143b)
 
Equation (120) can now be used to find Taep (,).
 
Referring to Figures 8 and 10, the x'-axis (antenna
 
boresight) intersects the plane of the water surface at incidence
 
angles between 0 and 01 if 02 is positive or between-0 2 and 01 if
 
02 is negative. Knowing the Tbwp 'sfor these incidence angles is
 
sufficient to compute the Tbw'S over nearly the entire water sur­
face of the tank, since the incidence angle can be computed exactly
 
over the entire water surface with the use of (89). The only points
 
which have incidence angles not in these ranges are the corners of
 
the tank that are the farthest from the antenna. The brightness
 
temperature functions of the water can be interpolated for these
 
points. Given Tbwv ( 0)and Tbwh( ,s),the brightness temperature
 
all over the water surface can be found and, from (119), Tawh(aoo,)
 
and T wv(as) can be calculated.
 
The restoration process used by Holmes [8] will 
now
 
be applied to the three-dimensional problem. The first approxi­
mation of TbwhC§0,) and Tbwv,(I0o), for the particular range of
 
incidence angles needed, will be Tawh(8) 
and Tawv), respectively.
 
These first approximations will be called Tbwhl (o) and Tbwvl(O)
 
,
 
and from them we can find Tawhl(S) and Tawvl($) through (119). The
 
difference between Tawhl() and Tawh() will be defined as ERhl(s).
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Similarly, the difference between Tawvl(8) and Tawv(8) will be
 
called ERvI(W 
.
 
A second approximation of Tbwv and Tbwh(Tbwv2 and
 
Tbwh2' respectively) needs to be found from Tbwvl, Tbwhl ERhl
, ' and
 
ERh2. Since the brightness temperatures and antenna temperatures
 
are coupled, the following algorithm will be used to restore
 
Tbwh and Tbwv:
 
Tbwh2 = Tbwhl + WF1 ERhl + WF2 * ERvl (144a) 
Tbwv2 = Tbwl + WF3 ERhl + WF4 * ERvi (144b)
 
or ingeneral
 
Tbwh(n + 1)= Tbwh(n) + WFI ERh(n) + WF2 " ERv(n) (145a) 
Tbwv(n + 1) = Tbwv(n) + WF3 ERh(n) + WF4 " ERv(n) (145b)
 
The terms WFI, WF2, WF3, and WF4 are weighting functions.
 
To determine the weighting functions for any value of
 
8, we find what percentage of the power of the antenna incident on
 
the water surface aligns with the horizontal vectors and what per­
centage aligns with the vertical vectors. Ifx% of the antenna's
 
power picks up Tbwh while measuring Tawh(Oo), then x% of the error
 
inthe approximation of Tbwh et that particular incidence angle can
 
be corrected by ERhl(o). The functions WF1 , WF2, WF3, and WF4 are
 
defined to be the percentage alignment of Gh, Gh, Gv, and Gv in the
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h, v, h, and v directions, respectively, for each value of B.
 
For example, the weighting function WF1 would be found as
 
JJ Eh •e Eeh + h 0 EOhl sine do do,
 
over
 
WF'(B) water (146)
I 

I Gh sine dO do,
 
over
 
water
 
All the functions in (145a and b) have now been defined and the
 
restoration can be performed.
 
The three-dimensional restoration acknowledges the
 
influence of the following:
 
1. the vector misalignment off the principal axes of the antenna,
 
2. any cross-polarization in the antenna pattern, 3. the entire
 
three dimensional environment, and 4. the true two variable power
 
pattern of the antenna. The previously mentioned stability charac­
teristics of the restoration procedure are also retained.
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IV. Computations and Results
 
A. Finite Wave Tank
 
The modeling of the interaction between the wave tank
 
environment and the radiometer antenna has now been described in
 
several different ways. Inorder to establish the validity of the
 
various methods, computations were made with each of the methods
 
while viewing identical environments with the same antenna. The
 
results of these computations will establish the accuracy of the
 
three-dimensional vector formulations and also the shortcomings*of
 
the two-dimensional scalar method.
 
Given the brightness temperature characteristics of the wave
 
tank environment, the antenna temperature for the horizontal scan
 
Tah and the vertical scan Tav can now be predicted with four
 
different computer programs developed during the course of this
 
investigation. The first of these isa computer program based on
 
the three-dimensional analysis when the z-axis isnormal to the
 
radiometer antenna aperture, similar to the one developed by 
Beck [9], of the wave tank system. The integration with respect 
to the spherical coordinates e and 0 isnumerically performed with 
the trapezoifdal rule. This program isdesigned to make direct 
calculations of Tah(,0=O) and Tav(t,8=C) given the brightness
 
temperature profiles of the water, Tbwh(050) and T6wv(e,0), of the
 
earth Tbe(e.O), and of the sky Tbs(,60). Since 8=0 (no scanning)
 
for all cases with this program, the antenna-is always assumed to be
 
viewing the center of the tank at the incidence angle a. Secondly,
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another three-dimensional computer program has been developed
 
that takes the x-axis perpendicular to the radiometer antenna
 
aperture and performs the calculations again with numerical
 
integration. The integration with respect to 0 is done using a
 
256 point midpoint rule and with respect to e using a 32 point
 
Gaussian quadrature method. This program was written to yield
 
Tah and Tav for various a s and B=O, as was the first program.
 
The third and most important program uses the same coordinate
 
system alignment as the second program (x-axis perpendicular to
 
the aperture) but has the capability to handle scanning in the
 
direction. It uses a 32-point Gaussian quadrature method to
 
integrate with respect to 0. However, the scanning of the antenna
 
0
 
through the entire 360 range of the angle B and the integration 
with respect to 0 is handled simultaneously in the transform 
domain via the correlation form and a 256 sample point fast Fourier 
transform technique. The results of this program can be compared 
with those of the two previous programs for 0=0. It is the use of 
this program that enables the inversion (restoration) of the data. 
The last program that predicts the radiometer response is the two­
dimensional approximation used by Fisher [7] and Holmes [8]. This 
formulation also uses fast Fourier transform techniques to carry 
out the integration for the scanning of the radiometer. 
Computed data of the same geometry using these four programs 
will be used to verify the analyses and computer programming of the 
equations. Several different comoarisons betwnnn them will ho mnrk 
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to validate the-techniques. If the results from the z-axis and
 
'x-axis programs agree, the validity of both formulations as well
 
as 
the accuracy of the programming and integration techniques will
 
be established. 
When the results of the x-axis numerical inte­
gration program match the output of the x-axis fast Fourier
 
transform program, they insure that the transform techniques is
 
accurately performing the necessary integration. Finally, compari­
sons of the two-dimensional approximation with the three-dimensional
 
data provides criteria as to when itismandatory to use the three­
dimensional program to obtain the desired accuracy.
 
To test these various methods, the radiation characteristics
 
of two different radiometer antennas will be used. Both of the
 
antennas are pyramidal, corrugated horns with square apertures. The
 
first horn has an aperture width of 12 and a total flare angle of
 
13 . The half-power beamwidth of this horn isapproximately 6
 
This is the antenna that isbeing used by NASA to take measurements
 
inthe wave tank system. Inaddition to the 12X aperture antenna,
 
the response of the system using an 8X corrugated horn with a half­
power beamwidth of 10 
0 
and a total flare angle of 19 
0 
will also be
 
examined. 
The flare angles of these horns were designed so there
 
would be a 120 
 phase lag in the wave at the edges of the aperture
 
as compared to the wave at the center. 
This particular phase taper
 
inthe aperture field creates a 
far-field pattern with no appreciable
 
sidelobes or backlobes, which isdesirable for radiometric measure­
ments. 
 Shown in Figures 13and 14 are the principal plane patterns
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Fig. 13. Principal Mane Power Pattern of the 8X
 
Corrugated Horn Antenna.
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Fig. 14. 	 Principal Plane Power Pattern of the 12A
 
Corrugated Horn Antenna.
 
of the 8X and 12X horns, respectively. These will be used to
 
carry out the necessary computations of the finite wave tank
 
system.
 
Before attempting any inversions, it will be desirable to
 
perform some direct computations, calculating the antenna
 
temperatures given the brightness temperatures, to validate the
 
analyses and computer programming. Upon a successful evaluation
 
of the formulation and programming, inversion (restoration) of
 
data will then be examined.
 
1. Direct Computations of Antenna Temperatures
 
Physically, the wave tank is 14 feet square and the length of
 
the boom that supports the antenna can be either 13 feet or 26 feet.
 
InTable I, the predicted results for the 12X horn and the 13 foot
 
boom are shown. The variables Tawh and Tawv are the horizontal
 
and vertical antenna temperature contributions from the water's
 
surface, and Taes is the combined antenna temperature from the
 
earth and sky. All three of the three-dimensional programs yield
 
nearly identical results. With this antenna and boom length combi­
nation, the two-dimensional formulation also yields fairly accurate
 
results.
 
In Table II,the predicted results for the 8X horn and the
 
13 foot boom are shown. It is quite evident that the data from the
 
two x-axis programs are almost identical and agreement with the
 
z-axis results-is very good. With the wider 8X horn, agreement
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TABLE I
 
Computed Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank System
 
(0 = 13 feet, Antenna = 12X horn) 
(f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, S = 0 °/o) 
0 
=0 
0 
a=20 
0 
c:40 
0 
ct60 
0 
c:80 
on 
>< 
14 
N 
Taw h 
Tawv 
Taes 
109.07 
109.07 
0.08 
104.12 
114.48 
0.09 
89.17 
133.37 
0.19 
64.47. 
176.71 
1.28 
34.31 
231.84 
36.34 
U­
a, 
C 
Tawh 
Tawv 
awv 
Taes 
109.07 
109.07. 
0.08 
104.13 
114.46 
0.10 
89.18 
133.37 
0.18 
64.48 
176.77 
1.20 
34.46 
232,91 
35.08 
- Tawh 109.07 104.12 89.18 64.48 34.46 
< Taw v 109.07 114.46 133.37 176.77 232.91 
Tae s 0.08 0.09 0.18 1.20 35.06 
Tawh 108.95 104.00 89.05 64.46 34.24 
,E T 109.23 114.59 133.40 176.74 233.14 
Taes 0.03 0.05 0.14 1.15 34.79 
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TABLE II
 
Computed Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank System
 
= 13 feet, Antenna = 8X horn) 
a 
(f= 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, S = 0 0/00) 
0 0 0 0 0 
c=0 c=20 a=40 c=60 M=80
 
Tawh 108.96 103.98 88.90 63.52 30.84
 
Tawv 108.96 114.40 133.17 173.03 201.28
 
N Taes 0.41 0.46 
 1.12 7.19 63.18
 
Tawh 108.97 104.01 88.96 63.58 31.14
 
Tv 
108.97 114.38 133.22 173.23 202.79
 
Taes 0.38 0.46 1.00 6.90 61.06
 
Taw h 108.96 104.00 88.95 63.58 31.14
 
?H T 108.97 114.37 133.21 173.22 202.79
x awv
 
Taes 0.38 0.46 1.00 6.90 60.98
 
Tawh 108.74 103.77 88.74 63.54 31.16
 
I - Tawv 109.35 114.72 133.41 173.30 204.12 
Taes .16 .12 .79 6.61 59.42
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between the three- and two-dimensional computations is not as
 
good.
 
The results obtained using the 12X horn and-the 26 foot boom
 
are shown in Table III. Again the three-dimensional modelings yiel(
 
results in agreement; however, the two-dimensional programming is
 
not as accurate even.though the more efficient 12X horn was used.
 
With the 26 foot boom, the angular limits of the wave tank are
 
appreciably smaller and some of the main beam power spills over int(
 
the earth. Since the earth is very warm, as compared to the water,
 
an accurate modeling is needed at directions off the antenna bore­
sight. The two-dimensional modeling can not provide this accuracy.
 
To demonstrate how the greater accuracy of the three-dimen­
sional formulation becomes imperative for antennas with wider main
 
beams, the computed responses of the wave tank system with the 8X
 
horn antenna and the 26 foot boom are shown in Table IV. By
 
examining the data it is clear that, although all of the three­
dimensional modelings agree well, the two-dimensional approximation
 
is no longer an accurate method for predicting the radiometer
 
response. Having now established the accuracy and necessity of
 
the three-dimensional formulation, an examination of the inversion
 
(restoration) procedure, as applied to the wave tank system, will
 
be undertaken.
 
2. Inversion (Restoration) Techniques for Antenna Brightness
 
Temperature
 
With the 26 foot boom and the 14 foot wave tank; the
 
TABLE III
 
Computed Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank System
 
(p= 26 feet, Antenna = 12 horn) 
(f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 2840K, S = 0 °/oo) 
a=00 a=200 a=400 a=600 a800
 
Tawh 108.76 103.76 88.58 64.40 25.09 
T 08.76 114.06 132.32 169.73 173.30 
Tae s .94 1.16 2.34 
 10.95 104.03
 
Tawh 108.76 103.81 
 88.6 62.65 25.04
 
T 108.77 114.10 132.49 
 170.37 173.31
 
Tae s .93 1.03 
 2.02 90.85 104.12
 
awh 108.77 103.81 88.66 62.65 25.04 
TawT 108.76 114.10 132.49 170.37 173.31 
awv
 
Taes 0.93 1.03 2.02 10.85 
 104.10
 
Tawh 108.82 103.83 
 88.71 62.83 27.30
 
ST- 109-09 114.38 132.78 170.84 188.43
C, U awv
 
Taec .41 .58 1.39 9.9On 5Pr0 
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TABLE IV
 
Computed Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank System
 
(p = 26 feet, Antenna = 8X horn)
0 
(f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, S = 0 0/oo) 
0 
c=O 
0 
a=20 
0 
a=40 
0 
a=60 
0 
a=80 
Tawh 106.94 101.72 85.60 57.48 18.66 
r-4 
Twv 
Taes 
106.94 
5.94 
111.78 
7.12 
127.53 
12.90 
154.66 
36.46 
128.18 
150.02 
I(0 
C 
T 
aw, 
Tawv 
Taes 
106.93 
106.92 
5.99 
101.96 
112.03 
6.45 
85.82 
128.00 
12.03 
58.04 
156.01 
34.07 
18.42 
126.85 
151.43 
Tawh 106.93 101.96 85.82 58.04 18.42 
' . Taw v 106.92 112.03 128.00 156.01 126.85 
Taes 5.98 6.44 12.03 34.05 151.36 
Tawh 107.88 102.78 86.76 59.23 21.58 
____ 
T 
Teawv 
Taes 
108.42 
2.61 
113.44 
3.33 
129.77 
8.15 
158.99 
28.60 
147.34 
127.10 
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boresight of the antenna will intersect the edges of the wave
0 
 o
 
tank when B = 15 for c=0. With the 13 foot boom, the angular
0 
 0
 
limits of the wave tank are 5 
= * 28.3 for c:O For all other 
values of a, the angular space for viewing the wave tank isreduced. 
Since the antenna only possesses finite resolution, the range of
 
incidence angles from which the brightness temperatures can be
 
restored will be less than the angular limits of the wave tank.
 
Therefore, inorder to get continuous restored brightness
 
temperature profiles, itwill be necessary to combine the data from
 
0 0
several values of a. The values of a that were chosen are 5, 10,
 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 
20, 30, 40, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, and 80
 
InFigure 15, the results of a restoration process are shown.
 
For the above mentioned values of-a, antenna temperature profiles
 
were calculated, using the 12A horn antenna and the 13 foot antenna
 
supporting boom, from the semi-empirical brightness temperature
 
models of Stogryn [11]. Each a value only yields a limited range
 
of incidence angles. The resulting antenna temperature profiles
 
Ta, the original brightness temperature profiles Tb and-the
 
restored-brightness temperatures Tbres, using three iterations, are
 
shown inthe figure for vertical and horizontal polarizations. By
 
combining the profiles for the different a s, nearly continuous
 
curves have been formed. To improve the accuracy of the resulting
 
curves, one could draw smooth curves through the =O points of the
 
data. These points yield fairly accurate results since they
 
represent the system while the boresight isviewing the center of
 
the wave tank. This has been done and the antenna, the restored
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Fig. 15. 	 Continuous Incidence Angle Restoration Results 
for the Finite Wave Tank (Antenna = 12X horn, 
p = 13 feet, three iterations). 
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brightness and the empirical brightness temperatures for the 12A
0 
horn, 13 foot boom, and 0=O data are shown in Figure 16. Itcan
 
be seen from the plotted data inFigures 15 and 16 that the hori­
zontal polarization results are improved by the restoration process
 
for incidence angles greater than 60,0 and the vertical polarization 
inversion results are less accurate than the antenna temperatures 
for the larger angles. However, little can be inferred about the 
- O 
accuracy of the results for the incidence angles less than 60 for
 
both polarizations.
 
Inorder to get a more detailed look at the accuracy of the
 
restoration process, some of the data from Figures 15 and 16 is
 
listed inTable V. This table includes the total antenna tempera­
ture Ta, the restored brightness temperature Tbres, the difference
 
between Ta and the original brightness temperature Tb, and the
 
difference between Tbres and Tb. 
As can be seen, the restored
 
brightness temperatures are always a better approximation of the
 
true brightness temperature than the antenna temperatures for the
 
horizontal polarization. Improvement isobtained inthe vertical
 
polarization case for all incidence angles Up to and including 60.
 
Although the differences between the antenna temperatures and the
 
brightness temperatures were very small, the restoration process
 
was still able to improve the results.
 
Any instability inthe solution will become evident 
as more
 
restorations are taken. To show that the computations with three
 
iterations are indeed convergent and are an improvement from those
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Fig. 16. 	 Smoothed =O Restoration Results for the Finite 
Wave Tank (Antenna = 12A horn, p = 13 feet, 
three iterations). 
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TABLE V
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank
 
with Three Restorations
 
(Antenna = 12x horn, p= 13feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm 
o­
= 284 K, S = 0 °/0o) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence
Angle Ta 
 Tbres Ta - Tb Tbres - Tb
 
0 109.14 109.08 0.04 - 0.02 
10 107.92 107.88 0.06 0.01
 
0
 
20 104.22 104.17 0.06 
 0.01 
0
 
30 "98.02 97.98 0.06
0j 0.01 0
 40 89.36 89.25 0.10 - 0.01
 
50 78.44 77.97 0.34 
- 0.13
 
0
 
60 65.69 64.56 0.98 - 0.14 
0
 
70 58.15 50.42 8.20 0.48
 
80 69.54 39.90 31.57 1.93
 
VERIICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence
Angle Ta Tbres Ta - Tb Tbres -Tb
 
0 
0 109.18 109.12 0.08 0.02 
0 
10 110.46 110.41 0.07 0.01 
0 
20 114.56 114.46 0.12 0.01 
0 
30 121.92 121.75 0.19 0.02 
0 
40 133.55 133.17 0.36 
- 0.02 
0 
50 151.25 150.12 0.68 
- .45 
0 
60 177.97 176.15 1.10 
- .73 
070 219.07 220.28 2.11 3.32 
80 r 267.99 283.05 - 1.71 13.35 
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obtained with'fewer restorations, the results of the inversion
 
process for the 12X horn and the 13 foot boom with one restoration
 
are listed inTable VI. By comparing Table V with Table VI, one
 
C
 
can see that, with the exception of the 80 incidence angle, more
 
accurate results are obtained with the three-restoration process.
 
0 
When a=80 , the angular limits of the wave tank (see Figure 7)are
 
0 0
 
at B : + 3.5 and B = -11.3 . This is too small of an angular 
sector to expect accurate results. The restoration process is 
shown to beconvergent and to yield improved results. 
InFigure 17, the computed antenna, the restored brightness
 
(three restorations), and the empirical brightness temperatures
 
for the continous incidence angle data, utilizing the 8X horn and
 
o 
the 13 foot boom, are shown. InFigure 18, the smoothed 0=O curves
 
for the same case are shown. As with the 12X horn and 13 foot data,
 
an improvement can be seen inthe horizontal polarization with a
 
slight instability for the vertical polarization at incidence angles
 
0
 
greater than 60 . For a more accurate analysis of the data, 
Table VII has been included. From the table, one can see that the 
restored data yields a more accurate approximation than the 
0
 
antenna temperatures for all angles listed, except 70 for the
 
vertical polarization. Table VIII lists the one restoration
 
results for the 8X horn and the 13 foot boom. Again one can con­
clude that the restoration process has proven to be convergent and
 
utilitarian.
 
The restoration process has also been applied to computed
 
antenna temperatures for the 12A horn and the 26 foot boom. For
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TABLE VI
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank
 
with One Restoration
 
C 
(Antenna = 12x horn, p = 13 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, S =.0 0/00) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence 
Angle Ta Tbres Ta - Tb Tbres " Tb 
0 
0 109.14 109.08 0.04 - 0.02 
0 
10 107.92 107.87 0.06 0.01
 
0 
20 104.22 104.17 0.06 0.01
 
0 
30 98.02 97.98 0.06 0.02
 
0 
40 89.36 89.30 0.10 0.04­
0 
50 78.44 78.27 0.34 0.17
 
0 
60 65.69 65.16 0.98 0.46
 
70 58.15 51.08 8.20 1.14 
C 
80 69.54 38.90 31.57 0.93
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T T T -T 
Angle a bres a b Tbres - b 
0 
0 109.18 109.12 0.08 0.02 
C 
10 110.46 110.41 0.07 0.01 
0 
20 114.56 114.46 0.12 0.01 
0 
30 121.92 121.77 0.19 0.04 
0 
40 133.55 133.30 0.36 0.11 
C 
50 151.25 151.17 0.68 0.60 
0 
60 177.97 179.15 1.10 2.28 
0 
70 219.07 224.60 2.11 7.63 
80 0 267.99 271.27 - 1.71 1.56 
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Fig. 17. 	 Continuous Incidence Angle Restoration Results
 
for the Finite Wave Tank (Antenna = 8X horn,
 
p = 13 feet, three iterations).
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Fig. 18. 	 Smoothed 8=0 Restoration Results for the Finite 
Wave Tank (Antenna = 8X horn, p = 13 feet,
three iterations) 
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TABLE VII
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank
 
with Three Restorations
 
o0
 
(Antenna = 8x horn, p 13 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm 284'K, S = 0 °/00)
 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION.
 
Incidence T T T -T - T
b 

Angle a bres a b bres b
 
0 
0 109.34 109.12 0.24 0.03 
• 0 
10 108.14 107.87 0.27 0.01 
0 
20 T04.47 104.12 0.31 - 0.40 
0 
30 98.41 97.80 0.44 - 0.16 
0 
40 89.96 89.03 0.70 - 0.23 
500 80.31 77.90 2.22 - 0.19 
0 
60 70.48 64.84 5.78 0.13
 
0 
70 71.81 51.62 21.86 1.68
 
0 
80 92.20 38.86 54.23 0.89
 
VER';ICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T Tbres T - Tb - Tb 
Angle a Tbres 
0 
0 109.39 109.17 0.29 0.07 
0 
10 110.68 110.40 0.28 0.00 
0 
20 114.84 114.37 0.39 - 0.08 
0 
30 122.36 121.39 0.64 - 0.34 
400 134.22 132.57 1.02 - 0.62 
50 152.63 149.97 2.06 - 0.60 
60 180.13 177.74 3.25 0.87
 
700 221.39 229.98 4.43 13.02
 
0 79
 
-5.86
80 263.84 272.49 2.79
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TABLE VIII
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank 
with One Restoration 
(Antenna = 8X horn, p = 13 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284°K, S=O /oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T 
Angle a Tbres Ta -Tb Tbres -Tb 
00 109.34 109.12 0.24 0.02
 
0 
10 108.14 107.96 0.27 0.10
 
-200 104.47 104.31 0.31 0.15 
° 
30 98.41 98.19 0.44 0.23
 
0 
40 89.96 89.68 0.70 0.42
 
0 
50 80.31 79.02 2.22 0.92
 
0 
60 70.48 65.87 5.78 1.16
 
0 
-70 71.81 51.22 21.86 1.28
 
800 92.20 37.38 54.23 0.59
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T T T TT
 
Angle Ta bres a - Tb Tbres - Tb
 
0 
0 109.39 109.16 0.29 0.06
 
0 
10 110.68 110.51 0.28 0.11 
0 
20 114.84 114.68 0.39 0.24
 
0 
30 122.36 122.19 0.64 0.46
 
0 
40 134.22 134.30 1.02 1.11
 
50 152.63 153.83 2.06 3.26
 
60 180.13 182.87 3.25 6.00
 
0 
70 221.39 224.71 4.43 7.75 
80 263.84 252.18 - 5.86 - 17.52 
0 
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three restorations, the continuous incidence angle data is shown
 
in Figure 19 and the smoothed 0=0 data is shown in Figure 20. The
 
t
x s in Figure 20 indicate antenna temperatures that did not fit on
 
the smooth curve. Improvement can be seen in the results except
 
at the larger incidence angles for the vertical polarization.
 
Table IX lists some of the data used in Figure 19 and 20. An
 
improvement with the restored data can be seen at all angles for
 
C
 
the horizontal polarization and up to 60 incidence for the vertical.
 
Itshould be noted that with the 26 foot boom the angular limits of 
the wave tank are s = + 4.2 
0 
and = -17.0 
0 
for a=70, 
0 
and :+ 2.1 
0 
0 
 0
 
and B = -3.6 for a=80. To again demonstrate the convergence of the 
restoration process, the one-restoration computations are listed in 
Table X. Comparing the data in Tables IX and X again verifies the 
convergence and the need for the restoration process. 
The fourth and final antenna and boom combination is the 8A
 
horn with the 26 foot boom. For three restorations, the continuous
 
incidence angle data is shown in Figure 21 and the smoothed 5 
= 0 
data is shown in Figure 22. For this case, the largest difference 
between the antenna and brightness temperatures is realized and 
the restoration process isneeded the most. As can be seen in
 
the figures, the restoration process works very well and yields
 
an improved result for both polarizations at all incidence angles.
 
Tabulating the data shown in Figures 21 and 22, one obtains
 
Table XI and can see that the inversion process does recover the
 
original water brightness temperatures Tbwh and Tbwv with good
 
0o
accuracy up to an incidence angle of~about 60 . To again check 
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Fig. 19. 	 Continuous Incidence Angle Restoration
 
Results for the Finite Wave Tank (Antenna
 
12X horn, p 26 feet, three iterations).
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Fig. 20. 	 Smoothed B=O Restoration Results for the 
Finite Wave Tank (Antenna = 12X horn, 
p = 26 feet, three iterations). 
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TABLE IX
 
Pestored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank
 
with Three Restorations
 
0 
&Tntenna = 12x horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm. = 284 K, S= 0 °/oo)
 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T T T 
 T T

Angle a Tbres 
 a Tb bres
 
O 110.14 109.04 1.04 
-. 06 
0 
10 108.41 107.74 .54 - .13 
°
20 104.84 103.88 .68 
 .28
 
0 
30 98.90 97.56 .94 .40
 
0 
40 90.68 88.80 1.42 
- .46 
50 82.69 77.83 4.60 - .27 
0 60 73,50 65.17 8.79 .46
 
70 88.07 52.86 38.12 2.92
 
80 129.16 40.39 91.19 2.42
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATIO":
 
Incidence T 
 T T 
 r b
 
Angle Ta bres -Tb Tbres
a - Tb
 
0 
110.18 109.08 1.08 - .02, 
0

10 110.94 110.25 .54 - .15
 
0 
20 115.13 114.08 .68 - .37 
0
 
30 122.65 121.12 .93 - .60
 
0 
40 134.52 132.42 1.33 ­ .77
 
50 153.70 150.24 3.13 
- .33
 
60 181.23 179.19 
 4.35 2.32
 
70 227.85 231.94 10.89 14.98
 
800 277.43 281.69 7.73 11.99
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TABLE X
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank 
with One Restoration 
(Antenna 12X horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 2840K, S = 00/oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T a b TesAnqle a bres Ta -T Tbres Tb 
00 110.14 108.98 1.04 - 0.12 
0 
10 108.41 108.16 0.54 0.29
 
0 
20 104.84 104.58 0.68 0.42
 
0 
30 98.90 98.64 0.94- 0.68
 
400 90.68 90.30 1.42 1.04
 
0 
50 82.69 79.97 4.60 1.87
 
0 
60 73.50 66.96 8.79 2.26
 
0 
70 88.07 51.88 38.12 1.94
 
0 
80 129.16 34.99 91.19 - 2.98
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T
Angle a T Ta Tb T Tb
bres "b Tbres Tb  
0 
0 110.18 109.02 1.08 0.08
 
0 
10 110.94 110.72 0.54 0.32 
0 
20 115.13 114.97 0.68 0.52
 
0 
30 122.65 122.71 0.93 0.99
 
0 
40 134.52. 135.09 1.33 1.90
 
0 
50 153.70 155.02 3.13 4.45
 
0 
60 181.23 184.29 4.35 7.42
 
0 
70 227.85 223.46- 10.89 6.50
 
80 2277.43 242.77 7.73 - 26.92
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Fig. 21. 	 Continuous Incidence Angle Restoration
 
Results for the Finite Wave Tank (Antenna = 8X
 
horn, p = 26 feet, three iterations).
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Fig. 22. 	 Smoothed 0= Restoration Results for the
 
Finite Wave Tank (Antenna = 8X horn,
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TABLE XI
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank
 
with Three Restorations
 
o0
 
(Antenna = 8X horn, p= 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 2840K, S = 0 /oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
IncidenceT T 
Anqle Ta Tbres Ta- Tb Tbres b 
0 
0 115.43 106.80 6.33 - 2.30 
0 
10 111.36 107.24 3.49 - .63 
0 
20 108.41 103.60 4.25 - .57 
0 
30 103.90 97.67 5.94 - .29 
0 
40 97.85 89.47 8.60 .21 
0 
50 95.52 80.30 17.43 2.21 
0 
60 92.11 67.61 27.40 2.90 
0 
70 124.80 53.63 74.85 3.68 
0 
80 169.85 36.87 131.88- 1.08 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T T T 
Angle Ta Tbres a b Tbres - Tb 
S00 115.45 106.82 6.35 - 2.28 
0 
10 113.85. 109.80 3.45 - .59
 
20' 118.48 113.84 4.03 - .61
 
0 
30 126.98 121.43 5.26 - .30
 
0 
40 140.03 133.84 6.84 .64
 
0 
50 161.81 156.76 11.25 6.19
 
0 
60 190.08 188.16 13.20 11.29'
 
0 
70 238.86 229.40 21.89 12.44
 
0 
80 278.28 254.82 8.58 - 14.88
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the convergence of the restoration process, the single restoration
 
data for the 8 horn and the 26 foot boom is listed inTable XII.
 
Comparing Tables XI and XII, the data shows that the process is
 
convergent with the exception of the larger incidence angles.
 
Now that the restoration process has been investigated with
 
error-free data, antenna temperatures with added errors will be
 
examined to determine their effect on the inversion. To include
 
error in the data, the antenna temperature functions will be
 
sampled every 5.6 and then interpolated between these points to
 
obtain the 256 needed data points (sampling every 1.4 ). The first
 
interpolation method to be used is a routine called SPLINE which
 
was provided by Squire [14]. The SPLINE program uses a polynomial
 
to represent the function between the sample points. The poly­
nomials are formed so that the derivative of the interpolated curve
 
is continuous at the sample points. In addition to the SPLINE
 
interpolation method, linear interpolation was also used. The
 
results obtained using these two interpolation methods are listed
 
in Tables XIII through XXVIII. These tables show the data obtained
 
with (a)12A antenna, 13 foot boom; (b)8X antenna, 13 foot boom;
 
(c)12X antenna, 26 foot boom; and (d)8X antenna and 26 foot boom.
 
For each antenna and boom combination and particular interpolation
 
method used, a graph is included of the results obtained with the
 
optimum number of.restorations using the 8=O data. These graphs
 
comprise Figures 23 through 30.
 
For the 12 horn and the 13 foot boom, examination of the
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TABLE XII
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank
 
with One Restoration
 
0
 
(Antenna = 8X horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm 2840K, S= = 0 0/oo)
 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence
Anle Ta Tbres Ta - Tb Tbres " Tb
 
0
 
0 115.43 108.69 6.33 - 0.41 
0 
10 111.36 109.81 3.49 1.94
 
0 
20 108.41 106.56 4.25 2.40
 
30 
u 
103.90 100.86 5.94 2.90
 
0 
40 97.85 92.55 8.60 3.29
 
0 
50 	 95.52 81.88 17.43 3.79
 
60 	0 92.11 67.88 27.40 3.17 
0 
70 124.80 48.69 74.85 1.25
 
o 
80 169.85 28.66 131.88 '9.31
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
IncidenceTTT
Angle Ta 
 Tbres Ta -TbTT Tbres - Tb
 
0 
0 115.45 108.71 6.35 - 0.39 
100 113.85 112.48 3.45 2.08 
20 118.48 117.35 4.03 2.91 
0 
30 126.98 125.76 5.26 4.03
 
40 0 140.03 138.75 6.84 5.56
 
0 
50 161.81 158.61 11.25 8.04
 
, 	 0 
60 190.08 185.40 13.20 8.52
 
0 
70 238.86 203.71 21.89 
- 1325 
0 
80 278.28 196.29 8.58 

-73.41
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TABLE XIII
 
estored SPLINE Interpolated Antenna Temperatures
 
for Finite Wave Tank with One Restoration
0 
(-Antenna = 12x horn, p = 13 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, S = 0 0/oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T T TT 
Angle a bres a b Tbres - Tb 
0 
O 109.18 109.14 0.08 0.04 
010 107.92 107.86 0.06 
- 0.01 
0 20 104.22 104.20 0.06 0.04 
0 30 98.02 98.05 0.06 0.08 
0 
40 
0 
89.36 89.18 0.10 
- 0.08 
50 78.44 78.23 0.34 0.13 
0 
60 65.69 66.19 0.98 1.48 
0 
70 
0 
58,15 48.87 8.20 
- 1,08 
80 69.54 38.34 31.57 
 0.37
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
IncidenceTTT
Angle Ta Tbres 	 TTT
Ta -Tb Tbres -Tb
 
0 0 109.21 109.17 0.12 0.08 
0 
10 110.46 110.40 0.07 0.00
 
20	0 114.56 114.48 0.12 0.04 
0 
30 121.92 121.81 0.20 0.08
 
0 140 133.55 133.23 0.36 
 0.04
0 
50 151.25 151.16 0.68 0.59 
0 
60 177.97 179.46 1.10 2.58
0 
70 219.07 224.09 2.11 7.13 
80 0 267.99 270.61 
- 1.71 0.91 
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TABLE XIV
 
Restored SPLINE Interpolated Antenna Temperatures for 
Finite Wave Tank with Three Restorations 
(Antenna = 12 horn, p = 13 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 
0 
K, S = 0 0Ioo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T - Tb T -Tb 
Angle a Tbres a Tbres 
o 109.18 109.17 0.08 0.07
 
100 107.92 107.80 0.06 0.06
 
0
 
20 104.22 104.32 0.06 0.15
 
0
 
30 98.02 98.26 0.06 0.29
 
0
 
40 89.36 88.72 0.10 

- 0.54 
0
 
50 78.44 77.88 0.34 
- 0.21 
0
 
60 65.69 68.83 0.98 4.12
 
700 58.15 43.76 8.20 
- 6.19 
0 
80 .69.54 37.77 31.57 - 0.20 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T 
 b b
 
Angle a Tbres 
 Ta Tb Tbres -T
 b
 
0 109.21 109.21 0.12 0.11 
10 110.46 110.35 0.07 0.05 
200 114.56 114.57 0.12 0.13 
0 
30 121.92 121.94 0.20 
 0.21
 
0
 
40 133.55 132.87 0.36 0.32
 
500 151.25 150.14 0.68 0.43 
60 0 177.97 177.44 1.10 0.56
 
0 
70 219.07 218.79 2.11 
 1.83 
800 267.99 280.72 
- 1.71 11.02 
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TABLE XV 
Restored Linearly Interpolated Antenna Temperatures 
for Finite Wave Tank with One Restoration o0 
(Antenna = 12x horn, p = 13 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, S = 0 °/oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T T T T T 
Angle a bres Ta - Tb Tbres " Tb 
0 
0 109.08 109.02 - 0.02 - 0.08 
0 
10 107.92 107.91 0.06 0.04 
20 104.22 104.21 0.06 0.04
 
0­
30 98.02 98.01 0.06 0.04
 
0 
40 89.36 89.23 0.10 - 0.03
 
0 
50 78.44 77.62 0.35 - 0.48
 
0 
60 65.69 63.48 0.98 - 1.23
 
0 
70 58.15 43.21 8.20 - 6.73 
0 
80 69.54 32.39 31.57 - 5.58
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T 
Angle a Tbres Ta " Tb Tbres - Tb 
0 
0 109.25 109.19 0.15 0.09 
0 
10 110.46 110.36 0.07 - 0.04 
20 114.56 114.37 0.12 - 0.07
 
0 
30 121.92 121.64 0.20 - 0.08
 
0 
40 133.55 133.09 0.36 - 0.10
 
0 
50 151.25 150.65 0.68 0.08
 
0 
60 177.97 178.38 1.10 1.50
 
0 
70 219.07 223.20 2.11 6.24
 
0 
80 267.99 272.14 - 1.71 2.44 
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TABLE XVI
 
Restored Linearly Interpolated Antenna Temperatures for
 
Finite Wave Tank with Three Restorations
 
0 
(Antenna = 12A horn, p = 13 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, S = 0 0oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T T T 
Angle a bres a - Tb Tbres " Tb 
00 109.08 109.02 0.02 - 0.08
 
10 107.92 108.00 0.06 0.13 
0 
20 104.22 104.32 0.06 0.15
 
0 
30 98.02 98.14 0.06 0.18
 
0 
40 89.36 89.35 0.10 0.09
 
50 78.44 77.09 0.35 - 1.01 
60 0 65.69 61.16 0.98 - 3.55 
C
 
70 58.15 25.12 8.20 - 24.83 
0 
80 69.54 19.15 31.57 - 18.82 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
IncidenceTTT
Angle Ta Tbres Ta -TbTTT Tbres -Tb
 
0 109.25 109.20 0.15 0.10 
0 
10 110.46 110.26 0.07 - 0.14 
20 
0 
114.56 114.22 0.12 - 0.23 
30 121.92 121.44 0.20 - 0.28 
400 133.55 132.70 0.36 - 0.49 
0 
50 151.25 149.02 0.68 - 1.55 
0 
60 177.97 174.21 1.10 - 2.67 
70 219.07 215.87 2.11 - 1.09 
800 267.99 287.06 - 1.71 17.36. 
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TABLE XVII
 
Restored SPLINE Interpolated Antenna Temperatures for 
Finite Wave Tank with One Restoration 
(Antenna = 8A horn, p = 13 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, T = 284°K, S = o/oo).
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION M
 
Incidence T T Ta -Tb T T 
Angle abres b 
0 
0 109.38 109.17 0.28 0.07 
0 
10 108.14 107.96 0.27 0.09 
0 
20 104.47 104.33 0.31 0.17 
0 
30 98.41 98.20 0.44 0.24 
40 89.96 89.63 0.70 0.37
 
50 80.31 79.15 2.22 1.05
 
0 
60 70.48 65.99 5.78 1.28
 
0 
70 71.81 50.74 21.86 0.80
 
0 
80 92.20 37.11 54.23 - 0.86 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence
 
Angle T a Tbres T a " Tb Tbres Tb
 
0 
0 109.42. 109.21 0.32 0.11
 
0 
10 110.68 110.51 0.28 0.11 
0 
20 114.84 114.70 0.39 0.25
 
0 
30 122.36 122.19 0.64 0.47
 
40 134.22 134.28 1.02 1.08
 
0 
50 152.63 153.89 2.06 3.32
 
0 
60 180.13 182.90 3.25 6.02
 
70 221.39 224.61 4.43 7.65
 
80 263.84 252.07 5.86 - 17.63
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TABLE XVIII 
Restored SPLINE Interpolated Antenna Temperatures 
for Finite Wave Tank with Three Restorations
o0 
(Antenna = 8A horn, p = 13feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, S = 0 °/oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
incidence T T T - T - TbTb 

Angle a Tbres a bres
 
0 
0 109.38 109.20 0.28 0.10 
0 
10 108.14 107.85 0.27 - 0.02 
0 
20 104.47 104.23 0.31 0.06
 
0 
30 98.41 97.83 0.44 - 0.14
 
0 
40 89.96 88.73 0.70 - 0.53 
0 
50 80.31 78.60 2.22 0.50
 
0 
60 70.48 65.70 5.78 0.99
 
0 
70 71.81 49.96 21.86 0.02
 
0 
80 92.20 38.06 54.23 '0.09
 
VERT ICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T T a b T b 
Angle a Tbres Ta b bres Tb 
o 
0 109.42 109.24 0.32 0.14 
0 
10 110.68 110.38 0.28 - 0.02 
0 
20 114.84 114.45 0.39 0.01 
0 
30 122.36 121.40 0.64 - 0.32 
0 
40 134.22 132.40 1.02 - 0.79 
D 
50 152.63 150.0 2.06 - 0.27 
0 
60 180.13 177.95 3.25 1.08 
0 
70 221.39 229.62 4.43 12.66 
80 263.84 272.15 5.86 2.45
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TABLE XIX
 
Restored Linearly Interpolated Antenna Temperatures
 
for Finite Wave Tank with One Restoration
 
(Antenna = 8x horn, p = 13 feet f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, 
o0 
S = 0 °/oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T T T T TAngle a bres a - b bres b
 
O 109.30 109.06 0.20 
- 0.04 
0 
10 108.14 107.93 0.27 0.06 
20 104.47 104.25 0.31 0.09 
30 	 98.41 98.02 0.44 0.06 
0 
40 
0 
89.96 89.24 0.70 0.01 
50 	 80.31 77.82 2.22 0.28
 
0 
60 	 70.48 63.45 
 5.78 1.26
 
0
70 	 71.81 46.68 21,86 

- 3.26 
0 
80 	 92.19 33.41 54.22 4.56
-
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T T T T T T
 
Angle a bres 
 a b bres - b
 
0 
0 109.47 109.24 0.38 
 0.14 
10 110.68 110.43 0.28 0.03 
20	0 114.84 114.54 0.39 0.09 
0 
30 122.36 121.94 0.64 0.22
 
0 
40 134.22 133.90 1.02 
 0.71
 
0 
50 152.63 153.11 2.06 
 2.54
0 
60 180.13 181.97 3.25 5.09 
70 221.39 223.95 4.43 6.99 
80 0 263.84 253.20 5.86 
- 16.50-
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TABLE XX
 
Restored Linearly Interpolated Antenna Temperatures for
 
Finite Wave Tank with Three Restorations
 
o0
 
(Antenna = 8X horn, p = 13 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 2840K, S = 0 /oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T T T
 
Angle a bres a T b Tbres Tb
 
0 
0 109.30 109.11 0.20 0.02
 
0 
10 108.14 107.93 0.27 0.06
 
20' 104.47 104.25 0.31 0.09
 
0 
30 98.41 97.76 0.44 - 0.20 
400 89.96 88.44 0.70 - 0.82 
0 
50 80.31 75.28 2.22 - 2.82 
0 
60 70.48 57.69 5.78 - 7.02 
° 70 71.81 35.77 21.87 - 14.18
 
0 
80 92.19 26.16 54.23 - 11.81 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
IncidenceTTT 
 TTT
 
Angle a bres a b bres - b
 
0 
0 109.47 109.30 0.38 0.20
 
0 
10 110.68 110.28 0.28 - 0.12 
200 114.84 114.14 0.39 - 0.30 
0 
30 122.36 120.96 0.64 - 0.77 
0 
40 134.22 131.74 1.'02 - 1.46 
0 
50 152.63 148.18 2.06 - 2.38 
0 
60 180.13 174.95 3.25 - 1.93 
700 221.39 227.67 4.43 10.71 
80 0 263.84 277.49 - 5.86 7.79 
TABLE XXI
 
Restored SPLINE Interpolated Antenna Temperatures for
 
Finite Wave Tank with One Restoration
 
(Antenna = 12 horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284°K, S = 0 /o0)
 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T T
 
Angle a Tbres Ta -Tb bres -Tb
 
0 
0 111.33 110.76 2.23 1.66
 
0 
10 108.41 107.86 0.54 0.01
 
200 104.84 104.42 0.68 0.26
 
0 
30 98.90 98.88 0.94 0.92
 
0 
40 90.68 91.22 1.42 1.96
 
0 
50 82.69 80.11 4.60 2.01
 
600 73.50 65.73 8.79 1.02 
700 88.07 49.69 38.13 0.26 
800 129.16 34.05 91.19 
- 3.92 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence Ta Tb T T T TT 

Angle Ta Tbres Ta b bres b
 
0 
0 111.36 110.79 2.26 1.69
 
0 
10 110.94 110.43 0.54 0.03
 
0 
20 115.13 114.82 0.68 0.38
 
0 
30 122.65 122.88 0.93 1.16
 
40 134.52 135.69 1.33 2.50
 
50 153.70 155.12 3.14 4.56
 
0 
60 181.23 183.98 4.35 7.11
 
0 
70 227.85 222.52 10.89 
 5.55
 
.
80 0 277.43 242.35 
."7.73 - 27.35 
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TABLE XXII 
Restored SPLINE Interpolated Antenna Temperatures 
for Finite Wave Tank with Three Restorations 
(Antenna = 122, horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, S = 0 0/oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T T T T 
Angle 'a bres a b bres b 
0 
0 111.33 111.58 2.23 2.49 
0 
10 108.41 106.20 0.54 - 1.66 
0 
20 104.84 103.22 0.68 - 0.94 
0 
30 98.90 98.81 0.94 0.84 
0 
40 90.68 92.72 1.42 3.46 
0 
50 82.69 78.75 4.60 0.65 
0 
60 73.50 62.30 8.79 - 2.40 
0 
70 88.07 45.60 38.13 - 4.35 
80 129.16 37.28 91.19 - 0.69 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION 
In c idenc e 

-Angle TTa-TT Tbres -TT -Tb
Ta-Tb Tbb e
 
0 
0 111.36 111.61 2.26 2.51
 
0 
10 110.94 108.79 0.54 - 1.61
 
0 
20 115.13 113.44 0.68 - 1.00
 
0 
30 122.65 121.98 0.93 0.26
 
40 134.52 135.00 1.33 1.81
 
50 153.70 150.96 3.13 0.40
 
0 
60 181.23 178.88 4.35 2.00
 
0 
70 227.85 228.98 10.89 12.02
 
80 277.43 2E0.02 7.73 10.32
 
TABLE XXIII
 
Restored Linearly Interpolated Antenna Temperatures
 
for Finite.Wave Tank with One Restoration
 
(Antenna = 12A horn, p = 

Incidence T 

Angle a 

0 1l0.51 

0 
10 108.41 

0 
20 104.84 

0 
30 98.90 

0 
40 90.68 

0 
50 82.69 

0 
60 73.50 

700 88.07 

0 
80 129.16 

Incidence T 

Angle Ta 

0 110.67
. 
100 110.94 
0 
20 115.13 
300 122.65 
0 
40 134.52 

0 
50 153.70 

0 
60 181.23 

0 
70 227.85 

*0 
80 277.43 

26 feet, f = 10.59 GHz, Tm 

HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
T T ­
bres a Tb 

109.46 1.41 

107.80 0.54 

103.89 0.68 

97.40 0.94 

88.27 1.42 

74.52 4.60 

58.18 8.79 

38.92 38.13 

26.52 91.19 

VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
T T 
-
bres a - b 

109.63 1.57 

110.30 0.54 
114.25 0.68 
121.58 0.93 

133.48 1.33 

151.64 3.13 

180.33 4.35 

218.98 10.89 

241.96 7.73 

284'K, S = 00/oo
 
T -T 
Tbre b 
0.36 
0.07 
- 0.27 
- 0.56 
- 0.98 
- 3.58 
- 6.53 
- 11.02 
- 11.45 
T -T
 
Tbres b
 
0.53
 
0.10
 
0.20 
0.14
 
0.29
 
1.08
 
3.46
 
2.02 
- 27.74 
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TABLE XXIV
 
Restored Linearly Interpolated Antenna Temperatures for
 
Finite Wave Tank with Three Restorations
 
(Antenna = 12X horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284°K, S 00/oo)
 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T T T T T 
Angle a bres a b bres Tb 
0 
0 110.51 109.94 1.41 0.84 
0 
10 
0 
108.41 107.49 0.54 - 0.38 
20 104.84 103.10 .0.68 - 1.07
 
30 98.90 95.77 0.94 - 2.19
 
0 
40 90.68 84.98 1.42 - 4.28
 
o 
50 82.69 61.76 4.60 - 16.33
 
0 
60 73.50 38.34 8.79 - 26.37
 
o 
70 88.07 8.88 38.13 - 41.07
 
0 
80 129.16 8.35 91.19 - 29.62
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence
 
Angle Ta Tbres Ta T b Tbres - Tb
 
0 
0 110.67 110.11 1.57 1.01
 
0 
10 110.94 109.76 0.54 - 0.64 
0 
20 115.13 113.04 0.68 - 1.41 
0 
30 122.65 119.28 0.93 - 2.44 
0 
40 134.52 129.22 1.33 - 3.97 
0 
50 153.70 140.55 3.13 - 10.02
 
0 
60 181-.23 167.55 4.35 - 9.33 
70 0 227.85 217.12 10.89 0.16
 
80' 277.43 278.83 7.73 9.12
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TABLE XXV
 
Restored SPLINE Interpolated Antenna Temperatures
 
for Finite Wave Tank with One Restoration
 
o0
 
(Antenna = 8X horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 2840K, S = 0 °/oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T T T T 
Angle a bres a - b bres - Tb 
0 
0 
0 
115.30 108.51 6.20 0.59 
10 111.36 109.83 3.49 1.96
 
0 
20 108.41 106.66 4.25 2.50
 
0 
30 103.90 101.04 5.94 3.07
 
0 
40 97.85 92.75 8.60 3.49
 
0 
50 95.52 81.81 17.43 3.72
 
0 
60 92.11 67.52 27.40 2.81
 
0 
70 124.80 47.96 74.85 - 1.98 
0 
80 169.85 28.07 131.88 - 9.907 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T T - T T - T 
Angle a abres-b bres b 
0 
0 
0 
115.32 108.53 6.23 - 0.56 
10 113.85 112.49 3.45' 2.10 
0 
20 118.48 117.43 4.03 2.99 
0 
30 126.98 125.90 5.26 4.17 
0 
40 140.03 138.90 6.84 5.71 
0 
50 161.81 158.59 11.25 8.02 
60 
 190.08 185.27 13.20 8.40
 
700 238.86 203.44 21.90 - 13.52
 
0 
80 278.28 196.18 8.58 - 73.52 
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TABLE XXVI
 
Pestored SPLINE Interpolated Antenna Temperatures
 
for Finite Wave Tank with Three Restorations
 
(Antenna = 8x horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 2840K, S = 0 /oo) 
IncidenceAngle ITa 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Tbres Ta -Tb Tbres "Tb 
0 
0 115.30 106.66 6.20 - 2.43 
0 
10 
0 
20 
111.36 
108.41 
107.30 
104.10 
3.49 
4.25 
-
-
0.56 
0.06 
0 
30 
0 
40 
103.90 
97.85 
98.72 
90.76 
5.94 
8.60 
0.76 
1.50 
50 95.52 80.46 17.43 2.36 
0 
60 92.11 66.87 27.40 2.16 
70. 124.80 51.28 74.86 1.34 
80 169.85 34.62 131.88 - 3.35 
VE.RTICAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence 
Angle 
T 
a 
T 
bres 
T 
a 
TT 
- b Tbres 
-T 
b 
0 
0 115.32 106.69 6.23 - 2.41 
0 
10 113.85 109.86 3.45 - 0.54 
0 
20 118.48 114.27 4.03 - 0.18 
0. 
30 126.98 122.26 5.26 0.53 
40' 
0 
50 
140.03 
161.81 
134.78 
156.99 
6.84 
11.25 
1.59 
6.42 
0 
60 
0 
70 
190.08 
238.86 
188.03 
228.58 
13.20 
21.90 
11.15 
11.62 
80 278.28 254.42 8.58 - 15.28 
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TABLE XXVII
 
Restored Linearly Interpolated Antenna Temperatures
 
for Finite Wave Tank with One Restoration
 
o0 
(Antenna = 8x horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, S = 0 /oo) 
_HORIZONTAL
_ _ POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T T -T T T
 
Angle a bres a b bres b
 
0 
0 116.30 109.53 7.20 0.44
 
0 
1:0 111.36 108.64 3.49 0.78
 
0 
20 108.41 105.08 4.25 0.91
 
0 
30 103.90 98.74 5.94 0.77
 
0 
40 97.85 89.55 8.60 0.29
 
0 
50 95.52 77.21 17.43 - 0.89 
0 
60 92.11 61.88 27.40 - 2.83 
0 
70 124.80 41.61 74.86 - 8.34 
o 
80 169.85 25.03 131.88 - 12.94 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T TT T - T 
Angle a bres a b Tbres - b 
0 
0 116.44 109.67 7.34 0.57
 
0 
10 113.85 111.30 3.45 0.91
 
20 118.48 115.92 4.03 1.48
 
0 
30 126.98 123.89 5.26 2.17
 
0 
40 140.03 136.44 6.84 3.24
 
0 
50 161.81 155.61 11.25 5.04
 
0 
60 190.08 182.42 13.20 5.54
 
0 
70 238.86 201.28 21.90 - 15.68 
80 278.38 196.41 8.58 - 73.29 
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TABLE XXVIII
 
Restored Linearly Interpolated Antenna Temperatures for 
Finite Wave Tank with Three Restorations 
(Antenna = 8X horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, S = 0 0/oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T T T T -T 
Angle a bres a b Tbres b 
0 
0 116.30 108.70 7.20 - 0.40
 
0 
10 111.36 104.85 3.49 - 3.02
 
a 
20 108.41 100.40 4.25 - 3.76
 
0 
30 103.90 92.46 5.94 - 5.50
 
0 
40 97.85 81.06 8.60 - 8.20
 
0 
50 95.52 64.89 17.43 - 13.21 
0 
60 92.11 47.16 27.40 - 17.55
 
0 
70 124.80 27.05 74.86 - 22.90
 
0 
80 169.85 21.46 131.88 - 16.51
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence
 
Angle a bres a b bres b
 
0 
0 116.44 108.83 7.34 - 0.27 
10 113.85 107.35 3.45 - 3.04 
0 
20 118.48 110.68 4.03 - 3.77 
0 
30 126.98 116.81 5.26 - 4.92 
40 140.03 127.37 6.84 - 5.82 
0 
50 161.81 147.13 11.25 - 3.44 
C 
60 190.08 178.35 13.20 1.47
 
0 
70 238.86 220.41 21.90 3.45
 
80 278.28 255.46 8.58 - 15.24
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Fig. 23. 	 Restoration of SPLINE Interpolated Data for 
the Finite Wave Tank (Antenna = 12A horn, 
p =.13 feet, one iteration). 
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Fig. 24. 	 Restoration of Linearly Interpolated Data for 
the Finite Wave Tank (Antenna = 12A horn, 
p = 13 feet, one iteration). 
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Fig. 25. 	 Restoration of SPLINE Interpolated Data for the 
Finite Wave Tank (Antenna = 8A horn, p = 13 feet, 
three iterations), 
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Fig. 26. Restoration of Linearly Interpolated Data for 
the Finite Wave Tank (Antenna = 8X horn, 
p = 13 feet, one iteration). 
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Fig. 27. 	 Restoration of SPLINE Interpolated Data for the
 
Finite Wave Tank (Antenna = 12X horn, p = 26 feet,
 
three iterations).
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Fig. 28. 	 Restoration of Linearly Interpolated Data for
 
the Finite Wave Tank (Antenna = 12A horn,.
 
p = 26 feet, one iteration).­
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Fig. 29. Restoration of SPLINE Interpolated Data for 
the Finite Wave Tank (Antenna = 8X horn, 
p = 26 feet, three iterations). 
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Fig. 30. 	 Restoration of Linearly Interpolated Data
 
for the Finite Wave Tank (Antenna = 8X horn,
 
p = 26 feet, one iteration).
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SPLINE interpolated data shows that the single iteration results
 
are more accurate than those obtained with three restorations.
 
With the interpolation error, three restorations can no longer be
 
taken and still achieve accurate results. With one restoration,
 
improvement isachieved up to an incidence angle of about 60.
 
With linear interpolation, again the single iteration data is
 
better than with three .restorations and it is an improvement over
 
the antenna temperatures. Due to the high frequency error inthe
 
spectrum of the linearly interpolated antenna temperatures, the
 
inversion results, using three restorations, are less accurate than
 
for the SPLINE routine. The accuracy of the results yielded with
 
one restoration isabout the same with either interpolation method.
 
With the 8X horn antenna and the 13 foot support boom, the
 
tabulation of the SPLINE interpolated data shows that three resto­
rations yield more accurate results than one iteration, and the
 
recovered brightness temperatures are almost always better approxi­
mations than the interpolated atenna temperatures. Examination of
 
the linearly interpolated data shows that additional restorations
 
are not useful due to the previously mentioned high frequency error
 
inthe spectrum of the antenna temperatures. However, the single
 
iteration case does yield improved results over the original
 
antenna temperatures at the lower incidence angles for vertical
 
polarization and at all incidence angles for horizontal polarization.
 
Comparing the best case data for the two different interpolation
 
techniques, one can see that with the 8X horn and 13 foot boom
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uuUIItdLiun, W-1r1pt interpolation is superior. 
Next, the effect of interpolation will be examined for the
 
12X horn and 26 foot boom computations. With SPLINE interpolation,
 
the accuracy of the one- and three-iteration results appears to
 
be very nearly the same but with a 
slight overall superiority for
 
the three restorations. 
With this antenna and boom combination,
 
the tank looks very narrow and the antenna, having a very narrow
 
beam, creates a rapidly varying function as the tank isscanned.
 
0
 
The 5.6 sampling isnot rapid enough inthis case to let the
 
SPLINE routine fit an accurate curve. With the rapidly varying
 
functions involved with this antenna-boom combination, the high
 
frequency error in the linear interpolation ismost pronounced
 
making the three restoration results much inferior than those of
 
one iteration. The one restoration case does, however, yield
 
improved results over the antenna temperatures. Due to the rapidly
 
varying functions, the linear interpolation yields better results
 
than does the SPLINE routine.
 
Finally, the antenna temperatures for the 8X horn and the
 
26 foot boom vary less rapidly than those yielded with the narrow
 
12X horn and 26 foot support boom. Consequently, the restoration
 
of the SPLINE interpolated data ismore convergent and the three­
iteration case does yield better results than the single restora­
tion. With three restorations, results are yielded that are a
 
considerable improvement over the interpolated antenna temperatures.
 
With the linear interpolation, multiple iterations are not
 
desirable and the best results are obtained with one restoration
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where the recovery process definitely yields improved results
 
and should be used. 
For the 8X horn and the 26 foot boom, a
 
slightly more accurate approximation of the water brightness
 
temperature can be obtained with linear rather than SPLINE inter­
polation.
 
The restoration process has up to now been investigated using
 
error-free and interpolated antenna temperatures. The process will
 
now be examined with a random error added to the antenna
 
a 
temperatures. A Gaussian error with a 
mean of 0 and a standard
 
deviation of I was added to the antenna temperature profiles for
 
each value of a. The maximum error that was added to the antenna
 
temperatures was approximately ± 2.8 

0
 
0 
. These profiles were then
 
smoothed through the use of a Fortran subroutine named ICSSMU of
 
the IBM IMSL library. The function with error and the standard
 
deviation of the error is supplied to the subroutine which places
 
a smooth cubic spline along the given set of data points. The
 
subroutine can also interpolate between the data points. 
 In this
 
investigation, the subroutine was used to smooth the antenna
 
temperatures that were known every 1.4, after the random error
 
had been added. 
 Also, to show the combined effect of both the random
 
error and interpolation, data with the random error was supplied to
0
 
the subroutine at 5.6 intervals and the program was used to both
 
smooth the antenna temperatures and interpolate to provide the
0
 
needed 1.4 sampling. 
Tables XXIX through XXXVI show the results
 
obtained by smoothing the antenna temperatures with added random
 
error and not interpolating. 
 All four combinations of the 12X,
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TABLE XXIX
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with
 
Random Error, No Interpolation, and One Restoration
 
(Antenna = 12D horn, p = 13 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284°K, S = 0 /oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T T T T -T 
Angle a bres a b Tbres b 
° 
0 108.94 108.63 0.16 - 0.47
 
100 108.48 108.81 0.61 0.95
 
200 104.78 105.12 0.62 0.96
 
30 98.59 98.96 0.63 0.99
 
400 89.92 90.26 0.66 1.00
 
50 78.98 79.25 0.88 1.15
 
0 
60 66.15 66.11 1.44 1.40
 
70' 57.66 49.73 7.71 - 0.21
 
800 72.66 43.72 34.69 5.75
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T a - TTbres - Tb
 
Angle a Tbres a Tb 

0 
0 108.98 108.67 - 0.12 - 0.43 
100 111.01 111.33 0.61 0.93 
0 
20 115.11 115.39 0.66 0.94
 
0 
30 122.47 122.70 0.75 0.98
 
0 
40 134.09 134.22 0.90 1.03
 
0 
50 151.77 152.09 1.20 
 1.52
 
0 
60 178.44 180.00 1.57 3.12
 
70 
 219.46 225.10 2.50 8.14 
80 268.90 272.60 - 0.80 2.90 
TABLE XXX
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with
 
Random Error, No Interpolation, and Three Restorations
 
(Antenna = 12A horn, p = 13 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm. 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T T -T 
I nAngle a bres a b 

0° 
 108.94 108.33 - 0.16 

100 108.48 109.38 0.61 

0 
20 104.78 105.69 0.62 

030 98.59 99.52 0.63 

0 
40 89.92 90.76 0.66 

500 78.98 79.58 0.88 

600 66.15 66.58 1.44 

70 57.66 47.60 7.71 

800 72.66 46.79 34.69 

VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Angle Ta Tbres Ta - Tb 

0 108.98 108.37 0.12 

0 
10 111.01 111.88 0.61 

20 0 115.11 115.93 0.66 
30 122.47 123.23 0.75 

.0
 
40 134.09 134.62 0.90 
500 151.77 151.62 1.20 
600 178.44 177.66 1.57 
70 219.46 220.85 2.50 
80° 268.90 284.78 - 0.80 
284°K, S = 00/oo)
 
T -T 
bres - b
 
- 0.76 
1.52
 
1.52
 
1.56
 
1.50
 
1.48
 
1.88
 
2.34
 
8.82
 
Tbres - Tb
 
0.72
 
1.48
 
1.48
 
1.51
 
1.43
 
1.05
 
0.78
 
3.88
 
15.07
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TABLE XXXI
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with
 
Random Error, No Interpolation, and One Restoration
 
(Antenna = 8X horn, p = 13 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 2840K, S = 0 0/oo)
 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence
 
Angle Ta Tbres Ta -Tb bres -Tb
 
° 
0 109.21 108.74 0.11 0.35
 
100 108.51 108.62 0.64 0.75
 
200 104.85 105.01 0.69 0.85
 
30' 98.76 98.86 0.80 0.89
 
40' 90.30 90.37 1.04 1.11
 
0 
50 80.46 79.40 2.37 1.30
 
60 0 70.04 64.92 5.33 0.21 
700 73.17 53.15 23.23 3.21 
800 95.16 42.20 57.19 4.24
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION

IncidenceTTT
Angle Ta Tbres 	 TTT
Ta Tb Tbres -Tb
 
00 109.26 108.79 0.16 
- 0.31 
10 111.04 111.15 0.65 0.75 
200 115.21 115.36 0.76 0.91 
300 122.71 122.83 0.99 1.11 
400 
 134.56 134.96 1.37 1.77
 
500 152.86 154.28 2.29 3.71
 
600 
 180.22 182.95 3.34 6.07
 
70' 	 222.10 225.88 5.14 8.92
 
°
80 264.92 253.94 4.78 
- 15.76 
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TABLE XXXII
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with
 
Random Error, No Interpolation, and Three Restorations
 
(Antenna = 8A horn, p = 13 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284°K, S = 00/oo)
 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T e a T T b
 
Angle a Tbres Ta b bres -T
 
00 109.21 108.28 0.11 0.82 
° 
10 108.51 109.03 0.64 1.16
 
° 
20 104.85 105.36 0.69 1.20
 
30 98.76 98.99 0.80 1.03
 
40 90.30 90.38 1.04 1.12
 
0 
50 80.46 79.07 2.37 0.97
 
60 70.04 63.29 5.33 1.42
 
700 73.17 54.00 23.23 4.06
 
80 95.16 46.49 57.19 8.52
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T TT T - T
 
Angle a Tbres a- Tb bres b
 
00 109.26 108.32 0.16 0.78 
100 11.04 111.53 0.65 1.13 
200 115.21 115.56 0.76 1.11 
30 122.71 122.54 0.99 0.81 
0 
40 134.56 133.81 1.37 0.62
 
500 152.86 150.99 2.29 0.42
 
600 180.22 177.83 3.34 0.95
 
700 
 222.10 231.74 5.14 14.77
 
800 264.92 275.36 - 4.78 5.66
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TABLE XXXIIi
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with
 
Random Error, No Interpolation, and One Restoration
 
(Antenna = 12 horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 2840K, S 0 O/oo)
 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence
 
Angle Ta Tbres Ta -Tb Tbres Tb
 
0 
0 109.86 108.42 0.76 - 0.68 
lO 108.97 109.18 1.10 1.31
0 
20 105.37 105.56 1.21 1.40
 
30' 99.40 99.63 1.44 1.67
 
400 91.13- 91.25 1.87 1.99
 
0 
50 82.36 79.33 4.26 1.24
 
60 72.97 65.68 8.26 0.97
 
0 
70 90.45 54.91 40.51 4.97
 
800 135.40 44.67 97.43 6.70
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence
Angle T Tbres - Tbres
Ta a Tb Tb
 
00 109.89 108.45 0.79 - 0.65 
0 
10 111.50 111.73 1.10 1.33
 
0 
20 115.65 115.94 1.21 1.49
 
0 
30 123.16 123.68 1.43 1.96
 
0 
40 134.96 135.99 1.77 
 2.80
 
500 153.65 154.88 3.08 4.32
 
0 
60 181.24 184.15 4.36 7.27
 
700 
 228.78 224.54 11.82 7.58 
80 279.24 245.46 9.54 - 24.24 
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TABLE XXXIV
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with
 
Random Error, No Interpolation, and Three Restorations
 
(Antenna = 12A horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 2840K, S = 0 °/oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
IncidenceTTT
Angle Ta Tbres TTT
Ta-Tb Tbres -Tb
 
0 
0 
109.86 108.10 0.76 
- 0.99 
10 108.97 109.39 1.10 1.52 
20 0 105.37 105.51 1.21 1.34 
30 0 99.40 99.36 1.44 1.40 
400 91.13 90.82 
 1.87 1.56 
50 0 82.36 77.12 4.26 0.98 
600 72.97 62.85 8.26 1.86
 
70 
 90.45 56.27 40.51 6.33
 
80 135.40 54.16 97.43 16.19
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T T
T Tb T
 
Angle a bres a b bres 
 b
 
0 
0 109.89 108.14 0.79 -- 0.96
0 
10 111.50 111.89 1.10 
 1.49
 
0 
20 115.65 115.68 1.21 1.23
0 
30 123.16 122.86 1.43 1.13
 
400 134.96 134.23 1.77 1.04
 
500 153.65 150.22 3.08 
 0.35
 
60 181.24 178.93 4.36 2.05
 
700 .228.78 233.05 11.82 
 16.09
 
°
 80 279.24 285.24 9.54 15.54
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TABLE XXXV
 
Restored Antenna.Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with
 
Random Error, No Interpolation, and One Restoration
 
(Antenna = 8A horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 2840K, S = 0 O/oo)
 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
IncidenceTa bTb
Angle Ta Tbres 
 Ta - Tb Tbres 
- Tb 
00 114.58 107.20 5.48 - 1.90 
100 111.64 110.51 3.77 2.64 
200 108.52 106.92 4.36 2.76 
0 
30 103.74 100.66 5.78 2.70 
40 97.33 91.56 8.07 2.30 
500 95.30 81.09 17.20 2.99 
60 92.65 68.25 27.94 3.54 
70 128.57 54.50 78.63 4.56 
800 174.54 36.31 136.57 1.66 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence I T T T - T -T 
Angle a bres a b Tbres b 
00 114.61 107.22 5.51 1.88 
lO0 
 114.13 113.17 3.73 2.78 
200 118.61 117.73 4.16 3.29 
300 126.90 125.68 5.18 3.96 
0 
40 139.70 138.12 6.51 4.93
 
0 
50 161.73 158.21 11.17 7.64
 
600 190.37 185.58 13.49 8.70
 
700 240.58 206.28 23.62 - 10.68 
800 280.25 199.50 10.54 - 70.20 
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TABLE XXXVI 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with 
RandomError, No Interpolation, and Three Restorations 
(Antenna = 8 horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284°K, S = 0 °/oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
IncidenceTTTAngle Tbres - TTT Tb
Ta Ta Tb Tbres ­
0 
0 114.58 104.42 5.48 4.68
 
0 
10 1,.64 109.11 3.77 1.24
 
200 108.52 104.91 4.36 0.75
 
0 
30 103.74 97.96 5.78 0.00 
40* 97.33 88.17 8.07 1.09 
500 95.30 78.67 17.20 0.57 
60 0 92.65 67.62 27.94 2.91 
700 128.57 62.23 78.63 12.28
 
0 
80 174.54 48.27 136.57 10.30
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T T T T T 
 T
 
Angle a Tbres a b bres b
 
0 
0 114.61 104.44 5.51 - 4.65 
0 
10 114.13 111.64 3.73 1.25
 
200 118.61 115.13 4.16 0.68
 
0 
30 126.90 121.86 5.18 0.14
 
0 
40 139.70 133.10 6.51 - 0.09 
° 50 161.73 155.95 11.17 5.38
 
° 
60 190.37 188.17 13.49 11.29
 
o 
70 240.58 233.06 23.62 16.10
 
0 
80 280.25' 259.5 05 10.13
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8X horn antennas and 13 foot, 26 foot supporting booms are listed
 
with one and three restorations. Figures 31 through 34. are graphs'
 
using the =O points for each of the four cases and the optimum
 
number of restorations. Tables XXXVII through XLIV and Figures
 
35 through 38 show data analogous to Tables XXIX through XXXVI and
 
Figures 31 through 34, respectively, but with interpolation and
 
smoothing provided by the subroutine ICSSMU.
 
With the 12X horn and the 13 foot boom, the error that has
 
been added is greater than the difference between the antenna
 
temperatures and the brightness temperatures. Consequently, the
 
restored brightness temperatures are not as good an approximation
 
of the brightness temperatures as are the smoothed antenna
 
temperatures. Multiple restoration makes the restored results
 
inferior. 
 For this antenna and boom length, these observations are
 
valid for both the interpolated and uninterpolated data.
 
For the 8A horn and the 13 foot boom data that contains the
 
random error, multiple restorations are not desirable either with
 
or without interpolation. When the antenna temperatures are not
 
interpolated, some improvement at the larger incidence angles for
 
horizontal polarization is achieved with one iteration. 
With
 
interpolation, the smoothed antenna temperatures are more accurate
 
than the restored results.
 
Using the 12A horn 26 foot boom, and no interpolation. the
 
three-restoration results are better than those for one interation.
 
With this antenna and boom combination, and no internolation.
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.Fig. 31. Restoration of the Finite Wave Tank Data with
Random Error and No Interpolation (Antenna
 
12X horn, p = 13 feet, one iteration).
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Fig. 33. 	 Restoration of the Finite Wave Tank Data with 
Random Error and No Interpolation (Antenna = 
12X horn, p = 26 feet, three iterations). 
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Fig. 34. Restoration of the Finite Wave Tank Data with 
Random Error and No Interpolation (Antenna = 
8X horn, p = 26 feet, three iterations). 
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TABLE XXXVII
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with
 
Random Error, Interpolation, and One Restoration
 
(Antenna = 12A horn, p = 13 feet, f 
= 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284°K, S = 0 0/oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence 
Angle Ta Tbres Ta - Tb -T 
0 109.42 109.28 	 0.32 0.18
 
10 108.50 108.90 0.63 1.04
0 
20 104.8- 105.18 	 0.64 
 1.01 
30	0 98.65 99.07 0.68 1.11 
0 
40 89.99 90.57 	 0.73 
 1.31
 
0 
50 	 78.26 78.46 0.17 
 0.37
 
0 
60 63.50 62.34 	 1.21 
- 2.37 
a 
70 61.06 52.70 11.12 
 2.75
 
80 	 77.78 50.57 39.81 12.60
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T T T T 
.-
Angle a bres a b bres b 
0 
O 
0 
109.44 109.30 0.34 0.20 
10 111.03 111.42 0.63 1.02 
0 
20 115.13 115.45 0.69 1.01 
300 122.51 122.80 	 0.79 
 1.08
 
40 134.10 134.38 0.91 

0 
1.18
 
0 
50 151.30 151.52 0.73 0.95 
60 177.67 178.80 0.79 1.92 
70 0 220.44 226.19 3.48 9.22 
080 270.94 275.13 	 1.24 5.43
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TABLE XXXVIII 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with
 
Random Error, Interpolation, and Three Restorations
 
(Antenna = 12X horn, p = 13 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, S = 0 /oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence
Angle Ta Tbres 
-Tb
Ta Tbres - Tb
 
00 109.42 108.73 0.32 - 0.36 
10 0 108.50 109.44 0.63 1.58 
0 
20 104.81 105.56 0.64 1.40
 
30 98.65 99.41 0.68 1.45
 
40 89.99 91.03 0.73 1.77
 
o
 
50 78.26 79.13 0.17 1.03 
600 63.50 63.12 1.21 - 1.59 
70 61.06 47.93 11.12 
- 2.01 
80 77.78 54.91 39.81 16.94 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION 
IncidenceTTT
Angle Ta Tbres Ta TbT Tbres - Tb
 
0 109.44 108.76 0.34 0.34
 
100 111.03 111.94 0.63 1.54
 
20 115.13 115.84 0.69 1.40
 
0 
30 122.51 123.14 0.79 1.42
 
40 
 134.10 134.72 0.91 1.53
 
500 151.30 151.10 0.73 0.53
 
60 0 177.67 176.30 0.79 - 0.58 
70 0 220.44 221.48 3.48 4.52 
80 270.94 287.72 1.24 18.02 
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TABLE XXXIX
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with 
Random Error, Interpolation, and One Restoration 
(Antenna = 8X horn, p = 13 feet, f 10.69 GHz, Tm = 2840K, S = /oo)= 0 

HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence
 
Angle Ta Tbres Ta - Tb Tbres T b
 
0 109.52 109.33 0.42 0.23
 
° 
10 108.55 108.85 0.68 0.98
 
20' 104.85 105.25 0.68 1.09
 
° 
30 98.65 99.01 0.69 1.05
 
400 89.84 89.99 0.58 0.73
 
0 
50 79.00 76.96 0.90 - 1.14
 
600 69.13 62.87 4.42 - 1.84
 
70 76.63 58.06 26.69 8.12
 
80 98.74 46.98 60.77 9.01
 
• 
 VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence
Angle Ta Tbres Ta -Tb Tbres - Tb
 
0 
0 109.54 109.36 0.44 0.26
 
0 
10 111.07 111.36 0.67 0.96
 
20' 115.19 115.55 0.74 1.10
 
30 122.60 122.91 0.87 1.18
 
0 
40 134.22 134.65 1.03 1.46
 
50 0 152.18 153.11 1.61 2.55
 
50 0 180.20 182.76 3.33 5.88
 
700 223.11 227.37 6.15 10.40
 
80, 265.05 253.82 - 4.65 - 15.88 
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TABLE XL
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with
 
Random Error, Interpolation, and Three Restorations
 
(Antenna = 8X horn, p = 13 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, T. = 284°K, S = 00/00)
 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T 
 T T T T T
 
Angle a bres a 
 b bres - b
 
° 
0 109.52 108.98 0.42 
- 0.12 
0 
10 108.55 109.52 0.68 1.65 
200 104.85 105.91 0.68 1.74 
300 98.65 99.68 0.69 1.71 
40 89.84 90.60 0.58 1.34 
50 0 79.00 75.89 0.90 - 2.20 
60 69.13 59.59 4.42 - 5.12 
70'0 76.63 60.00 26.69 10.05 
0 
80 98.74 52.49 60.77 14.52
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
IncidenceT
 
Angle 
 Tbres
Ta Ta 
- Tb Tbres 
- Tb
 
0 
0 109.54 109.00 0.44 

-0.10
 
10 111.07 111.99 0.67 1.60
 
200 115.19 116.03 0.74 
 1.58
 
30' 122.60 123.02 0.87 1.29
0 
40 134.22 133.84 1.03 
 0.65
 
50* 152.18 149.37 1.61 1.20
 
60 180.20 177.19 3.33 0.32
 
700 223.11 233.63 6.15 
 16.67 
800 265.05 275.29 
- 4.65 5.59 
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TABLE XLI
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with
 
Random Error, Interpolation, and One Restoration
 
(Antenna = 12X horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284°K, S = 0 °/oo)
 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T a b T
 
Angle a Tbres Ta - Tb bres T
 
0 109.08 107.33 0.02 1.77
 
0 
10 108.81 109.54 0.94 1.68
 
° 
20 104.80 105.18 0.64 1.01
 
30 97.80 97.67 0.17 - 0.29 
400 88.18 87.22 1.08 - 2.04 
50 0 80.84 76.34 2.74 - 1.75 
0 
60 74.02 65.29 9.32 0.58
 
0 
70 97.44 62.98 47.49 13.04
 
0 
80 140.57 51.02 102.60 13.05
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T a b T -T
 
Angle a Tbres T - T bresb
 
00 109.09 107.34 - 0.01 - 1.76 
0 
10 111.32 112.06 0.92 1.66
 
200 115.12 115.58 0.68 1.13
 
300 121.84 122.08 0.11 0.36
 
0 
40 132.72 132.90 - 0.47 - 0.29 
0 
50 152.44 152.57 1.87 2.01
 
0 
60 181.29 183.41 4.41 6.53
 
70 0 231.74 227.89 14.77 10.92 
0 
80 283.17 250.76 13.47 - 18.94 
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TABLE XLII
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with
 
Random Error, Interpolation, and Three Restorations
 
(Antenna = 12X horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 0K, S = 0 °/oo)
 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T T T T T
 
Angle abres a b bres Tb
 
0
 
0 109.08 105.87 - 0.02 - 3.23 
0
 
10 108.81 110.29 0.94 2.42 
200 104.80 105.70 0.64 1.54
 
30 97.80 98.19 - 0.17 0.23 
40 0 88.18 87.47 1.08 - 1.. 9-
0
 
50 80.84 72.69 2.74 - 5.40
 
0
 
60 74.02 60.26 9.32 - 4.45
 
0
 
70 97.44 63.26 47.49 13.31
 
° 
80 140.57 59.61 102.60 21.64
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T -T 
Angle Ta Tbres TabTb Tbresb 
00 109.09 105.88 - 0.01 - 3.22 
0
 
10 111.32 112.72 0.92 2.32
 
0
 
20 115.12 115.85 0.68 1.40
 
0
 
30 121.84 121.86 0.11 0.14
 
0
 
40 132.72 131.49 0.47 - 1.70 
0
 
50 152.44 146.93 1.87 - 3.63 
600 181.29 177.35 4.41 0.47
 
0
 
70 231..74 236.06 14.77 19.10
 
800 283.17 290.88 13.47 21.17
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TABLE XLIII
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with
 
Random Error, Interpolation, and One Restoration
 
(Antenna = 8X horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, T = 284°K, S = 0 °/oo)
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T T -T T -T 
Angle a bres a b bres b 
00 113.88 107.11 4.78 - 1.99 
10 110.04 108.22 2.17 0.36
 
200 106.61 103.86 2.44 - 0.30 
300 101.66 97.04 3.70 - 0.92 
0 
40 95.44 87.88 6.18 - 1.38 
0 
50 95.99 81.16 17.89 3.06
 
0 
60 95.64 71.76 30.93 7.05
 
0 
70 135.46 64.13 85.52 14.18
 
0 
80 180.96 45.97 142.99 8.00
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T T T TTT
 
Angle a Tbres a - b Tbres b 
0 113.94 107.16 4.84 - 1.94 
10 112.58 110.96 2.19 0.57 
0 
20 116.84 114.91 2.39 0.46.
 
300 125.10 122.56 3.37 0.84
 
0 
40 138.18 135.18 4.98 1.98
 
500 162.06 158.00 11.49 7.44
 
0 
60 191.71 187.00 14.83 10.12
 
0 
70 243.91 210.83 26.95 - 6.13 
800 282.27 202.52 12.57 - 67.19 
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TABLE XLIV
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with
 
Random Error, Interpolation, and Three Restorations
 
(Antenna = 8X horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, T = 2840K, S = 0 °/oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T T- Tb T 
Angle a bres a b bres b 
00 113.88 106.67 4.78 . 2.43 
100 110.04 106.82 2.17 - 1.04 
20' 106.61 101.23 2.44 - 2.93 
300 101.66 93.00 3.70 - 4.97 
0
 
40 95.44 82.45 6.18 - 6.81
 
0
 
50 95.99 77.42 17.89 - 0.67
 
600 95.64 71.00 30.93 6.29
 
700 135.46 73.84 85.52 23.90
 
800 180.96 60.11 142.99 22.14
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T T T - T -T
 
Angle a bres a b Tbres - b
 
0
 
0 113.94 106.72 4.84 - 2.38
 
100 112.58 109.45 2.19 - 0.95
 
20 116.84 111.74 2.39 - 2.71
 
300 125.10 117.59 3.37 - 4.13
 
40 138.18 128.54 4.98 4.65
 
500 162.06 154.77 11.49 4.21
 
0
 
60 191.71 189.37 14.83 12.49
 
700 243.91 238.35 26.95 21.39 
0 i 
80 j282.27 263.17 12.57 -6.54
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Fig. 35. Restoration of the Finite Wave Tank Data
 
with Random Error and Interpolation 
(Antenna = 12X horn, p = 13 feet, one 
iteration). 
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Fig. 36. Restoration of the Finite Wave Tank Data
 
with Random Error and Interpolation 
(Antenna = 8X horn, p = 13 feet, one 
iteration). 
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with Random Error and Interpolation
(Antenna = 12X horn, p = 26 feet, one 
iteration). 
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there isenough difference between the antenna and brightness
 
temperatures to prevent the error from dominating the process.
 
Even at the incidence angles where the smoothed antenna tempera­
tures are more accurate than the restored brightness temperatures,
 
the restoration process does not yield results that indicate
 
instability. When interpolation isused, there issome improvement
 
inthe horizontal polarization data but none inthe vertical
 
polarization with one'restoration. Multiple iterations yield less
 
accurate results. In addition to the random error, there iscon­
siderable interpolation error with the rapidly varying functions
 
involved inthe 12X horn and 26 foot boom case.
 
For the 8A horn and the 26 foot boom, improved results are
 
obtained by restoring the smoothed antenna temperatures with and
 
without interpolation. With no interpolation, the results with
 
three restorations are much superior than those with one restora­
tion. The inversion isstable even with the added error and the
 
results are improved significantly through the restoration process.
 
With interpolation, the three-restoration results are inferior to
 
those with one iteration. The results obtained with one restoration
 
are, however, a definite improvement over the smoothed and inter­
polated antenna temperatures. This istrue for both polarizations
 
and nearly all incidence angles.
 
To partially summarize the parametric studies for the NASA
 
finite wave tank, four tables will now be presented to show the
 
recommended number of restorations for the various antenna, boom
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length, and data sampling combinations. Tables XLV, XLVI,
 
XLVII, and XLVII summarize the 12X horn and 13 foot boom, 8X
 
horn and 13 foot boom, 12 horn and 26 foot boom, and 8X hetn 
and 26 foot boom cases. An "X", "V', or "H"indicate the 
recommended number of restorations for vertical-horizontal, 
vertical, or horizontal polarizations, respectively. Recommending 
no restorations indicates that the antenna temperature is a more 
accurate estimation of the true brightness temperature than the 
restored brightness temperature. These tables were based on the 
0 0
 
accuracy of the data from 0 to 60 incidence angle, since the
 
data above 60 0 is of little practical concern. With these tables,
 
one should be able to use the most effective number-of restora­
tions for the system under investigation.
 
It should be noted that the two-restoration data-was investi­
gated, but at no time did ityield the best results.
 
Appendix II contains a listing of the Fortran program that
 
performs the three-dimensional inversion.
 
In addition to accounting for the non ideal pencil beam
 
characteristics of the antennas, there is another major factor
 
that needs to be compensated for in the restoration of measurements.
 
This is the cross-polarization in the radiation characteristics of
 
the antenna which was discussed inSection E of the theory. In
 
Practice, horns as well as other aperture antennas are not per­
fectly polarized even in the principal planes, but do possess a
 
smaller orthogonal component to the principal field. Since the cross­
polarized term is orthogonal to the principal component, it responds
 
TABLE XLV
 
Optimum Restoration for the Finite Wave Tank
 
with the 12X Horn Antenna and the 13 Foot Boom
 
Recommended Number of Restorations
 
Type of Data Sampling
 
0 ]2 3 
No Error X 
SPLINE lhterpolation X 
Linear Interpolation X 
Random Error - No Interpolation X 
Random Error - Interpolation X 
TABLE XLVI
 
Optimum Restoration for the Finite Wave Tank
 
with the 8& Horn Antenna and the 13 Foot Boom
 
Recommended Number of Resterations
 
Type of Data Sampling
 
C' 1 2 2 
No Error X
 
SPLINE Interpolation X
 
Lifiear Interpolation X 
Random Error - No Interpolation V H 
Random Error - Interpolation X 
Co 
TABLE XLVII
 
Optimum Restoration for the Finite Wave Tank
 
with the 12X Horn Antenna and the 26 Foot Boom
 
Recommended Number of Restorations
 
Type of Data Sampling
 
0 1 2 3
 
No Error 
 X
 
SPLINE Interpolation 
 X 
Linear Interpolation x 
Random Error - No Interpolation X 
Random Error - Interpolation V H 
TABLE XLVIII
 
Ontimum Restoration for the Finite Wave Tank
 
with the 8X Horn Antenna and the 26 Foot Boom
 
Recommended Number of Restorations
 
Type of Data Sampling
 
0 1 2 3 
No Error X 
SPLINE Interpolation X 
Linear Interpolation X 
Random Error - No Interpolation X 
Random Error - Interpolation X 
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to the polarization which is orthogonal to the principal wave for
 
a given scan. As the incidence angle becomes larger and the
 
difference between the horizontal and vertical emissions of the
 
water get larger, the effect of this cross-polarization becomes
 
more pronounced. To show the effect of cross-polarization on the
 
measurements, antenna temperatures have been calculated for
 
different assumed values of cross-polarization. The data listed
 
in Table XLIX shows the effect of the different cross-polarizations
 
for the 12X horn antenna and the 13 foot boom. Similar results are
 
shown in Table L for the 8A corrugated horn and the 13 foot boom.
 
Table LI shows the effect of cross-polarization for the 12 horn
 
and the 26 foot boom and Table LII lists the results for the 8X
 
horn and the 26 foot boom. From these tables, one can immediately
 
conclude that cross-polarization becomes a very significant factor
 
no matter how narrow the antenna pattern is or which boom is used.
 
This is to be expected since the effect of cross-polarization is
 
mainly a function of the difference between the orthogonal radiation
 
characteristics of the environment.
 
To show how well this cross-polarization phenomenon can be
 
compensated for in the restoration process, antenna temperature
 
profiles have been calculated, for various a s, assuming -20 dB
 
cross-polarization and then restored to examine its importance. 
For
 
the 12 antenna and the 13 foot boom, the results, with three resto­
rations, are listed in Table LIII. By comparing these results with
 
those in Table V, it becomes clear how well the restoration process
 
compensates for the cross-polarization. The antenna temperatures are
 
TABLE XLIX 
Antenna Temperatures for the Finite Wave Tank with Cross-Polarization 
(Antenna = 12X horn, p = 13 feet) 
(f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 2840K, S = 0 0/oo) 
Tah Taahh Tav
T h Tav Tav Tav 
none -25 dB -20 dB -15 dB none -25 dB -20 dB -15 dB
 
0 109.15 109.15 109.15 109.15 109.15 109.15 109.15 109.15 
0 
20 104.22 
 104.25 104.32 104.54 114.56 114.53 114.46 114.24
 
0 
40 89.36 
 89.50 89.80 90.71 133.55 133.41 133.11 132.20
 
0 
60 
 65.69 66.04 66.80 69.13 177.97 177.62 176.86 174.53
 
800 69.54 70.17 71.50 75.62 267.99 267.36 266.03 261.91 
TABLE L 
Antenna Temperatures for the' Finite Wave Tank with Cross-Polarization 
(Antenna = 8A horn, p = 13 feet)
C 
(f= 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, S = 0 0/oo) 
Tah Tah Ta Tah Tav Tav Tav Tav 
none -25 dB -20 dB -15 dB none -25 dB -20 dB -15 dB 
00 
0 
a 20 
109.37 
104.47 
109.37 
104.50 
109.37 
104.57 
109.37 
104.79 
109.37 
114.84 
109.37 
114.81 
109.37 
114.74 
109.37 
114.52 
a 
0 
40 
0 
60 
89.96 
70.48 
90.10 
70.83 
90.40 
71.57 
91.32 
73.84 
134.22 
180.13 
134.08 
179.78 
133.78 
179.04 
132.86 
176.77 
* 
080 92.20 92.74 93.90 97.46 263.84 263.30 262.14 258.58 
TABLE LI
 
Antenna Temperatures for the Finite Wave Tank with Cross-Polarization (Antenna = 12X horn, p
0o = 26 feet)
 
(f= 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, S = 0 °/oo)
 
Tah Tah Tah 
 Tah Tav Tav Tav Tav.
 
CROSS-

POLARIZATION none -25 dB -20 dB -15 dB none -25 dB -20 dB -15 dB
 
0 
* = 0 109.70 109.70 109.70 109.70 109.69 109.69 109.69 109.69 
-20 
 104.84 104.87 104.94 105.16 115.13 115.10 115.03 114.81
 
40 90.68 90.82 91.12 
 92.03 134.52 134.38 134.08 133.18
 
0 
60 73.50 73.84 74.57 
 76.80 181.23 180.89 180.16 177.93
 
0 
a = 80 129.16 129.63 130.63 133.71 277.43 276.97 275.97 228 
TABLE LII 
Antenna Temperatures for the Finite Wave Tank with Cross-Polarization (Antenna = 8Ahorn, p = 26 feet)0 
(f = 10.69 GHz, T
m = 284 K,S = 0 0/00) 
Tah, Tah Tah Tab Tav Tav 
 Tav Tav
 
CROSS -

POLARIZATION none -25 dB 
 -20 dB -15 dB none -25 dB -20 dB -15 dB 
a = 00 112.92 112.92 112.92 112.92 112.91 112.91 112.91 112.91 
= 20 108.41 108.44 108.51 108.72 118.48 118.45 118.38 118.17 
400 97.85 97.99 98.27 99.15 140.03 139.90 139.61 138.74 
60 0 92.11 92.42 93.08 95.11 190.08 189.77 189.11 187.08
 
0 80 169.85 170.19 170.92 173.17 278.28 277.94 
 277.21 274,96
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TABLE LIII
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with -20 dB
 
Cross-Polarization and Three Restorations
 
(Antenna = 12% horn, p = 13 feet, f 
= 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, S = 0 °/oo)
 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence
 
Angle Ta Tbres -
Ta Tb Tbres - Tb
 
0 
O 109.14 109.08 0.04 0.02
 
0 
10 107.95 107.88 0.08 
 0.01
 
0 
20 104.32 104.17 

0 0.16 0.01 
30 98.26 97.98 
 0.30 O-02 
0 
40 89.80 89.26 
 0.54 0.00
 
50 0 79.16 77.96 1.06 0.14
 
60 0 66.80 64.52 2.09 0.19
 
70 0 59.74 50.26 9.80 0.32
 
0 
80 71.50 40.10 
 33.53 2.13
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T 
 T a T
T T
 
Angle a bres bres
a b - b
 
0 109.18 109.12 0.08 
 0.02 
10 0 110.44 110.41 0.04 0.01
 
0 
20 114.46 114.46
0 0.02 0.02
 
30 121.69 121.75 
- 0.03 0.03
 
40 0 133.11 133.170 - 0.08 - 0.02 
50 150.52 150.12 
- 0.05 
- 0.450 
60 176.86 176.20
0 - 0.02 - 0.68 
70 217.48 220.45 0.52 3.49
 
80 266.02 282.85 
- 3.68 13.15
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different for the two cases, but the restored brightness
 
temperatures are almost identical. The effect of the.cross­
polarization istherefore accurately compensated. InTable LIV,
 
similar results are shown for the 8X antenna and 13 foot boom
 
which can be compared with those shown inTable VII. Table LV
 
shows the results of the restoration process of antenna temperatures
 
with -20 dB cross-polarization for the 12X horn and the 26 foot
 
boom. Comparing Table LV with Table IX,one can see that again
 
the inversion process is able to remove the effect of the cross­
polarization. The results of the inversion of the antenna tempera­
tures with cross- polarization for the 8X horn and the 26 foot boom
 
are shown in Table LVI. Comparing Table LVI with Table XI yields
 
the same conclusion that the effect of the cross-polarization has
 
been removed. It is concluded that the restoration process removes
 
the effect of the cross-polarization for any antenna and boom
 
length combination.
 
Recently,some preliminary measurements have been made on the
 
wave tank system at NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton,
 
Virginia. Itwould then be fruitful to examine the restoration of
 
the data even though it may not be very accurate but it is
 
representative of the response of the system. The measurements
 
were taken at a frequency of 10.69 GHz using a 12X corrugated horn
 
0 0 
ard the 26 foot boom. The values of a that were used were 0 , 10
 
0 0 0 0 
20 , 30 , 40 , and 50 . For the first three values of a, the 
measurement had to be adjusted to remove a contribution attributed 
mainly to the standing wave pattern produced between the antenna 
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TABLE LIV
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with -20 dB
 
Cross-Polarization and Three Restorations
 
o0 
(Antenna = 8&horn, p = 13 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 2840K, S = 0 °/oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence Ta T - Tb
 
nalp Tbres a b Tbres Th
 
0 
0 109.34 109.13 0.24 0.03
 
0 
10 108.17 107.88 0.30 0.01
 
20 104.57 104.12 0.41 - 0.04. 
0 
30 98.64 97.80 	
­0.68 0.16
 
0 
40 90.39 89.01 1.13 - 0.25 
0 
50 81.03 77.83 2.93 - 0.27 
0 
60 71.60 64.69 6.89 - 0.02 
0 
70 73.29 51.66 23.35 1.72
 
80 93.89 39.27 55.92 
 1.30
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence Ta T- T b T Tb
 
A 4le Tbres a Tbres
 
0	0 109.39 109.17 0.29 0.07 
0 
10 110.66 110.39 0.26 - 0.01 
0 
20 114.73 114.37 0.29 
- 0.08
 
0 
30 122.13 121.39 0.41 
- 0.33
 
0 
40 133.78 132.58 0.59 
- 0.61
0 
50 151.91 150.04 1.34 - 0.53 
60 0 179.04 177.90 2.16 1.02 
70 219.91 229.94 2.95 12.98 
80 262.14 272.08 
- 7.56 2.38 
-- 
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TABLE LV
 
Restored-Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with -20 dB
 
-Cross 
-
Polarization and Three Restorations­
o0 
(Antenna = 12X horn, p =.26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, S = 0 /oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION 
Incidence T T 
Angle a Tbres Ta -Tb bres -Tb
 
0 
0 
110.14 109.04 1.04 - .06 
100 108.43 107.74 .57 - .13 
20 
0 
104.94 103.88 .78 - .29 
3.0 99.13 97.55 1.17 - .41 
0
 
40 -91.12 88.77 1.86 

- .48 
0 
50 83.39 77.74 5.30 
- .35 
60 74.57 65.03 9.86 .32
 
0 
70 89.46 52.94 39.51 
 2.99
 
0 
80 130.63 41.10 92.66 
 3.13
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence 
 T T T T 
- T
 
Angle Ta bres 
 a- b bres b
 
0 110.18, 109.08 1.08 
 .02
 
0 
10. 110.92 110.25 .52 .15
 
0 
20 115.03 114.08 
 .58 .37 
30 
- 122.42 121.13 .70 .59 
0 
40 134.08 132.45 
 .89 - -.74 
0 
50 153.00 150.32 2.43 .25
-

0 
60 180.16 179.33 3.28 2.45
 
70 
 226.47 231.86 
 9.50 14.90
 
0 
80 275.97 280.98 6.26 11.27
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TABLE LVI
 
Restored Antenna Temperatures for Finite Wave Tank with - 20 dB
 
Cross - Polarization and Three Restorations
 
(Antenna = 8X horn, p = 26 feet, f = 10.69 GHz, Tm = 2840 K, S = 0 /oo) 
HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence
 
Angle Ta Tbres Ta - Tb Tbres - Tb
 
0 
0 115.43 106.80 6.33 - 2.30 
0 
10 111.38 107.24 3.52 .63
 
0 
20 108.51 103.58 4.35 .59
 
0 
30 104.13 97.63 6.16 .33
 
a 
40 98.27 89.39 9.01 .13
 
0 
50 96.18 80.24 10.08 2.14
 
0 
60 93.08 67.60 28.37 2.89
 
0 
70 125.92 54.05 75.98 4.10
 
0 
80 170.92 38.14 132.95 .17
 
VERTICAL POLARIZATION
 
Incidence T
 
Angle a Tbres Ta - Tb Tbres - Tb
 
0 
0 115.45 106.82 6.35 - 2.23
0 
10 113.82 109.81 3.42 
- .59
 
0 
20 118.38 113.85 3.93 - .590 
30 126.75 121.47 5.03 - .26 
0 
40 139.61 133.91 6.42 .72
0 
50 161.16 156.82 10.59 6.25
 
0 
60 189.11 188.17 12.23 11.30
C 
70 237.73 228.98 20.76 12.02
 
-.
80 0 277.21 253.54 7.50 -16.16 
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and observed surface. The inverted data, using one restoration,
 
0
 
is shown in Figure 39. Since the 8=O points are the more accurate
 
-values on the restored brightness temperature profiles, curves were
 
drawn through these points and are shown in the figure. For the
 
larger incidence angles; the restoration process shows a significant
 
difference between the restored brightness temperatures and the
 
measured antenna temperatures.
 
B. Infinite Tank(Ocean) Data
 
The developed programs can be used to predict and/or
 
restore data from observations made at oceans or other large bodies
 
of water. Inthese cases, the dimensions of the finite wave tank
 
can be adjusted to fit the particular need. InTable LVII and
 
LVIII are lists of data obtained by calculating the antenna tempera­
ture profiles from the empirical brightness temperatures and then
 
restoring them to recover the original brightness temperatures
 
using the 12X and 8X horns, respectively. The restored
 
brightness temperatures are almost exactly equal to the original
 
profiles in these cases. The restoration process works better for
 
the infinite tank case than in the finite tank case because the
 
functions involved are smoother. All the finite tank cases involve
 
a discontinuity in the water brightness temperature profile at the
 
edge of the wave tank which causes high frequency content to be
 
included in its spectrum. Since practical antennas can not detect
 
this discontinuity (because of limited spectral resolution), the
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Fig. 39. Measured Total Antenna Temperatures and Restored Water
 
Brightness Temperatures for the NASA LaRC Wave Tank,
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TABLE LVII 
Restoration of Error-Free Infinite Tank 
Data (Antenna = 12X horn)
o0 
(f 10.69 GHz, Tm = 284 K, S = 0 °/oo) 
B Tah Tbh Tbresh Tav Tbv Tbresv 
0 109.105 109.099 109.101 109.105 109.099 109.097 
5 108.712 108.710 108.701 109.520 109.508 109.516 
10 107.905 107.905 107.902 110.380 110.358 110.362 
15 106.145 106.149 106.149 112.292 112.249 112.251 
20 104.306 104.316 104.315 114,338 114.273 114.274 
25 101.164 101.182 101.182 117.967 117.862 117.864 
30 98.286 98.311 98.311 121.442 121.299 121.299 
35 -93.754 93.788 93.789 127.237 127.028 127.029 
40 89.836 89.876 89.879 132.597 132.324 132.326 
45 83.929 83.977 83.979 141.369 140.991 140.990 
50 77.269 77,320 77.320 152.425 151.909 151,908 
55 71.812 71.861 71.859 162.580 161.938 161.940 
60 64.009 64.037 64.033 179.234 178.405 178.407 
65 57.876 57.856 57.867 194.561 193.613 193.620 
70 49.671 49.485 49.556 219.304 218.492 218.451 
75 44.174 43.540 43.839 240.448 240.648 240.552 
80 41.688 37.871 36.234 263.427 270,379 270.476 
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TABLE LVIII 
Restoration of Error-Free Infinite 
Tank Data (Antenna = 8X horn) 
(f=10.69 GHz,T = 284K, S = 0 /oo) 
Tah Tbh Tbresh Tav Tbv Tbresv 
0 109.112 109.099 109.101 109.112 109.099 109.099 
5 108.719 108.710 108.701 109.531 109.508 109.519 
10 107.910 107.905 107.898 110.401 110.358 110.367 
15 106.145 106.149 106.146 112.336 112.249 112.253 
20 104.303 104.316 104.315 114.408 114.273 114.276 
25 101.154 101.182 101.184 118.083 117.862 117.864 
30 98.269 98.311 98.312 121.603 121.299 121.300 
35 93.728 93.788 93.787 127.476 127.028 127.029 
40 89.805 89.876 89.880 132.910 132.324' 132.329 
.45 83.890 83.977 83.975 141.804 140.991 140.997 
50 77.234 77.320 77.330 153.013 151.909 151.926 
55 71.784 71.861 71.856 163.296 161.938 161.949 
60 64.028 64.037 64.087 180.098 178.405 178.370 
65 57.981 57.856 57.951 195.427 193.613 193.444 
70 50.069 49.485 49.231 219.419 218.492 217.892 
75 45.496 43.540 42.715 238.464 240.648 240.690 
80 44.689 37.871 33.979 252.473 270.379 272.900 
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exact brightness temperature profile can not be restored. With
 
the smooth functions involved in the infinite tank case, one can
 
obtain a very good approximation of the Tb'S.
 
At Cape Cod Canal, Massachusetts, measurements were made by
 
Swift [15] over a body of water which can be modeled as an
 
infinite tank in one direction and finite in the other. The
 
antenna used was a horn operating at 7.55 GHz and whose principal
 
plane power patterns are shown in Figures 40 and 41. These two
 
patterns were combined to construct the total three-dimensional
 
pattern by using (122) and (123). In Figure.42 the measured
 
antenna temperatures have been plotted along with the restored
 
(two- and three-dimensional) and the empirical brightness tempera­
ture profiles. As can be seen, the restored three-dimensional
 
and the empirical curves are very similar and different from the'
 
measurements. The three-dimensional restoration works very well
 
and it is more accurate than the two-dimensional, especially for
 
larger incidence angles.
 
As has been previously stated, a two-dimensional approximation
 
of the-wave tank system [7,8] has been used that takes advantage of
 
the vector alignment in the S = jplane. In this plane 8 and h
 
A 
are aligned together as are and v. This means that for the verti­
cal scan only the vertical brightness temperature is received by
 
the antenna and similarly the horizontal brightness temperature for
 
the horizontal scan. However, the vector alignment in the other
 
planes is not perfect and the opposite brightness temperature will
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Cape Cod Canal Antenna..
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*also contribute. The effect of this cross-coupling can only be
 
accounted for by the three-dimensional modeling which calculates
 
the vector alignment and integrates over all values of e.
 
The strength of the cross-coupling has been taken into account
 
inthe restoratidn process by the functions WFI, WF2, WF3, and WF
4
 
in (144a)-(145b). In'Figure 43 these functions have been plotted for
 
the finite wave tank system and the 8X horn antenna and for the
 
Cape Cod canal and the 7.55 GHz parabolic dish. From the data
 
shown inthese two figures, it isclear that cross-coupling is
 
significant and the three-dimensional inversion isessential.
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V. 	Conclusions
 
In the course of this investigation, the three-dimensional
 
vector interaction between a microwave radiometer and a wave
 
tank environment was modeled. With the computer programs developed
 
one is able to predict the response of the radiometer to the known
 
brightness temperature characteristics of the surroundings. More
 
importantly, however, a computer program was developed that can
 
invert (restore) the radiometer measurements. In other words, one
 
can use this computer program to estimate the brightness temperatur
 
profiles of a water surface from the radiometer response.
 
The three-dimensional modeling of the problem was accomplished
 
using two different coordinate system geometries. Inone formu­
lation, the z-axis was taken perpendicular to the radiometer
 
antenna aperture and in the other formulation the x-axis was per­
pendicular to the aperture. Computations were made to predict the
 
radiometer response to the wave tank environment with both formu­
lations and it was established that they both were accurate models
 
of the three-dimensional vector interaction. The three-dimensional
 
models were also compared to a previously used two-dimensional
 
scalar approximation of the problem. From this comparison, itwas
 
established that, unless the antenna used has a high main beam
 
efficiency, the three-dimensional vector formulation is necessary
 
to achieve an accurate result.
 
With the x-axis formulation, it was shown that inversion
 
(restoration).of the data was possible. Antenna temperature
 
profiles for the wave tank system were computed and brightness
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temperatures were restored with a very good approximation.
 
Errors were added to the computed antenna temperature profiles
 
and the restoration process proved to be fairly stable. 
 The
 
effect of cross-polarization on the radiometer response was
 
demonstrated as well 
as the capability of the restoration process
 
to account for its presence.
 
In addition to inverting (restoring) data for the wave
 
tank system, it has been shown that the computer programs can be
 
used to simulate.the viewing of large bodies of water. 
In this
 
situation the restoration process is extremely accurate with the
 
smooth functions involved.
 
Preliminary measured data for the wave tank system, made
 
available by NASA personnel, was restored taking into account the
 
contributions from the surrounding earth and sky. 
Data taken at
 
Cape Cod Canal, Massachusetts, by NASA was also considered and
 
resulted in a very successful restoration.
 
With the restoration process and the future improved accuracy
 
of the wave tank system, investigators should be able to experi­
mentally verify the semi-empirical brightness temperature equations
 
for various frequencies, salinities, incidence angles, and
 
temperatures. 
The effect of surface roughness could then be
 
experimentally measured with the controlled wave tank system.
 
This knowledge could then be applied to analyze multiple frequency
 
radiometer measurements received from satellites monitoring the
 
ocean, in order to determine wind speed (surface roughness), water
 
temperature, atmospheric conditions, and salinity.
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Appendix I
 
Transformation of-Coordinates
 
A right-handed orthogonal coordinate system'x, y, z can be
 
transformed into any new right-handed orthogonal coordinate system
 
IIi I| II Il 
x , y , z , with the same origin, by three rotations about at 
least two differentaxes. An example of this.type of transformatior 
is shown in Figure I-1. This particular transform uses rotations 
about all three axes. The transformation of rectangular unit 
vectors for each rotation is described by the simultaneous equa­
tions shown below inmatrix form. For the rotation about the 
.x-axis (Figure I-1)
 
x 0 0 	 x x 
y = [ cosA sin y = [A] y (1-l) 
z o' sinX cosA z z 
about,the y - axis (Figure I-1)
 
X C0Sp 0 -sinvi x x 
[T :;: [0J = [B] y (1-2) 
z .sinji o cos p - z. z . 
and about the 2-axis (Figure I-1)
 
11I , i 	 All l 
x cosv sinv o 	 x x
 
All I 	 All All 
y = -sinv cosy o 	 y [C] y (1-3) 
A,, All 
zo o 1 z z
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Fig. 1-i. General three-dimensional rotation.
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The unit vectors x , y , and z can be found directly in terms
 
of the original unit vectors (x,y,z) by combining (I-I), (1-2), and
 
(1-3) leading to
 
x 
 x 
y [C] [B] [A] y (1-4)
 
_Z z 
IIfI
 
Although e and 0 can be found directly from e and 0 by 
equating r to r , itwill be more illustrative to show the trans­
formation for each rotation. 
For the rotation about the x-axis we can solve (1-1) 
as
 
x x 0 0 xI 
y : [A] = o cosx -sinX y (1-5) 
z z sinX cosA z 
The radial vectors r and r are 
P. P 
 A 
 A
 
r =xcos~sine 
 + ysin0sine + zcose (1-6)
 
r = xcos0 sine + ysinO sine + z cose (1-7) 
Using (1-5), (1-6) can be written as 
r = x cososine
 
+ y (cosXsinosine + sinxcose) 
A
 
+ z 
1 (-sinXsin~sine + cosXcose) (1-8) 
Equating (11-8) and (11-7) yields 
coso sine = cososine (1-9)
 
sinO sine = cosXsin0sine + sinXcose (I-10)
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cose = -sinXsin~sine + cosXcose (I-I)
 
I 
 I
 
From (1-9), (1-10), and (I-1I), we can find 6 and 0
 
in terms of 0,0, and A as
 
'tan-1-1cosxsin~sine + sinXcose 
 (1-12)
 
cos~sine
 
I 
_­
0 .cos {-sinXsin0sine + cosxcose} (1-13)
 
For-the rotation about the y-axis, (1-2) can be written as
 
x. 
 x cosi o sin:1 x 
y [B y y o 1 0 y (1-14) 
Z' Z -sinji o cosp z 
We can express the radial vectors as
 
r x cosO sine + y sinO sine + z cose (I-15) 
^ 1 
 I II
1 

r = x (cosicos0 sine - sinpcose 
/ I" I I , 
+ y sino sine 
+ z (sinicosO sine + cosiicose ) (1-16) 
Equating (1-15) and (1-16) yields
 
II II 
 I
 
coso sine cospcosO sine - sinpcose (1-17) 
sinO sine = sinO sine (1-18) 
cosO = sinucosO sine + cospcose (-i9) 
From (1-17), (I-18), and (1-19), we can find the relationships 
189 
between e and 0 and e, 0: and 11as 
0 tan- sin  e (1-20) 
cospcos 'sine'- sinijcose2 
e = cos {sinpcos0 sine + cospcose } (1-21) 
For the rotation about the z-axis, (1-3) can be rewritten as 
SA AIII A
1 1 

x x cosv- sinv o xAll 1 A,11, 
y = [Cl- y = sinv cosv o y (122) 
SAll AIi A 
z z 0 o 1 z 
The radial vectors are given by
 
Alt I 1I III Ill A II I All"it Ill 
r = x cosO sine + ysin0 sine + z cose (1-23) 
All All t II I' It I 
r = x (cosvcos0 sine + sinvsin0 sine ) (1-24)
 
AIlII II II II , I
 
+ y (-sinvcos0 sine + cosvsin0 sine 
t ll I I 
+ Z COSO 
All AllI 
Ifwe set r =r ,we find 
II I Ill II II II II
 
coso sine = cosvcos0 sine + sinvsin0 sine (1-25) 
II I II I II II II II
 
sinO sine = -sinvcosO sine + cosvsin0 sine (1-26)
 
II I II
 
cose = cose (1-27)
 
Ifwe multiply (1-25) by sinv, (1-26) by cosv, and then add we
 
find that
 
II I IiI i i + v
sinvcas0 + cosvsin3 = sinO sin(0 + v) (1-28) 
190 
from (1-27) and (1-28) we find
 
6 =6B (1-29) 
0 =0 -V (1-30) 
As can-be seen, unless the rotation is only about the z-axis, 
the transformation of the spherical variables a and 0 involve 
transcendental equations. If the new coordinate system has a 
different z-axis, these transcendental equations cannot be avoided. 
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Appendix II
 
Restoration Computer Program
 
REPRODUOMI9M5BORIGINAL'?AGE IS POOR 
Iv G LEVEL 71 'MAIN DATE 76122 19/3"/08
 
C PPOGPAM TP INV PT WAVP TANK MEASUPEMENTS FROM THE NASA LANGLEY WAVE TANK.C UIMFNSION TA(256),T V(25b),TBH(2561,TV(256I,ANGA(256I ALPACI?)
C CALLING TU, SURPOUTINF VALUfS RESTORES THE MEASUREMENTS I TIHE VARIOUS
C ALPHA'S AND THEN COMBINES THEM TO FORM CCNTINUOUS ARRAYS T-AT VARY WITH 
C INCIDENCE ANGLE. IT YIELDS "HE FCLLCWING:I TAH=OPIZONTAL MEASURED ANTENNA TEMPERATURES.
C TAV=VFRTICAL MFASJRED ANTENNA TEMPERATURES.
C TBH=HORI7(NTAL RESTPRF ) BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE.
C TBV=VFR TICAL RESTqRED BPIGHITNrSS TEMPERATURES.
C . ANGA=THE CORRESPONOING INCIDENCE ANGLES.C ICOUNT=AN INTEGER WHICH GIVES THE LENGTH OF THF ARRAYS. 
NP EST= I
M
NU ALP=12
 
L STA'E=5C 
L THE SUBROUTINE VALUES MUST pF SUPPLIED WITH THE FOLLOWING DATA THROUGHC - THE CALL LIST: 
C NQEST=ANiNTEGEP SPECIFYING THE NUMBER OF tESTPRATICNS CESIRED.C NUMALP=AN INTEGER SPECIFYING THE NUMBER OF ALPHA'S TO BE USEC.C LS'ATE=AN INTEGER SPECIFYING THE TYPF OF EARTH AND SKY BRIGHTNESS 
C TI-PEFATIP MODELIkG if BE USED.IF LSTATF=5 ,THE F4PIRICAL MODELC 
 OF PFAK IS USED FER THE SKY AND THE EARTH IS MODFLED WITH AG CONSTAINT BIRIGHTNFSS TEMPERATURE TE. IF LSTATE=6 ,THE MEASUREDC ANTEHNA TEMPERATURES ARE USED AS THE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES OFC THE FARTH AID SKY. IF LSTATE=7 ,THE MEASURED ANTENNA TEMPERATURES 
C ARE PESTOPF FOUR TIWFS AND THEN USED AS THE BRIGHTNESSC TFMPFPATU'ES FOR 'HE EARTH AND SKY.
C F'FF=THF PHRPENDICULA? DISTANCE FROM THE LINE FORMED BY THE ENTER-C EFCTION OF THE SCANNING PLANE AND THE WATER SURFACE TO THE
C LATERAL EDGE OF ThE WATER-EARTH BOUNDARY.
C W=TH' WIDTH OF THE WATER TANK IN THE SCANNING PLANE.
 
-C PHD=THE LFNGTH OF THE BOCM.C DBCRnS=THE AMObNT 0' CRD!S-PCLARIZATICN PRFSFNT IN CB.C TK=THE AMBIENT TEVPERATURE OF THE SYSTEM IN DEGREES KELVIN.
C TE=THE CONSTANT VALUE FOR THE BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE OF THE EARTH.
C ALPA=AN ARRAY WHICH CnTA!NS THE ALPHA VALUES IN CEGRFES. THE ALPHA'SC MUST PE READ IN A'CENDING ORDER AND BE MULTIPLES OF-FIVE DEGREES 
4 CONTINUEC I'JATA=AN INTFGLP SPECIF'.ING TI- TYPE GE DATA PROSSESSING TO BE USED.C IP INDATA= I- TH' 256 DATA POINTS THAT ARE READ INTO THE
C PFOGPAM A R USD tS THEY ARE. IF [NOATA = 2 , SPLINP INTEPDLATIO
C IS IISED TO 'IT 5.6 DEG''E SAMPLING TO THE NEEDED 1.4 DEGREEC SAMPLING. 256 DATA PCINTS STILL MUST FE READ INTO THE PROGRAM 
C EVEN WHEN INTERPOLATION IS USED, SO THREE ZERO'S CAN BE READ INC AFT'P EALH DATA POINT. IR INDATA = 3 , LINEAR INTFPPOLATIONC IS LSN). 
IF INDATA = 4 , THE 256 SAMPLF POINTS WILL BE SMOOTHEDC ASSUING THEY CONTAIN PANODON ERROR. IF INDATA 
= 5 , THE 64 SAMPLE
C POINTS WILL BE INT'RFOLATFD AND SMOOTHED ASSUMING THEY CONTAINC RANDOM FRROR. AGAIN, AS WITH ALL INTFPPOLATICN MOPES , 256 DATAC POINTS MUST BE READ IN WITH 
THREE DUMMY SAMPLE PCINTS AFT'R EACH
 
C PEAL DATA PIINT.
 
FF-= 7. 
OBCRpS=-100.
 
W=14.
 
TE=301.
 
INDATAtI
 
C
 
C THE MEASURED AUTENNA TEMPERATURES APF READ FROM SUBROUTINE INVERT. THEC MEASUPFMFNTS APE 'REA') IN FOP THE tITIRE 360 DEGREE SCAN STARTING WITHC IIFTA=-IPO PEGRFFS AND SCANIN~hG IM THE DIRECTION THAT IS FIRST TOWARDC TIF EARTH. THE DATA C\ROS SHDULD BE PLACED INT THOP IAT CONFORMS TO 
C THE READ STATEMENTS SIOWN PfTOW. TAMV IS EIE VETICAL SET OF MEASUREMENTS 
C ANC TAMH IS THE HOVI/ONTAL SET. C
 
C OP I I1=,NUALP
L REAOIEI100I (TArAmVJ J1i,?56
 
C READ(SIODI (TAMI(J),J=1 256)

L PF TFATION PROCFSS 9o 
 FAC4 ALPHA
 
C I CONTINUR
 
C 100 FORMATIF1').3)
 
C
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Iv 	G LEVEL 21 
 MAIN DATE = '6122 19/33/08 
C SIBPfUTINF VALUES ALSO USES THE FURIR TRANSFORM OF THE GAIN 	FUNCTIONSC IRUM A DI K OR TAPF. THESE TRANSFCF1S PUST 
BE 	READ PM TO TI-F CISK OR TAPE
C 	 WITH 4 SUPPLFHFNTARY PROGRAM 
R[AO(S,300) (ALPA(I),n=I,NUALPI
300. 	FCPMAT( SF 10.3
 
CALL VALUES (TtI,TAV,.BI.TBVANAICCUNTNRFSTVNUMALP,FFFF,

1 LSrATr..BDPFIS,ALPARHO,WTKTE,INDATAI
 
Od 8 I=l,ICOUNT
 
WPITE(An OO) TAH(1),TAV(I),'BHII(,TBV(I) ,ANGA(I
500 	 FnORMAT (I ,5F?O.4)q 	 CUNTTNUr
 
S TOP
 
END 
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19/33/08 iv G LEVEL 21 VALUES DATE = 76122 

SUBROUTIN VALUES tTA ,TAV.TBHTVANGAICOUNT.NPESTNUMALP, 
I FFFLSTATFDACRPSALPAPIIO ,,TK,TE.INDATAj

DIMENSION TAH(256),7AV(256!,4NGA(2561,
 
I ALPA(LT),NSTAT(2,17),NSTIIP(?,I17)
OIMFNSION 'BH(296),TBV(2561,TAAWHI256),TAAWV(256),TAAESH(256,
 
C I TAAESV(?56 TBESH(1561 ,T(PESV(256)
 
C THIS SURPOUTINF EXTPACTS THi NEEDED DATA FCR 
EACH VALUE OF ALPHA FROM THEL RESULTS IT RFCFIVES F'OM SUIBROUTINF INVERT AND ASSEMBLES THE DATA INTO THE'C ARrAYS TAH,TAVTBH,TPV,. 
C
 
C THE INTFGFP ARPAYS NSTART AND 1STCP DEFINE THE CUTOFF LIMITS OF THEC RFSTOPEO TB'S FOR THE 17 POSSIRLE ALPHA VALUES.
 
C
 DATA NSTnP/130,131,129,131.129,131,128,131 .128.131 .128,131,123,
I 131,128,132,I28,132,128,111,12o,i31,130,131030,132,129,13?,129, 
I 132.12Q,13[.130,130/OATA ^ISTtRT/129,120,12?,12,,126,124,126,124l2s,124,125,124,125, 
WVUg90o

S124,112, 1 24,125,124,125,IZ5,125,125,126,125,127,125,127,125,126, 
1126, t126.,12 2 6,127~NIDP=2 6
 
NOP21=NDP/2.+1.001
 
NP PR= 1
 
ICOUNT=I
 
OEL=t6O./LOATlIlDP)
UC A IA1I,NUHALP
ALP=ALPA(IAI

CALL INVERT (TAAWTAAWV,TAAESH,TAAESVTBPCSHTBRESVNREST
 
I ,NRRP,FFFF LSTATP OBCROS, HO,W,TK,ALPTE INnATA)
WP TF(6,?CO ALP 
 L
 
DO 2 J=1001200
 
At"G= J-NPPZI EDL
WFJTE(6 I00) TAA611JI TA E'H(J)TBRESH(J),JTAAWV(j),TAAESV (3
1 TBPESVJ),ANGJ
 
2 CONTINUE
 
100 FORMAT (I9 ',3FIO.3,IIO,4PI0.3)
200 FOPMAT (1' ,6X,'TAWH' 5X,"AESH,4XSTBRESH.,5X,.INDEX-,6X,
1 ITAWV ,CX,TAESV ,4X,'TBRFSV.,6X,BETA ,5X, ALPHA= ,F5.1)

IALP=.2*ALr-+1.001
 
IF( IA UEo.1) CC TO 3 
IF It .FO.NUMALPI) CO T(

ALPIL=ALPA{IA-i)
 
ALPI=ALPA(IA+I)

GO TO 5 
ALPIL =-5.0
 
ALPIM=ALPA(14+1)

GO TO 5
ALIL=ALPA(TA-I) 
ALPIM=85.0
 
CONTItJUE
 
ISTAR =
 
ISTOP=1
 
IF(ALP-ALPIL.GT.7.5) ISTA-=2
 
IF{ALPIM-ALP.GT.7.5 IST.1P.2
 
N1=MTTAR I!SIAST,IAL
r?=NSTOP(ISTOP,IALP)

r0 7 I=W1,"2 
rA[I(ICOUNTI =TAAWH(I ITAAESF.(II

TAV(ICOUNTI=TAAWV(II+TAAF.SV(I)

TIH(ICOUNT)=TDQESH III
 
TBV(IC OUNTI=TBRESV(I)

tNGA( ICrITI1 ]=ALP+(I-ND2I),OEL 
ICI]UNT=IC OUNT* I
 
CON TIN iE
 
CONTINUE
 
ICOUNT=ICDUNT-I
PETURM 
END 
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IV,G LEVEL ?1 IMVFPT DATE = 76122 19/33/08
 
SUBROUTINE INVPRT (TAMI6 TdMV TAESI,TAFSVTBRPESHTBRESV,U IRPESTNPRF,FFFFLSTAT9,
 BCR0 ,RIIC,W,TKALPC,TEINCATA)

C 0
C THIS SU-BPOUTINE ERFORMS THFC CALLING O'TUER ACTUAL INVERSIOl (F THE MEASUREMENTS BY- THE SUBROUTINE S THETO EXECUTE NECESSARY INTEGRAToNS.THESE ARRAYS APF CCNBIND T( FIND THE PFSTPED BRIGHTNESS TEMPFRATUREC PROFILFS FOR A CIVEN ALIHA. 
C. COmI4n4/B]I/TAPPV,TAPPH , THFNDT,NDP, DELDELTHFALP 
1 ,PRINCF,CnSSF,TH)IS,.FJT
 
COMMON/PLOCI /AAAA

CQIMON/BLOC2 /S,', INVC(I)'4/B6/JTHHt GPllIH,THEVGPHIV,GCR{)H,GCRV

COMPLX GTHEHFI 256) ,GPIIH(2CM ,GTHEV{?56) ,GPHIV(256ICf'IILEX GCFOH(26) GCPOV(,6)
.COn-PI [X AAAA( RStI 
-DIMEI;SIfN PPHPI256) ,PRHC(?563,PFRVPI256),PFRVC(2S6)ODJIFNSIoN TAtIH(256),TAMV(256I ,TAPPH(256) TAPPV( 1,STHE(65)2 S6(1IMENSION- TAWV256) ,TAWH(2561 TAESV 256 
TAESHIZ26I.ERRV(
2 5 6)
1 FERRH(256)

LIEf .SION TAAWI(2561TAAWV(2561 TAAESH(
 56 ),
1 TAAFSVI256I.TPESII( 254 ,TBRESV(256) 2 DIMENSION IBAVI236)*TBB(256
 
DI mFSIONh NV( 12q1S(128) ,!(3)

DIMFNSION TAV(2561,TAH(256)

DIMFNSION THEPIS(2),WF(321

DIMFNSION ;I4EXXX(32),6X(32)
DItMENSION TINTFV(63 ,TINTF(65),ANG(256)
DIMFNSION RANDOM( 2561DIMENSIN A(2 5 7),B(257),C(257),(257),nY(256),WKt25( 
V IAENSION C17(257, 3 
C THROUGIIPUT ALL OF Tfe INTEGRAPTING SUBRCUTINES THE INTEGRATION WITF RESPECTC TO THFTA IS PEFFOP'EI) WITH GAUSSIAN 0UADRATUPE NUMERICAL 
INTEGRATION.THIS
C is DONF WITH THE TWO IRRAYS THEXXX AND WX. THEXXX CONTAINS THE VALUES OF
C THETA, AT WHICH THE FUNCTICNS ARE TC BE SA 'PLED AND WX CONTAINS TIEC WEIGHTING FtC'OR 
Ff'O -ACH TH-TA
 
C
 DATA THFXXX/.568O,I 62,.55l6,1oS067,o 7{7,1o/,E1g ,o382T,I 1.3338,1 21)41 I.2352,I.1893,1.147z,1.1112,x.OSZsi °61T 04i99
 
2 , 1.0416,1.0181. .764 ,.9192,.8411,.76341,.67104,.57334,.47385,
.37615,° F378,?OO0, 1280 5,.070 3 5, 02902, 000549/
DATA WX/0.007108467,0.Ol 6297929,o.o)4nI2439,0.03262T7T7,
1 O-O3I61,37.0.C4&293o066,{.D4780545S8,{°04oo59804 
 {4q5949,
2 0.04'8O 458,{.044?283066,0. 03Ql64I37,{0.03262T787T,.02491243,
30 .OL6297929,O.71{)487,o.
2 o142160 0°0.o325o5869,004982879,
4 O.06525'5
 3,.C7322S,o.C8857{11 ,{.09561646,0.099196076,
5 0.095196C76,O).)O5(,16460,.)388570118,{.078329252,O.0652555?3,
6 0.)049824879 0°032595869.114216989
 
IFCNPRP. E.I GO TO 17 .
 
C NOP=THE NUMBER ,OF SAMPLE POINTS FOR PHI AND BETAC NDWTIF NUMIIFP OiF SAMPLE POINTS FOR THETAC THF ARRAYS ',S, AN. [INV ARE USED BY HAM THE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMC SUBROUTINE. S AN IMV ARE US-D AS j{fOK SPACES.c- -M( I)=BMS 2 LOG nF NDP
 
A,3])=O
 
IDP? 96
 
NDT=32
M(]1=8 
M(21=0
M(S)=O 
ALPIL=-5.0
 
D8CPOS=IO.,(DPCROS/,I O.
 
PFINCF=1./( I.4DRCP'S)

CFPSSF=DPCROSl(:I. +PICPS
 
DEGCOV= q0.

NDP2=NDP/?..001
 
*NDP4 =N)p/+.0O1
 
NDP 21=NQP2+1

NI)P41 NPP4 1 
PO 8-I=1,ND r
 
,THrDISI I =THFXXX( I)

WF( I±WX( II
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Gx 21
 LEVEL 
 INVERT 
 DATE = 76122 19/33/0R 
P1=3.14L1 
i CCNTINIF 
LEL=?.*PI /FLATINIPI
PAD=Pl/180.

DELTHE=OEGCOV*rADIPL)AT(N
RF&Df5,101) (RAN0nf(J),J=

100 FORMAT (SF1O.4)

717 	 CPNTINUE
 
ALP=ALIDtDAD 
PNII=6ATAN? W/2 *.4 p*S1NfALP), RHOCOS ALP) -ALP
 
PIIIZ2ATAN2(W/2.-PHOISIN(ALv;RHO-CoSfALpM).ALP
L 	 THE VAPIABLFS NPHII 
AND NPHI? DEFINE THE WATFR-EARTh BOUNOAPIES 
IN THE
C SCANNING PLANE
 
C
 
NPHI?=PHI2/0EL

NPHII=PH]L1D)L

DELTHF=DEGCOV*PAUi/FLrJAT(NDTI
00 6 =1,N'T
 
STHF(I)=SIM 18FDIS(I))*WF(II

G CUNTINUE
 0
CALL PEPCEN [NPHIIN 1412,FFFPEPIP,PEPHC,PERVPPFPVCLSTATERHO)

132 FORMAT (7F10.31
 
C THE MFASUPED ANTFNNA rE4PFRA'UPES ARE PEAL 	HFPF. TAPPV CONTAINS THEC VERTICAL nFAS&JSEMNTS AND 
TADP THE HORIZONTAL.
 
C 
NOEAD=.2*(ALPn-ALPIL+.O0I
 
p876 FORMAT(SFIO.3)

RFAD(5,QP5) (TAPPV( ) ,J=1,NDP)RFAD(5 98Th) (TAPPH( J),Jtl,IDPI
IF I INDATA.EO. I Gi' a.L.33IF IIt A'TA.E0.2) G rp 1301
 
GO TO 1302
 
1301 CITINHUE
 
1=1 
DO 319 J=INDP,4 
TINTPV I=TAPPV(J)

TINTRHCI)=TAPPHIJ)
 
319 	 CONTINUE
TINTPV( I )=TAPPV( 1)
TINTQH( I )=TAPPH(1) 
OP 110 J=1,65

ANG(J)=4.-DEL*(J-I)
110 CON T INUE
 
CALL SPILNA IANG,TINTSV,65I
 
DO LII J=11NDP
 
ANrLr=DEL*tJ-I)

CALL TFPPA (ANGLEYYI

TAPPV(J=Yy

111 	 CPNTINUE
 
CALL SPLINt IANG,Tl',PH,65)
Oil 112 J=L,NIP 
ANGLE=OFL*(J-I)
T
CALL FRPA (ANGLEYY)
 
TAPP( J )=YY112 	 CONTI, UF
 
GO TO I?"3
1302 	 CONTINUEI PI IOATA0.31 GP C 1303
GII TO 1304
 
li0C CONTINUE
IIl
 
q JD l
J1,NDP,4
 
TINTRV( I =TAPPV(JI

TINTPl I =TAPPHI.j)
I=I 1
 
9 CONTINUE 
TINTOV(|)=TAPPV(I)

TINTPH IITAPH(Il)
00 14 J-1,64
I=J- J114.+1.OI 
TAPPV(I I =TiNTFVIJ) 
TAPPH(II)=TINTPH(J)
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IV G 	LEVEL '?I IVERT 
 DATE 	= 76122 19/33/18 
TAPPV( !h)=.75*TINTPV(J)+.25TINTPV(J.1)

TAPPH( II]=.7TNTRH(J)+.?5 TNTPI(J+l)
 
11=1T.'" 
TAPPV(1 I=o5OTINTV(J)4.50*TINTRV(Jd.)

TAPPII( iI)=.50TINTPHIJ)..5.TITRNIIJ.1 
11=T1+lTAPPV(I13=.25*TINTRV(J)+.75 TINTFV(J+I)TAPOH( II)=.25* INTPH(J .79,TINTTPHIJ+l
 
14 CONTI 11iP
 
GO TO 1333
 
1304 CnNTJIUE
 
IF ({IIDATA. Q.4) GO TO 1305 
GO TO 1?06
 
1305 	CC.NTTNUE 
SSSSS=27.
 
01, O J--1',ND' "
 
AG (J muE ['tlJ-I)
-DY(JI-=1.
 
10 CONTIVE
 
CAlL IrssGuC (ANB,VtPPV,DY,S35SS,kDPA,RCD,WK)
DO 	11 J=i,1DP
TAPPV(J)=A(J+)

11 	 CONTINIJF
 
CALL ICSSGUANC,IAPP ,DySSSSS,NDO,.,B,C,O,WK)

D0 12 J=I,N.)P

TAPPli( J hA ( d+1 I
 
12 	 CO'ITINUE
 
6O TO 133'
 
1306 	CONTIUEIF (INDATA.FQ.5) GO TO 1107
 
GO T(l 1331
 
1307 	CONTINUF
 
SSSS&=278.
 
1=l 
DO 20 J=1,NOP,4
TINTPVII)=TAPPV(J)

TINTPII(I)=TAPpHIJ) 
209 	CONTIIUF

tTINT"V( I =TAPI'V( 1)

TIfTRH(I) =TAPPHI II 
DL1 210 Jv1,ND)P

AH {GJW=4.NEL(.J-I )DY(J)=I°
 
210 	 Glt. TI IIF
 
CALL ISSG (AIr,,TIiI;PV,DY,;SSSSg,5AB,C,DtWK)

1)0 211 1=1,64
 
DO 211 1I=1A
tll =4, (1-1)411
 
N=( 	 II-r DI'-LTAPPV(! I {DI !.1) t fC(141 ,) *H-B(T+1))tP.AII+)
 
211 CONTINUF
 
CALL ICSSGU (ANG,TIN-fH,DY,;SSSS,65,A,BC,n,WK)
 
DIMZ12 1=1,64 
DO 212 TI=1,411= 	4 I- I ID+ 
TAPPHIII I ( (D( 1+1 I*H*C( 1+1 )I*H-R(I+ 1) ) *HA(I+1I

.212 CnHTINUE
 
1333 	CONTINUF
 
IFI LSTA TF.EO .5)

i CALL,NEVSKY (NOHIIIPHI2,T,ESV,TAESH,TK,TEDHO),FFI

IF (LSTATE.EO.b)
I CALL LAP SKY (r'PHTI,lOH12,T.ESVrTAESfl,TQBV,TBPH,LSTATE,FFFFRHO I IF (LSTAE.FQ.7)
-I CALL THEAPT (T$SV,TF'lIPEPIPERHCPRVPPEPVC)
 
IS ILSTATESO. 7)
 
C	 I CALI EARSKY (MPHII,'IPHI2 ,T\ESV,TAESH,TREV,ThlBgLSTAT E, FFFFRHO) 
C 	 TIIS LOOP SUPIRACTS Tj.' EA'TlI a1N) SKY CONTRIBUTIONS PPCM TIF MFASUREMENTS.L -
DO 134 JtI,NDP
T
TAPOVIJ)= APPVI J)-TA-SVJ)

T; PPII IJY=TAPPH( j )- 'AF Sj1)
rAMV(J)=TAPPV(J)"

TAMH(J)=TAPPO(jj 
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IV G LEVFL 21 
 TNV'PT 
 DATE = 76122 19/33/08
 
134 CLNTINIJFOn 109 N=1,NPFST
 
CALL WATER (NP1 IINPHIAIITA4V,'AW4,LSTATEFFFF,-HC)
 
C - TIS LO P ESTPPE S -TIt4 WATEP CONTRIBUTIONC YILD BRO OF THF ANTENNA TEMPERATURr-STHE IZO.rAl AD VFPTICAL TOC A~n"rTCRFSV. WATER BRIGHTNESS TEMOEPATUFES TDQrSH 
C
 
n 7 J=j ,lllw
TAVIJ)=TAWVi J)
 
TAIIlJ )-TAWFIl dJ
EPPV( J&=TAMVIJ )-TAV J)EQH(JI=TAIH(3u-TAH(J;
 
C TAPPV J )=TAPPV(JJ+FRL V(J,

£ TTAPPH(dj=TApPH(J)FPrHl j,
TAPPII(J)=TAPPH( J)+FaPF(JI)*P PHP(J)+CRPV(J)IPFPHCI)C- APTAPPVJl--APPV( J)i+RPv( I)PRVP{JI4-FRPHIJ)PERVC(d,
TAPPH(J)TAPPH(J) +P(J)ppHp( j) +FRPV)jI*PERHC(J) 
TAPOVIJ TAPPVJ)+EPPV(J)*P:RVP(JI ERRH(J,,PFRVC(J)
T.APESH( JI=TAPPH(jH

TBPESV(J hTAPbVIjI
 
7 CONTINUE
 
109 CONTINIE
ALPL =ALP'
 
NRP=NQRF l.-

PFTU'J .
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iv G LEVEL 21 PERCEN PATE = 76122 )9/33/08 
SUqlPOUTINE, PEPCEN (NPHII.P112,FFFFP4 HPPERHCPFRVPPFPVC, 
I LSTATFJHfl)
C 
C THE ANTEN'A TFMPFPATURF FOR ANY ALPHA AND BETA WILL BE COMPOSEO. OFC CrmIYRIHIITIOMSRFP'nV rTH THE 14OI7CNTAL tND THE VERTICAL BRIGHTNFSSC TEMPEFATUPF . IN OPUFR TO INVERT THE PFASUREPEVTS ON' MUST KNOW WI-AtC PERGFNIAGr F TH ANTFNNA TEVPCPATURE OF THE WATER CAME FRO4 THF HORIZONTALC POLAPIATION INP WHAT PERCENTAGE FROM THE VERTICAL. THESF PERCENTAGES FORc ALL SCAN ATICLE CIf TA) AN) FIR THF ALPHA RECUFSTED AOF THE RFSULTS OF THIS 
C SUBROUTINF.C PFRHP=FPACTICNAL CCNTIRUT1PN CF TEH TO TAWH
 
L PFDIC=FfACTIONAL CONTRIBUTION OF TBV TOI TAIH
C OCRVP-FRACTInNAL (.CNTIDJTION OF TBV TO TAWV
 
C PcRVC=FPACTICNAL CONTRIBUTION OF TEH TC TAWV
C
 
CCmmN/B I/TAPPV, TAPP 1 , STHE, \OT, NDP,DEL, DFLTHF ALP
SPP IFCF ,CfCSSF, TH11,I SWF 
COMFON/BLnC/TlHPTIHCTIVP,TIVCCTIHPSTHCTIVCPOTIHCR

COMMOIIBLOC?/S,M, INVCfC"IMON/B/GTHEHGPHIIrTHEVGrHIVGCRCFI,GCROV
COMPLEX TIVPO(256) ,TIHCRO256)

CUMPLFX STIHP(256),STIHCI25'flSTIVP(256),STIVC(2563,CMPLXCp
 
CflMPIEX TIHP(?56),TIIIC(256IT]VP(256),TlVC(256)
COMPLEX (OTHE]H(25&),GPHIHI256) ,GTHFV(256) ,GPHIV(256)CPNPLFX GCROH(256),CrPflV(25SI 
DIMENSION PEPHP(256} PERHC(P561,PEQVPI256),PFPVC

DIMENSION TIH(2561 TIV(256}

DIMENSION INV(128)S(128),r(3)

DIMENSION TAPPV(256)t-TAPPH( 56I,STHE(65)

DIMENSION THEDIS(3ZI,WF(321
P I=t./1l5
 
NALP=ALP/DFL .5
 
N9P27NDP/+.OOI

NDP4rNDP/4+. 001
 
NDP21-NVP2+INDP4INDPI.
 
N I=N{)P2l NPHI ] 
M2=HfP2I-NPHTIP 
CP=CMPLX( 1.,O.)

CALP=COS(ALP)

PC 3 J=ljI'P
 
TIH(J)=I.O
 
TIV(J )=.

STIHP(J)=CMPLX( 0. ,0. }STIHC,(J)mCMPLX(O.,C,.)

ST IVP(J=CPPLX( G., C.)

ST1VC(J)=CPPLX( 0.,.)

C[liT INIIF
 
00, 10 =INDT
 
RFADII) (GTHEP(J),JL,NDP)
RPDI] ) 4GPHIH(J;,J=I ,NOP)
READ( 1) (GTHEVI J ,J=1,NOP)

'FAD( 1) (GPHIVVJIJ=I,NDP)

READ(I) (GCPOFiFJ],J=I,NDPI
 
PEADIL) (GCROV(Ji,J=I ,NDP)

DO 13 J=I,NDP 
TIHP(J)=CMPLX(0.10.3
 
TI1CIJ)=(EPPL X(C.C.
 
TIVPIJI=CNPLX(Q.,O.)

TIVC(J )=CMPLX(O.,C. I
 
TIVCPO(J)=CMPLX( 0.,O I
 
TIHCPfl( J)=ECPLX(0.,O.)
 
)3 CONTINwE00 4 J=N2,11PHI=CLPAT( TABS( J-tD2I4NALP) )-DEL+.0OOI 
TlPF=PI-THEDIS( I I 
TPHI=TAN(PII I 
THEFW=ATAN(FFPF/PFIO*CAIPSQRT(1.+TPHI*TPHI})) 
THEEI=THE'W+PI/2.
 
STI-I=SIN -HF)CTHF=COS( THE ISPOT= SINI PIll )
FNOW=.SPH I tSPNI/(ST4IASTHI S, H1I*SPIII+CTHE*CTHE 
GAMMA=AP IN CSINI PHIU*SINI PillJ*SIN(THEI COS (THE)l

I /SQP TI SINf PHI )*SINI PHI )+C"TANI THEI*CCTANITHEI I I 
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TIPPOFaEPRODUCISXLAY 
QRIINA'P~AGE is' OOR 
IV G LEVEL 21 PERCEN DATE =76122 19133/08 
NCAMACAMMA/DEL+.5

N CAMI A =NUP 21-N ALPt-IG4t14A 
IFI7f4E.CT.T4EFWI GC IC 5 
TIHlP(J~tTII(NGAMpN)FNCW*CR
T IIICt .)=TlII-( NCAVMA) II .- F-NO1)I CP 
T1VP(J)TIV(NAt4NA 3*FNOW*C-
TIVC(J3=T1V(NGAMAI.-FNOJ*CP

TIVC"flJI2.*TIV(.A4A3*SQIT(FNIW *(1*-FNlW3)*Cp 
T IICPf(J)=?*TII(NAMA)*S0PkT(FNOW*t1.-FN0WI I*(P

5 CONTINUE 
4CONTINUE
 
CALL HAPP (TINPIP, INJV.IS ,IEPP)
CALL HAPP (TINCIAINV,&,,fEPP

CALL HAP (T1VPM,INV,S,1,IZERRI
 
CALL HARP (T1VC ,,JNV,S,1,T=EPI
 
CILL I$APP( TIHCFU.M,IIJV,S,?,IFEPR)

CALL HAP(TIVCROMIV,S,2 ,TFERRI 
UP 1i2 I=I,NDP
ST1HP(J)=STIHP( JI+(T'IIJ1~l*TIEH(J) +TIHC(J)*GPIIHJI
I -TljfCRO(J3"GCPOH4J)3
I *STNE( 1 
STI1HC(J3=STIHC(J)4I T1VP(J3CPHIH(J) tTIVCIJI*CTII-FtJI 
1 *TlVC"O)(J1*GCPOH(J)

I.'*THE(13
 
5TIVP(J)=STIVP( j)4(TIVP(JI*-3PH1V(JI 4T1VC(J)*GTPEV(J3
I -TIVCPOIJ)*tCPGV(J)
I * Sfl3( 11 
STI.VC(JI=ST1VC(J3+( TJHP(JIAGTIEV(J1 +TIH4CCJ)*GPHIV(JI
 
I 4TIHrQfI(J3*GCRflV(Jj

1 *ST~rfW-)1

12 LONTINUt
 
10 Cn'I TIIJ
 
Pr 4IND I 
CALL HAFM CSTIFP,N,INV,S,-2 ,1FEP-1

CALL HARM (STIH4C,M,IN4V,S,-2,IFEPP)

CALL H-%t' ISTLVP,,IIIV,S,-2,IFERPI

CALL HAFI' (STIVC,H, IIV,S.-2!FERPI
WI ITFI 6,1001
 
100 FIOM~AT(t 'PF-PIPIPF'HC,PERVP,PEPVC,INO)EX'l

200 FOPMAT(l ' ,4F13.6,l S3
 
Vo 11 JI ,NDR
IVhNf PRRAL( STIMHHIJ) . TIIC J) I 
UENVFR=PFALiSTIVP(J4-STIVCIJ33
 
-PrRHP(JI=(OEALISTIf.R(Jfl3/YiNHOR
PEEK(IJI)=(PEAL(ISTIICf J31)/Q§NNOR

PfnvP{J)=CREALIST1VP(J)) 3/PENVER

PF VC fJ1=( REALI 1VC IJI) I/IFNVP 
PYh=PF'WRP( i
 
P X 2f EDHC CJ I 
PXI=P= VP( J3I 
PX4=P FR VC C 1
 
PE 1 HP(J kPXI t PO ING[ +11X2*CPO)SSF

P FRH"C C ) PX2*PP HJCF4-!XlCROSSF
 
PERVP(J I=RX3*P'INCF-0X4*CRPiSSF
 
PflVC{J3=PX4PfINCF+FPX3CPOSSE
11 CONTI'IUF
 
C I[')6 J=1,23A
 
c WPI'E(6,200I PERIPC)DE14C(J3,PEEPVP(J),PERVC(J).J

C 6 CONTINUE
 
F(TURN

END 
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[vG LEVEL 21 	 WATER DATE = 76122 19133/08
 
S' 	 PInUJTI'l- WATFR(N.Pi [ItNPI I ,TAWVT4WHLSTATEIFFFFO 
C TIS SUC TINC-,ALCULATFS TIE ANTENNA TEMPERATURF CCNTPII1UT ION FROM THE 
.C WATFO AS A FUBCTIUN OD BETA TOP EACH PCLARIZATION USING AN ESTIMATE OF 
C THF 1P IGHTNF SS ThMPCPATUPE.C TAIV=VrPTIC4L WA-.ER ANT-NNA TFMPERATURE CONTRIBUTION
 
C 'AWH=HfPIZONTAI WATEP ANTFNlA TFMPERATIIRE CONTRIBUTION
 
COMMC"I/BI /TAPP V,TAPPI! , STiE , NOT NCP .DFL,DELTHE, ALP
 
,PPINCF,(.R( SSF,THFO IS,WF
C'IP'MO/BLOnCI/TPHP ,TIIC, TRVP , TBVC ,STAWH, STAWV,TIVCPO.TIHCRO
COlMON/BLPC2/S,M, INV 
COMMON/B6/GTHE H GPHI 11,GTHEV GPHI V GCRCH, GCPCVCOIfAI FX TIVCPrl 256) ,TII4CPO(I T6)

COMPLFX GTHEH(256) ,IPHIH-125,I,GTHEV(256),GPHIV{256)

ComPI X GCPO-H ?96) GCPOV(25s5)

CPMPLEX TBHP2561, BIIC(256) ,TBVPI2561 TBVC(2561
 
COI4PLEX STAWH(25% I,SAWV(25) ,CPPLX,CP
JMIENSIO' TeMH(256) TBWVt25,1 ,TAIV256) TAW14(?56)

O!MFNSION I"V( 128) S( 128) ,4(3)
lIENSION TAPPV256) TAPPH(256),STHE(65)
 
UIMENSION THFDISI32i,16F(17)
 
Pl1 3.*1415"
 
RA=P I/1PC.

NALP=ALP/Df-L-. 5
 
HNP?=NOP/?+. 001
 
Nf)O=NDP/4+. CCI 
NDP2I=NDP24I
 
N,'41=NDP4+j
NI=DP?Il-PHI III 2=NOi2 1-MPHI!? 
C :CM1 Xi l.,C.)
 
CALP=COS(AI PI
 
UP 3 J=1,NDP

TAWP( J)TAPPHI(J)
T IV J)=TAPPV(J 
IF!(J.LT.NOP2I} -NPHI !}.OR. I J.GT,NOP2I+PHI|1) GO Tr I
'1 	 rO.a 
1 	 TPWFI(Ji-OO0 -TSWV(J)- 0.,9 

2 	 CONTINUF
 
STAWI(J) =CMPLX(U.,O.)
STAWV(J =CMPLX(G. ,0.
 
3 CONTINU r
 
DO 10 I=,NDT

pEbfII) (GTHEH(JJ,J=1,NDP)

E4O)(I ) (GPHIH(J) J=1 ,NDP)RFtD{ 1) 1GTr V( J),j='-NUP)PRA)(1) (GPHIV(J)J=,NDP)
 
PF -DI I' ( G PCOH{ J) ,J=! ,NUPI
FAn(1)0 (GCPOV(JI ,J=l 1DP)
 U 1? J=ItNDP
 
TBHP(J) =CPLX(u.,0.)
TRI-(J) =CMPLXO,,0.)

TBVP(l) =CPLX( .,P.)
rRVCLJ) =CMPLX(O.,'tI
TI1VCF W J) CPLX(.;O. 
T 1HCPO (J)=CMP[ X( u. .0.)

13 CONITINUF
 
DO 4 J=i2,NI

TPE=P!-THCDIS I ) P )PHI=FLOATIABS(J-N) IlNALPU)*DPL+.O01

TPHI=TANWPHI )
TPEF-W=ATAN(FFFF/(Pphn'CALP*SI)T(I.,TPHIOTPHI ))

THr W=THFFW4PI /2.

5TPI=SIN(TilI

': THF=rC'S( THF)

SPHISINIPHI )SP1* SPl II SI 

TOI=TANPHIIjTA(PllI I
 
CTTHF-I./ITAN( Thft*rANTIil)
 
C =III. l STH) *?HI*SPIll -C THE sCTHF) 
GAMM=ATA , SOPT(T2P!+CT2TlIE+CT2THF*TZPHII)
 
GAMNA=GAMPA/D.t
 
NGA MA=GAM 'A
DELGAM=GAHMA-NGAMMANGAMMA=NDP21-NALP4NG %MMA 
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IV 	 G LEVEL 21 ATER DATE = 16127 lq/33/GF 
TR l 7BWfl(NGAMMA) L LGAM-(TBWH(NGAMMA l)-TOWH(NGAMMA)I
TPV=T8WV(WAVMA L-ELrA'M*(TBWVINGAMMA+1)-TBWV(NGAM144))
 
IF 	 NGA-AMA.GC.tl) TBV=TswV(NI) 
F[THE.GT THEEW) TU11=0.0 
F THF.GT:THFF J TBV=0.0 
TBHPjJj-Tjkfl*FMnW*CP
TIIHC J =Tbll*(I'.-FNUWI*rp

TOVP(Jj=TjjV*FN0W-(P

TRVC(J)=TUV*Ii.-r.nLm *cp
TIFIC O(J)-?.-Tisll-S(JRT( NCW (I.-FNCW)I*C.P.
TIVCPn(J)=?.-TPV*SL PT(FNCIW*(l.-FNCW))*CR
5 	 C014TINUE 
4 	 C011TINUF
 
CALL HAP" fTRHPMfNVSIIzFR-)

Cfl L HAFNS ITBHCflINV:S,?,I FRR)

CALL H -P. (TBVII,,'JIPJV S,2,IFERP)
CALL HAPM (TBVCM,!kVS,2,I-ERP)
CALL HAPfi(TIVCPO:M,INVS,2,(FERR)
CALL HAPM(TIHCPO 11.INVS,2,IFEPPI
Of) 12 J=INfJP­
STAWIifJ)=STAWHtJ I+(TllliD(J)' ,THEHIJI+TBHC(J)*GPHIH(J)+TBVC(JI
I 	 rTHFli(j)+TIIVP(J)*Gllt4ltl(J)-Tl"Cpn(j) GCPOH(j)+TIVCPO(J)*rfPOH(j)II 	 S TFIF 1 1,)
STAWV(J)=STAWV(JI (79VC(J)-3'HEVEJ)+TRVP(J)*GPHIViJ)+YBHP(JI

I *GTIAEV(J).TBHC(J)*GPHIV(J) TIliCRO(J) Gcpnv (Jj-TJVCRO(J)-GCRnv[j))
I * S THF( I I 
12 COCITIrlUF 
10 CONTINUE 
PEWIPP I 
CML HAPP (STAWHM,114VSi-ZIFP-Rl
CALL HARP (STAWVMjNVS,-ZIFERPj

DO 11 J-1 NDP 
TAkqV(J)=ML(STAWV(j)) 
TAWIJ(J)=PEALtSTAWH(J))

TX1= T4WV(J)

TX2=rAl*l(J) 
T WV4JI=TXI PP.INCF+"(2*CROSSF

TAWP(J)-TX?-PPI.NICF+T, l*CPCq3F
11 CONT I J 
P ETURN 
END 
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IV G LEVEL 2 
 'IfWSKY 
 IATE. 76122 19/33/18
 
S111'u)r TINF NEWSKY ( N'TH[I , NP II2 -ACSVTAESHTK,T ,F 4n,FFFF} 
C TiS SU4PIIUTINF CALCULI TST'E ANTENNA TEMPERATURE CONTRIBUTIONS FRnM THEC 'ARH ANT SKY USING PFAKEtS ODEL FOR TIHE SKY BRIGHTNESS TEMPfEOATIJREC AlO TF AS THE FtPTH BIGHTNESS TFMPERATIJRE.C TAESV=TIIF VERTICAL ANTENNA TEMIPERATURE CONTRIBUTION FR(M THE FARTHC AND SKY
C Tt CS1=TW HORIUNrtL LNT-NNA TEYPEPATUPC CCNTQIPUTION rRCM THE EARTH. c AND %Ny

C- C0 n-1'O/BI/TADPV,TAPP.I STHE.,\DT ,NP DEL 
 DFLTHE, ALoi ,PP iIC f,CPn S SF, TIhII S, WF 
CO MON/BLUCI /TBES , TB , STAF Si-, STAE SV,AAAI

COMMON/t OC2/S, M, I NV
C,;MM3N / B,/G THF HGfPH I , GTH EV , G rHIl V ,GC qCH, GCR CV
 
CILFPLEX, GTHEH( 256) ,CPIHH125S) ,GTHEVI256) ,GPHIV(256)
COMPLFX GCPOH(256),CCPOV(255) ,TBEXT(256)
COMPLEX TBESI256),L'MPLXCR,IB(256) ,STAESHI256ISTACSV(256),
 
1 AAAI(4 ,256)

DI'iFNSION' 1NV112) ,S(IZ), M(3)
DIMENSIGN TAESV(256),TAESH( 56)
DIMF'ISIOM TAPPV(25,b) TAPPH('6) STIF(6)IDIM-NS!O-' HFDTS(3) ,WF(32)

P I= 3.1415q"

NAL==ALP/OEL+.5
 
CALP= COS( AL'P)
N0'4=NUP/4...0O1 
NI)I'M4-NOP-NDP4+i 
-N0021=NOP/2,I.COl
{HIP 4 I NDP/4. +I-. OO1"
 
Nl I-OP 2I+NPH1 I
 
N2=NOP21-NPHI2CR=C!IPLX( I..,0.-I
 
00 3 J=1,NDP
 
TB(JI=CIrnLX(TF,0.O
 
TBES(J)=CMPLX(C.,0. 1STAESV(J)=CMPLX 0., e.)
 
STArSH JI=CMPLY(u. ,.)
3 (ONT1'IUF
 
C
 
-C 
 G, IS TLIFGALACT!C bPICHTNFSS TEMP.RATUP=.
 
C
 TG=1.
 
TIFF=!.12TK-50.
STn =3 ./TC'FF
 
TAIIO=-ALOGi I.-PTC)
 
DUO 4 J=I,NlVP41
 
CT IC=J'S(DEL*( J- III
 
19 (CTI.L.OT.0-O01) GO Tr ?2
 
11(J-iPQNnP4II GI. TO 22
 
GO To 33
 
22 TIR(J)=TEFF'CP
 
60 TO 44
 
31 C{INTIiNUE

SECTHP=I./CTI

rl11J)=(TFFr*( I.-XP(-TAUPnSfCTHPI) Tr,*FXP(-TALJOSFCTHP)),C, 
44 Crltr!NUP 
IIIJ.EQ.]I "-D TC 55TU (NOa*2-J )=Tb( J)
 
55 CONTINUF
 
4 CCIII TINUF
 
IFINALP.EO.O) GO TO 21 
On 13 =tI,NDP
TIrXT( J T{ J)Y

13 Cr'ITINIe 
KALPL=N1Atr 

1' J=hAIPI,NDP
4TIlt J-NALPI=TBF XT(JI14 Cl{INT IIUE 
Of- 15 J=i,NALP
TP(NP-NALP4 J=TU-XT J)
15 CONTINtJF 
21 CONTINUE 
Or I0 I=INT ­
- TIC=P I-TIAF I-SII 
n WA() IGTHIH(J),J=I,NPP) 
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IV G,LErVEL 2F1 IFWSKY DATE =76122 1/33/08 
AkFADII11) (CIII(J,J=-1INDP)

PFAD( 11 (GTIFV(J) ,J -1NDP)

I PAD( 1 (GPHJVIJj,J=1,NDpI

PfADtII (GCROIA(J),J-tdJDP)
0

F M)(I)-IGrRr'V( J)J,t:DoP,

C"i 12 J-11,101,
' PT-rLr,AT( 1tFS(.;-NJP?+NALP)I4D)FL.-.O1)0
 
TPI-lI=TAM( Pil I
 
TI-'fW.A TANI FF51- It HOwCALP*S')P (1 .+TlTPI.I'pHI ) I
 THEFh=FIIFWPT /2. 
TB (JI &1f( J
 
IF(lJ .. 'NO.r NZI.AND.( J.LE.NlI . t THAE.LT. THEEWI I
 
12 COINTIAUE
 
CALL IlAr(Tfq,A,IflV,g,2,TFp C)

Un In J-1,PDP
STAFS FIIJ)=STAFSII(J).ITPFS (j, '(GTA'HI(J)+GPikI-(J)f*SJHF(f)
STAESV(JI=STAFSV(JI.-ITRESIJI) *(CTHIEVIJI+C.PHIV(jIII*STUE(lI

10 CPITINUJF
 
CALL HARP ISTAESfI,M,iNV,S.-',!FEPP-)
CALL HARP (STAESVWl,'NV,S,-'.rPPRp,) 
1P1 11 J1.,NOPTA! EHli REA L TA I:SN I I 
TAE7SV(J)=PRALISTAESV(JI I
TXi='A5111J)I
 
TX 2=~TA FSV( I
 
TtSN(J )T1Xl*pPRICF, TX2*CPQ ;SFTI rSv(J I=X?&PI;,ICI-v XI*CPO,SF

11 CONT!'iur
P ST UN 
END 
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IV G LEVEL 21 TBEAPT 
 DATF = 76122 19/33/0R 
SUPRDUTIF TRFAPT( TBRV ,TBBH ,PEPHP,PFRHC. PERVP. PCRVCIC 
C THIS SUBROUTINE TAKES THE MEASURED ANTENNA TEMPFRATURES AN" OESTORES THEMC FDUR TIM(S. THIS IS DONE TO "IBTAIN A BETTFR APPROXIMATION OF THE BRIGHTNESSC TWtMPEPATUFES OF THE-EARTH AN) SKY TO BE USED IN'SUBROUTINE EAPSKY. 
C TBBV=TIIE RESTORED VERTICAL MEASURE1ENTSC TfMI=TIlF FFs[URF) HOFIZONTAL MCASUPEMF.NTSC 
CMM-O"I/B1/TAPPV, rAPPH,STHE, DT NDPDELnELTHE,ALP
 
IP INCF,CPOSSFTIEDIS hF
CnMON/RLOCI/ITBESHI TBFSVSTASHSTAESVAAAIFPRVEPRH 
COMMON/LOC2/S,.M NVCOt4ON/lA/GTHFHC(PI I HGTIIE V,G FIFV ,GCPOFI ,GCPOV]IIFri ION TBBV(2563,TI'BH(25)),PPFRHP(2S61,PERHC(IS6),PFRVP(?55) 
I ,"F-'VC(25")COMPLEX GTIIFH(2563 :,OHIH(25S)),(THFV(256,GIHIV{S}6I
 
C;IMPtEX (WP(!I4(256, GC.POV(25,))

COMPLEX TRES"(2561 CtIPLXCR TBESV(256) ,STACSHI2'6) STAESV (256),

I AAA!4(296)
 
DIMENSI6N INVI128),S(1281,V3}

OI"ENSION TAESV(2563),TAESH(256), ERRV(256) *EPPHI(256)

OIMFNSION TAPPV(256 ItTAPPH('56),STHE(6 1
 
DIMrENCION THEPTS(32) ,WF(323

'39 3 J=,'lP

TItIVIJ)=TAPPVIJ)
 
TAGH(J)=APPHIJ)

TEPSH(J l=C PPLX(TAPPH( J),0.O
TPrSV(J)=CMPLX( TAPPV(JI 0.0' 
STAESH(JI =CMPLXI0.O,3.0

SIAESVI J=CMPLX.O.0,j.0)

3 Ci)NrINUFDr 12 11=1,4 
CALL HARW (T'FSH,M.INVS,2 rFFRPR
 
CALL HARP (rPFSV.;4,INVS,2,!FEPP3
01'[1) 11I= DT
 
READ Ii .(GTHEI(J).J=INDP)

READ! 1) (GPHIH J)=I,NDPI

READ(I) (CTHEV(JIJ=I,Dp)

PEADI ) (GPHIVJ, J=1,NDPI
 
READ(I) (GCPflHIJ),J=INDP3

R AD(1) (OCPOV I J=] NRp)

r
D- 10 J=1INOP 
STAF.SH(J)=STAESH(J)+(TBESHIJII(GTHEH(J)+GPHIH(J)2ItSTHE(I)
 
STAESV(J)=STAFSV(J+)(TaESVIJI*(THFV(J)+GPHIV(J)))*STHE 
I)

10 CONTINUF
REWIND I
 
CALL HARM (STAFSHMINVS.-2,IFEPO)

CALL HAPP (STAESVMTNVS,-2,IFRQI
DP 1I J=INDO
 
TAF 54( J ) =fA LI SrAE STIIJ) )

TAFSV( J )=PrA L(STAt SV .J)

TXI=TAESH(J)

TX'=TAESV( J)TAESH(J )=TXI*PR !CFTX2*CPnCSF
 
TArSV(J)-Ty2PFTN'JCF-TX1CpOSSF
 
CRV? J)=TAPPV( J)-TAF SV(J)
 
E"P H(J )=Tr-'PHI J)- TAF SI (J
 
TB}(J)PRRH (jfRFIIIJI*PcP(J3)oPVJ) *PERHC(JTBBiV(JI=T3RV(J34EPRV(J)*PFPVP(J)PRRHIJ=PFRVC(JI

T.FSH(J )=CMPLXI TBB5(J) 0.0)
TB'SV(J)=CMPLXI T71bVJ)3,O.OI 
11 CObITINUF
 
12 CriNT I NUIU
 
I. rr5 Upt2 
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iv G LEVEL 21 EARSKY DATE = 7&122 19/33/00 
SUBROUTINE 5AFCIY (NPFI] ,hP41?,TAFSV,TAESHTHBVTBHLSTATFFFFF,
 
11 RHO)
C 
,C TIllS SUBROUTIN" CALCULATES THP ANTCNNA TEMPERATURE CONTRTBUT ION DUF Tn THE
 
C FAPTH AND SKY FOR BOT14 POLARIZATIONS. IF LSTATF=6, THE MEARURED ANTENNA
 
L, TLMPEPATUPES ARE USED AS THF RRIGHT NESS TEFFERATUPFS OF T-E EAPTI AND SKY.
 
C IF LSTATE=, TIE RESULTS (IF ;URPOUTINE TBEART APE USFD AS THF RPIGHTNFSS
 
C TF'IPErATUF FS.
 
C
 
C TAESV=THE VERTICA. ANTE"I'PA TEMPEpATUPE CONTPIBIITICN FREM THE EARTH 
C AND SKY 
C TAESH=THE HOPIZUNTAL ANT:NNA TEMPERATURE CONTRIBUTION FROM THE FAPTM
 
C AND SVY " 
C 
CCOImMO/B1/TAPP V TAPPHSTHI: NOTNOP DEL, DELTHE, ALP 
I ,PR INCF,CFOSSF,THE')IStF 
C(O IMN/PL(IC" I /TRE SH, TBE SV, STIESI , STAr SV, AAA!CHMC'I/BLO( 2/S. t'M'iNV
 
CO MOH!O6/GTIJEH IGPI1iIGTHFEV,GFHIV,GCRCH,GCRPV

COMPLFX CTHEII25o),GIHIH(25 ),GTHEV(256) ,GPHIV(256)
 
CONPLCX GCPQOH(I256)
,rRCV(25,)

COPPLEX IBESH(255) ,CMPLXCR,TBESV(256),STAESH(256ISTAESV(256), 
L AAAI;4.256) -
DI4ENMGN TBB)(25o)',TBBV(25,) .TBDBP(Z56) ,TBBBVI256)

DIENSION INV(128),SI2P),M(3)

DI,"MNSION TAESV2561),TALSH(?56)
 
DIMENSION TAPPV(256) TAPPH(256hSTHE(65)

DIMENSION THFOIS(32),WF(3?)*
 
NALP=ALP/DEL-.5

NDP21=NDP/2+*.OOL
 
N]=NOP2 1NPH I
 
N2=NDP2-NPH I2
 
C ALP=COS( LP )
P I=3.141F9
 
CR=CMPLX1i 0.3
 
IF {LSTAF-.O.7) GO TO 1 
D) 2"J=1->ND-

TB6BIII J)TAPP1(JI

"TBBBV(J =TAPPV(J)
 
CONTINUF
 
GO "I 4. 
CONlTl'!UC
 
DOl 9 J=lNDP 
TIIBOH( J )=TRRHI J) 
"TPfBiV(J)=TPBV(J)

CONTINUECPNTINUE
 
DO 3 J=I,NDP

STAESI(J)=CMPLX( 0.) 
STAESV JI=CMPLX(.,O.
C'IrITINUE
 
I') 10- I1 ,'DT

AREAD(1 (GTHH(J Jrl, NDP)
 
READ(") (GPHIH(J ,J=I NDP
RAD1I) (GTHEV(J),JI1,NDP)
 
PFAOP-I) (GPHIV(JJ ,J= NP)
 
PEAD(II (GCROH(J),J=::NDP
k9AD. ) ( GEPqV( J )-, J=lI NP'P)
 
T11E=P I-TILED S(5 I)
 
Dl 20 J1I,tiDP
 
PHI=FLOAT{UAS(J-ND2I.NALP))*DFL..OOO1
 
TPIII= TANI PHI )

TH1F=ATAII(EFFF/(RHO-CALPS)PT(1.+TPHI*TPHI) )I
TIIFEW=IHEFW'-I/2.
TP rRH( J ) =C MPLX( TBRIIH ( J) 0-13) 
TBLSV(J)=CMPLX(T IUBV(J) .0.0)

IFI(J.LE.NDP2I). NP.(J.GT.N2-3)) GO TO 31
 
GO Tn" 3?
 
11 TBEFS( J )=CPRLX( TBBH(N2-31 3.0)
TBESV(J)=C'PLX(T3BBV(tl2-3) ,3.0)
 
32 CONTINUE
 
IF(((J-GT.NnP21).440N.(J.LT.NI+3)) GC T03'
 
G(,( TO 14"
 
33 TBPSH(J=C'PLX(T3bIHI I1+3) .3.0)TBFSV('J)=CVPLX(TBBBV(N]+3) O.0)34 C9ITINUIE 
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IV G LEVEL 21 	 CAR'SRY OATE= 76172 1O,/3310q 
IF((.GrN23.NO.J.L.NL3AND(TH.LT.HEE)IGO TO 35GO) Tri 1635 	 TFIESH(iJ =MPtX( . .
 
TLIES(J3=CMPLX{O.,:3.3

36 	 CO)NTINUE
20 	 CITINJE 
TALL 14APM (T6FSH,I4,INV.S,2,1F PnI
 
CALL HAPM ITSE&V,N,INVr, ',IF'FPQ)

IfLL 20 jI ,rP

STAEStIIIJI=STAFSFU(JI+TEES(JJ(TIIEH(I1*PHIH(J))tSThElI
STASVJ)=STAEsVJI+(T~RSV(J)tIGTHEV(J3+GPHrVcJ)I3*sTHE(lI
30 CONITINUE 
10 CONTIN'W5 
PEWINI) 1 
CALL FHARP(STAESI,M,NV,S,',IFEPR)CALL IIAPV ( STAFSV,M ,tlV, S,-2 , FEPPIO~n 11 .JtI,NOP
TtcS1(JF=PFtL(STAES~fJJI)

TACSV! JI=PFAtISTAESV(J))

TXl=TAFSH(J)TX2TAEFS VIJ F
 
TAESH(J hTX1tPRINCF+1X2*CRISSC
 
TAFSV(JI='X2'*PHNCF~fXI*C9LCSSF

11 CONTII:IlJC
 
R rrlJIqJ
 
E-It
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G, LEVEL 21 SPLINA DATE = 76127 19/13/08 
SUBRnUTINF SPLINA(XI,YT,)
CSUBPOUTINF tOr- INTEFPULATING OICFCRENTIATING ANP 
CINTFGRATING A SET OF DATA POINTS 
CXI= INUDEPENDFNT VAPIABLE OF INPUT DATA, IT PUST BE IN
 
CASCCNDING ORPER
 
CYI=DEPFNDENT VAOIABLE Of INPUT nTA
 
CN=NUlBF "S OF IDPUT DATA 
DIMENSIVN W(300),O(300),P(300) ,A(300).C(300),S(300),Z(300)
 
DIMENSION XIIN) ,YI(N),X(300) ,Y(300)

DATA AIC(1 ' ,. I )I-I.,O. OC.O/DII II I~I," 
X(I)=X({I)
 
Y(II)=YI (I)
11 CONTINUF 
110 1 J=? N
(J1=X J)-X J-1)1 CUN4TINUE 
NM =N- I0" 2 J=2AM'
 
WJ=W( J
 
WP=W{ J ),

WS=NJ-+WP
 
OJ=W'J/WS
Q( J)=O-J 
QA=1.-.4DJ*A(J-1)A{ j)=.S( 1-QJ)/OQA 
pYJ-1)-WS*Y(J)4WJ*YiJ+1))}/P/WJ/W
 
CIJ)=(B(J)-.5S*QJ*C(J-ll)/UA
 
R(J)=3..(P 

2 CONTINUE 
SIN )=CNM)I( IA-A'M) )S(NM=SI N) 
DO 3 JJ=,NMM
 
J=NMM-JJ+I
 
S(J)=C{J)-A(J)*S(J l)
 
3 CONTINUE
 
PP -4 J-2 N 
4 CONTINUF 
P ETURN
 
ETRY TCP"A(XV,YV) 
CINIE-P-LATION-HUNT FOR SUBINTERVAL
 
OP 7 JJ-2,Ni
J=jj
 
IF (XV.GT.Y(J)) GO T07
 
GO TO 9 
7 CONTINUE
 
CCALCIJLATF FUNCTION 
8 WJ=WIJ)

D=(XV-YiJ-1)I/WJ

D2=(X(J)-XV) /1J -
DWJ*WJ/6.

YV=DI IYIM)+l3*(DInI-I.) (J)I

= 

YV VV+D*(Y(J-I)4-034D2$D2-1.)*S(J-1)

RFTUFN 
FNTPY DEPIVA(XV,YV)

COIFFEPVNTIATION-HUNT FOP SUBINTEVAL
 
O 5 jj=,N
J=jJ
 
IF(XV.CT.X{J)) GO TO 5
 
GO 1 6
 
5 CONTINU"
 
CCtLCULATE DOFPIVATIVE 
91I( XV-Y(J-_1)2/14j
 
D?=X(J)-XV)/%4J
YV=(Y(J)-Y(J-I)I/WJ.SWJ*I(DIf*D'-.3333333)*S(J)

I- ( ?*D2-. 333333 *S(.j- l) 1

=FTURN
 
EITPY GPFATA(XVYV)
 
CINTFGRATION-HUNT FO- SUBINTERVAL
M, 9 JJ=2tN1
 
J=jJ -,
 
IF (XV.GT.Y(J)) GO TO q

Gr, TO 10
 
4 OlN T It IIIC 
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ORIGIN l v~aENA 
IV G LEVLL 21 SPLINA DATE = 76122 1 3 
CCALCULATE INOFFINITE INTFRC',A[
10 WJ=W(JIDI=((XV-XfJ-1l2/WJV"*2
D2=f1X(J)-XV/J)**7

D3- .025WIj*WJYV=Z(J]-I) O.S*WJ*((D Y(J} 23*(01-?.)-S(J)) (I.-D2) (y(J-1I

+C 3 0)2-1.J S( J-1)}I 
R FTUPPJ 
END 
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G LEVEL 21 	 HARM DATE 
= 76122 10/33/3B
 
C SIU6PfUTI'F AFP (AMINVSIFSTtIFRP) WVU15000 
C TIlTS PRI)GP Al CALCIJLATS TH OUPIFR TRANSFCRM OF THE SA4 PLEi2 PUNCTION A.C	 1I)CENSIN AT 512) ,INV(12B) ,S(128),1(3) ,3),NP(3)
EUIVALENCE (lI,N 1)3 ,fN2,r(2) ,(N3,N(3)T
10 IF( IABS{IFSE ) - 1) CC0 qO),J?

12 MTT=MAX0tt(1),MI2),M(3) 
-2 

?fl0T2=SCQPT(2.0F80
 
IF (ITT-MT 1 14,14,13

13 I P=I 

r-TURN 

14 IFrPRmO 

:'=M( 1)
M2M 2) 

'M3:( 3)

NIt2**MI 

I12=2* M2 

N3=2 	'A3 

16 19JIFSET) 18,18,2)

I NX= NI*N 2N3 

PH 	= fix 
Dr 	1' I l,NX

At'*I-I A(2=I-I)/1:N 

1) 	A(?*1.)= -A121)/FN

20 	NP(1)=N1*2 

- NF(2)= NP(-)*N2
NP(l)=NP(2)*N3

DO 250 ID=1,3

IL N
P(3)NPID) 

ILI = IL+ 

MI M(ID) 

IF 	(MI)250,25C,3a

30 	IDTF=NP(D) 

KBIT=NP(ID)

F v = 2C(MI/?)

IIf (MI - M9V )60,60,40

C 

C H15 ')D. n t=l CASC 

40 K- IT=KlIlT/? 

KL=KIT-2
DO 50 1'1,000 DIF 

KLASTKL+I 

nP 50 	K=I,KLAST,2 

CP=K+KIIT 

C 

C DO ONE STOP WITH L=I,J=O

t A(R)=A(K)+AiKD) 

L A(KD)=A(Kl-A(KD)

C 

ST=AKDI 

A(KD=A(KI-T

A(K)=A(K)+T

T=A({O.I) 

A(KD+I)=A(+I-T

50 	A(K+!=A(K 1)+' .
 
IF (l - )250,20,52

C 

5Z LPIRST 3 

c DEF - JLAST 

JLAST=I 

CC TO 70 

SCCHAR15CO
 
c 	 H IS FVFN 
60 LFIPST = 2 
JLAST:O 
= 2*=(L-2) -1 

70 Di 240 L=LFIPSTMI,2 
JJdoIF=KSIM 
KRIT=KBIT/4 
C KL=KBIT-2 
C DO FOR J=P 
DO 0 Il],ILIIDIF 
KLAST=IYL 
DO 80 K=IKLAST,2 
N =K+KBIT 
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,W(2) ,W2(2),N (2 
CHAP 930
 
CHAR q40
 
CHAP q'C
 
CHAP 07C
 
CHAP 98C
 
OHAP 95C
 
DHARIO0
 
OHARlOIC
 
DHARI02C
 
CHARI030
 
DHAR1040
 
CHAP 105C
 
CHAR1060
 
DHAR1O7C
 
DHAR108C
 
HAP1090
 
CHARIIOC
 
OHARI1C
 
CHAR112C
 
CHARI130
 
CHAR 114C
 
CHARI150
 
DHAR1160
 
CHAR117C
 
CHA 1180
 
OHAR1190
 
CHAR1200
 
OHAR12I
 
CHAR1220
 
CHiP1230
 
CHAR1240
 
CHAR1250
 
CHAR126C
 
DHAR1270
 
DHAR1280
AIq
 
C14AR 1300
 
OHAR1310
 
CHAR1320
 
CHAR1330
 
OHARI340O
 
DHARI350
 
PHARI360
 
OHAR1370
 
DHAR1380
 
CHAR13qO
 
DHAR1400
 
CHAR1410
 
CHAR1420
 
OHAR1430
 
CHAP144O
 
DHAP 1460
 
CHAR14590
 
CHARI470
 
DHAR1480
 
CHAR1490
 
DHAR1510
 
OHAR15?0
 
OHAP1530
 
CHAP1540
 
HARI550
 
CHAR1560
 
DHAR15?0
 
rHAR15RI)

DHAR150
 
CHAR160 
CHARI610
 
CHAR1620
 
CHAR 1670
 
IV G LFVEL ?1 HARM DATE 76122 19/33/08 
K2=KI+KRT 
K'IK24KRIT DHAR1640 0HAR1650 
c 
c 
c-
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
PC TWO STEPS WITH J=O 
A(K'I=A(K)+A(K2)
A(K2)=A( I-AIK2) 
AKI1)=AKI) A(K3)
A(t3)=AIK1)-A(K3J 
A(K)=A(K)+A(1) 
A(Kl)=AIK)-A(KI)
A{K2)=AIK2)+A(K3)4J 
A(K3)=A(KZ)-A(K3)*I 
-
T(K2.) 
OHARI660 
DHA 1670 
CHARI6BCCHAP1690 
OHAR1700 
CHAR1710 
CHAP1720 
OHAR1730 
CHARI1740 
DHAR1i50 
DHARI760 
CHAR 177C 
-lDHAP1780 
A(K2)=A(K)-T
A(KI=A({)+T
T=A(K2+I) 
A(K2+I1=A(K -11T 
A(K+ =A(K+1 
K 
T=A(K3)
A(K)=LK1)-TiHKI=(KI)+347HARL8TO 
T=AIK3+1)
A(K3+1)=A(K+l-)-T 
OHAR1iqO
CHAR 18C 
CHARIBIO 
CHAR1820 
HAR 1830 
CHARI840 
DHARI850 
OHAR1860 
DHAR1870 
0HAR1890 
c 
411(1K-1 )IKI+1)+T 
T=A(KI) 
A(KI)=A(K)-T
AI K)=A(K)+T
T=AIKI+lI 
A IK 1+ I i=AI K 11-T
A(K+IjrA(K+I)+T 
CHAR1900 
OHAR1910 
CHAR1920 
OHARIq30 
CHAR1940 
CHARI950 
CHAR1960 
CHAR1970 
£ 
R=-A(K3 1)
T= A(K3)
A(K3)=A(K2)-P 
A(K2)=A(K2)+P
A(K3-1)=A(K2+I)-T
S0 A(K21)=A(K2+1)+T 
DHAR1980 
CHAR1990 
DHAR2000 
DHAR2CO 
CHAR2020 
VHAR2030 
OHAP2OO 
IF (JLAST) 235,235,R2 
82 JJ=JJCIF -1 
CHAR2050 
OHAR2060 
c 
L 0n FOR J=1 - CHAP2070 CHAR2080 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C-
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
[LAST= IL 'JJ 
DO 85 1 = JJIIAST,IOIF
KLA T = KL+l 
lID 8 K=t,K 7ST,2
K[ = K+KB[T 
K? m KI KIT 
KI = K'+KBIT 
LTTING W=11+I)/ROT2,3=(--+I)/QrT2t,2=I, 
AIK)=A(K)+A(K2*I
A(K?)=A(K)-A(K2*i-
A (KI)=A(K)- A(K3)*0f
A(K3)=A(KI *l-A(K3)4W3 
A(KI=M(l<A(KI)
A(K1)=AIKI-AIKI) 
A(K2)=A(K2)+A(K-3*1!
A(K3)=A(VK?-A(K3)4I 
R =-A(IK2+!)
T = A(K2)
ACK2) = AIK)-P
AMR) = A(KIRP
AIK2+lb=A(K+1)-T 
CHAR20q0
CHAR21C 
CHAP 2110 
CHAR212C 
DHAR2130 
DHAR2140 
CHAR2150 
CHAR2160 
CHAP21C 
DHAR21R0 
CHAR2Iqo 
CHAR2200 
CHAR2210 
CHAR22?C 
CHAR2230 
DHAR2240 
DHAR2250 
DHAR2260 
DHR2270
-CHAR2280 
DHAR22qC
CHAR2300 
DHAR2310 
GHAR2320 
A(K-1)=A(K+I)+T
£DAWD=AIKI 1-AT(1+!) 
AW1 = A(X1+1I.A(KI)
R=-AIK3)-A(K3+1) 
T=A(K3)-A(K3+1I) 
A(K3)=(AIP-R I/ROOT2 
CHAR2330 
CHAR2340D14AR235C 
DHAR2360 
CHAR2360 
HAR2380 
CHAR239O 
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IV G LEVEL 21 HARM DATE 7617? 19/33t0e 
A(K3fl)=(AWI-T/ROf)T2 
AKIK)=(AWP R)/IIFT? 
A(K1+4)=(AWI*T)/ROOTZ
T= AIKI) 
DHAR 400 
DHAR24Ir 
CHAR242G 
CHAR2430 
A8KI)=A(FI-T
A(K)=AIK)+T 
T=A(Kl1I1 
A(Kl-l)=A(K 1 )-T 
0HAR244C 
DHAR245C 
CHAR2460 
CHAP24C 
A(KI-=L(KI) T 
P=-AIK3+1]
T=AIK3) 
CHAP249C 
C1HAR24QO 
OHAR2500 
C 
C 
CC 
A(K3I'=&(2)-R
A(K21=t(I2)+R 
A(K3I1)A(KZ+I-T 
85 A(K2+)=A(,K2+11)T
IF(JLAST-1) 235235,SC 
90 JJ= JJ + JJOIF 
"CHAP2570 
NOW 99 THE PFMINING J'S 
DO 230 J?,JLAST 
.
FETCH WS 
0HAR2510 
HAR2520 
DHARZS3 
DHAR254C 
DHAR55C 
DHAR2560 
DHAR25C 
DHAR259C 
DHAP259C 
DHAP2600 
. 
C 
C 
DFC- W=W**INV(J), W?W ', W3= 
96 IINV(J41)
9R It=NT-I 
W(1l=S(IC) 
W(?)=S(1)
12=2*1-
I?r =NT-12 
IF( C)120,o110,lC) 
2=1 IS IN FIRST OUADRANT 
130 W2(II)=S(12C) 
W2I2S= (T2) 
GO T11 130 
CHAP26ZC 
CHAR 2630 
CHAR 2640 
DHAR2650 
OHAP2660 
OHAR267C 
DHAR 2630 
HIAR2690 
DHAR2OC 
DHAR27C1 
C1HAR2720 
HAR2730 
DHAP2740 
110 W2(1 =0. 
W2(2)=I-. 
GO TO 130 
CHAQ279C
0HAR2760 
CHAR2770 
C -DHAR279C 
C 2*1 IS 
120 12CC = 
It:SE(OND QUAIPAN' 
12C.NT 
CHAR2790 
DHAPaRCO 
12=-IC OHAR281C 
W2(t)=-S(I?C)
W2(2)=S(I2CC) 
130 17=1.12 
OCHAP2820 
DHARZR30 
CHAR2840 
I3C=LT- 13 OHAR2S50 
C 
IFI I3C)I&C, 15,140 - OHAR2860 
CHAR287C 
C [3 I II ST QUADRANT
140 WI 1)=S( 13C.) 
'11 2)=S(131
GO T.) 200 
150 W3(1)=O.
W( 2)=I. 
co OO " 
C "CHARZ950 
1Ro 13CC=13C+NT 
IF( T3CC)LOO,4P0,170 
cL 
CHAR2880 
HAR2890 
DHAR 2qC0
DHAR2910 
0HAR2920 
DHAR2930 
CHAR2940 
CHAR2950 
CHAR2970 
HAR2IRO 
C - 13 IN SFrNO QUADRANT 
170 13C=-TJC 
DHAR2990 
DHAR3000 
W3(1)=-S(!IC) 
- W2(2)=S(I3CC)
- GO TO 200 
PHAR301O 
CHAR3020 
OHAR 3030 
180 W3(11--1.
W13?1=0. 
0HAP3040 
CHAR3050 
C 
; T:) 200 
-DHAR3070 
CHAR3CC 
C 3.1 IN TPIRD 0UADRANI1QO 13CCC=NT+I3CC 
1Ce = -13CC' 
DHAR30OCHAR30qC 
CHAR310O 
WtIl)=-Si13CC)
W3(2)=-St3CC)
700 ILAST=IL+JJ 
DO 220 I=JJ,TILASTIDIF
KLAST=KL*! 
OHAR3110 
CHAR312C 
CHAR313Q
DHAR3140 
CHAR315C 
212 
IV G LEVEL 21 HAPM -1033/08 
DP 220 K=I,KLAST,2 
KI=K+KBIT 
CHAR316C 
CHAR317C 
S K2=KI+KBIT 
K3=K2+KBIT 
OHAR318C 
nHAR3 1C 
c 
c 
C 
c 
C 
c 
C 
011 TWO STFP.S WITH J NET 0 
A'(K)=A(K)+A(K2I*W2
A(K21=A(K)-AIK2)*W2
A(KI)=A(KIPWA(K3ItW3 
A(K3)=A(KI)6-A(K3)t W3 
DHAR 3200 
C-AR3210 
CHAR3?2C 
DHP3230 
CHAR324C 
OHAR325C 
OHAR326O 
C 
C 
A(Kr=A(K)+AiKI)
A(KI)=A(K)-A(KI) DHAR327C DHAR3280 
c 
C 
C 
A(KZ=[KZ)4A{K3)*I 
Ak3)=A(K2)-AK3)*I 
I=A1KAI*V2(1l-A(K2-I*I.2()i 
T=A(IK2)W2(21+A(K2+)lW2{11 
DHAR3290 
DHAR3300 
DHAR3310 
DHAR332G 
DHAR3330 
A(K2)=A(KI-R'
A(KI=A(KI-P
A(K2+t)=A(K+I)-T
A(K-])=AK+1) T 
OHAR334C 
CHAR33eCD 60 
OHAR337C 
P=A(H3)*W3(-l)-A(K31IW3(23 
T=A(K3*3(2)+A(K311tW3(l) 
AWR=A(KI)*W(1)-A(K14-)*W(2 
O-4R 328C0H4R330
CHAR3400 
DHAR340C 
CHAR342C 
AWI=AIKIIW(?)+A(KIl+l*W(i)
ttK3)=AWP-P
A(K3+l)=AI,1-1
A(K1)=1WRR 
AlKItI)=AWIT
T=A{KI)
A(K)=A(KI-T 
0HAR3430 
OHAR344C 
HAR3450 
DHAR3460 
CHAR347C 
CHAR3410 
A()=AK)+TT=A(K1+]) 0HAR3410 CHAR3500 
A(K1+I)=AIK+l)-T
A(K+I}=A(K*I)+T
P=-A(Klq+i 
CHAR3SIO 
DHAR3520 
OHAR3530 
I=A(KII DHAR3540 
c 
A(K2)=((K2)4P 
A(K34I)=(K2+I)-T 
220 A(K2+l)=A(K2+)+T
EMn OF I AND K LOOPS 
HA-PR3550 
rHAP3560 
01AR3570 
OHAR35AO 
CHAR3590 
c OHAR3600 
23) JJ=JJDFJJ 
"eNO OF J-LnOP 
HAR3610 
OHAR3620 
£ 
235 JLAST=4'JLAST+3 
CHAR3630 
OHAR3640 
240 CONTIT tLF DHAR3650 
C ENO OF L LOOP CHAR3660 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
250 CONTINUF 
ENq OF ID LOOP 
WE NOW HAVE 'HE COMPLEX FOU'IEP SUM.S BUT THFIR ADDRESSESBIT-RFVEPSED. THE FOLLOWING RCUTINE PUTS THFEM IN ORDEP ARE 
OHAR367C 
DHAR3680 
CHAR364C 
CHAR37 Z 
OHAR3710 
DHAR3720 
NTSC=NTtNT' 
M2NT=M3-MT 
CHAR3730 
CHAR374O 
350 IF(M3MT) 37C,36.0,36C
£ 
C H? OP. OP EQ. MT * 
CHAR375C 
CHAR3760 
OHAR37TO 
360 IGn3=l OHAR378C 
N3VNT=N3/NT
MINN3=NT 
CHAR3790 
DHAP3800 
(.0 TCU 380 OHAR2810 
c CHAR3820 
C '13 LESS THAN MT 
370 IcGfl'2 
N3VNT=l 
TVNJ'=NT/N3
M INN3=N3-
3RD JJdM3 NTSOIN? 
H2AT=hM2-MT 
0HAR3830 
CHAR 384£OHAR3850 
OHAR3RAO 
DHAR387C 
CHAR 3880 
OHAR3890 
C 
450 IF (M2MT)47C,4&0,460 CHAR 3900 
CHAP3910 
213 
IV G LEVFL 21 HARP DATE = 74122. 19/33/CE 
C 142 GP. OF EQ.
-460 IG2=1 
NZVNT=I2/NT 
NINNP=NT 
GO TO 480 
MT OHAR3920 
DHAR393O 
OHAR3Q40 
0HAR3950 
DHAR3960 
c 
C M? UrSS THAN MT 
470 I(62 = 2 
N2VNT=I 
NTVNP'NT/N2 
HINN2=N2 
480 JJD?=NTSO/N?
MIMT=MI-MT 
550 IF(M1T)57O,560,560
C -
C 41 GF. OP FO. MT 
560 I011=I 
NIVNT=N1/NT
MIt NI=NT 
GO TO 580 
OHAR3970 
OHAP3980 
OHAR 3990 
DHAP4000 
CHAR 4010 
CHAP40?0 
DHAR4030 
CHAP40 0 
OHAR4050-
DHAR4060 
CHAR400 
DHAR408 
DHAR4090 
CHAR4100 
CHAR 4110 
c 
S I IPSS THtN MT 
570 InMI=2 
NIVNT=3 
'4TVNI=IT/NI
MINNI=NX 
580 JJOI=NTSQ/NI 
600 JJ3=1 
J=I 
00 880 JPP'=I,N3VNT 
IPP3=INV(JJ3)
Uri A70 JP3=,MINN3 
GO TO (610,620),IG03
610 IP3=INV(JP3)*N3VNT -
GO TO 630 
620 IP3tINV(JP3)/NTVN3
630 13=(IPP3+!P3)-f2 
700 JJ2=1 
DV P70 JPP?,1,N2VNT
IlP2=INV(JJ2+'3
DO P8C JP2=1,PI'NN2 
Gn TO (71D0,2C),IGO2 
710 IP2=INV(JPP)*N?VNT
GO TI) 70 
720 IP2=INV(JP?)/NTVN2 
730 12=(IIP2+P2)NI
800 JJI=l 
DQ 860 JPPI=1,NIVNT 
IPPIT=INV(JJI}+I2-
(0 850 JPI=!,IPNII 
GO TO (810,820)bIG01
810 101=INV(JPII q'jVNT
GO TO 830 
HAR4120 
OHAP4130 
CHAR4140 
DHAR4150 
DHAR41eC 
0HAR4170 
OHAR418O 
0HAR41SO 
OHA4200 
OHAR421O 
DI-AR422O 
0HAR4230 
0HAR4240 
OHAR42!O 
CHAR4260 
DHAR4270 
DHAP4280 
0HAR4290 
OHAR4300 
DHAR4310 
0HAR4320 
0HAR4330 
oHAR4340 
CHAP4350 
0HAR4360 
DHAR4370 
DHAR4380 
DHAR4390 
OHAR440 
DHAP4410 
CHAR4420 
014AR4430 
CHAR4440 
820 IPI=INV(JPII/NTVNI
R30 1=?*(IPP+IPI)+1
IF (J-I1 P4C, 85C,85C 
q4O T=A(I) 
0HAR4450 
DHAR4460 
CHAR4470 
0HAR4480 
A(I)-A(J)
A(J)=TT=A11M] 
OHAR4490 
CHAR4500DHAP4510 
A(I+1)=AJ+1) 
A(J I)=T
850 J=J+ 
860,JJl=Jl+JJOI
C 
870 JJ2=JJ2+JJD2 
C bHD OF JPP? AND 
C 
880 JJ3 = JJ?+JJD3 
JP3 LOOPS 
DHAR4520 
0HAR4530 
DHAR4550 
0HAR4560 
OHAP4580 
0HAR4S90 
DHAR4600 
OHAR4610 
CHAR4620 
C 
C 
END OF JPP3 LOOP 
890' IF(IFSET)891,PQ5,aq 
891 DO gq? I- 1,NX
892 A(2*1) = -A(2I)
895 PTU0 N 
-
0HAR4630 
CHAR4640 
0AR4650 
DHAR4AAO
D1HARM46A 
CHAR4680 
0HA4690 
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IV G LEVEL 21 	 HARM 
 DATE = 761Z2 19/33/08
 
C Ti-? FOLLOWING PROGRAM CUMPUTES THE SIN AND 
INV TABLES. OHAR4700
C 
 DHAR471C900 &T=MAXO(M(I1,M(2,H(3)) 
-2 
 0HAR4720
MT - MAX0(?,MT 
 OHA'4730
n04 IF (HT-18) 9C6.906,13 
 CHAR474O
 
906 [I'RP=O 
 DHAR4770
N T= 2-*T 
 1OHR4780
NTV2=NT/2 
 OHAR4790
C 
 CHAR4800
C 	 SET UP SIN TARIF 
 DHAR4810 
C THPTA=PIF/2*-(Ll) FCR [=1 0HAR4820
910 TH TA=.785391 633974403 CHAR4830
 
c DHAR4A4C
C 	 JSTFP=?**(MT-L+I) FOR L=l1HAQ4850
 
JSTEP=NT 
 DHAR4860
C
C 	 JflIF-?*(I T7L) FnO L=1 OHAR4870HAR4880

JOIF=N V2 	 PAP48qO
S(JOIF)=SINTHFTA)
 
o -go L=2,PT 
 DHAPR910
THTA=TECTA/2.0D0 DHAR4920
JST'P2=JSTFr 	 DHAR4930
JSTEO=JrIF DHAR4940
 
JOIF=JSTFP/2 	 DHAP4QiC

S(IDI F)=SIN(THETA)
 
JCI=NT-JVIF DHAP4970
 
S(JCI)=COS(THETA)

JLAST=NT-JSTFP2 
 CHAR4990

IF(JLAST - JSTEP) 9510.20,q9o 
 DHARS000
920 GOU 94C J=JSTFPJLASTJSTCP OHAR5010
JC=N'-J 
 CHARSO20
JO=J+JnIF 
 OHARS030
 
940 S(JD)=SIJ)*S(JCI)S(JOIF-SIJC) 
 OHAR5040
Q50 CONTINUE OHARS050
 
c 
 CHAO5060C 	 S-T UP INV(JI TABLEC 	 DHAP 5070CHAR50EC960 MT EYP=MTV2 DHAR500
 
OHAR5100
tITLEXP=24(MT-L). FOR L=I CHARSI0
LPIEXP=I OHARS120
OHAR5130
 
£ 	 LMIFXP=2*-(L-1). FOP L=1 CHAP5140 
on qO L=I MT
INVII)=O 
 CHARS150 
CHAR5160
 
Vt(LMIFXP+I) = MTLEXP 
 OHAR5170
(fl 970 J=?,LIFXP OHARSI80
JJmJ+LM1EXP 
 CHAR5190
 
17O TNV(.lJ)=INV(J)+MTLFXP CHARS200
MTLEXP=MTL9XP/? 
 OHAR52IO
980 LM EXP=LMIEXPS2 DHAR5220
982 IF(IFSFT)12,FOE,12 
 0HAR5230
END 
 DHAR5240
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G6 LEVEL 2! MAIN 
 DATE = 76122 19/33/08
 
C SU0IOIJTINE ICSSGU I X,YDYSN,A BC,DWK)C 
 ICMU0020
 
C-ICSSGU --------- S- ---- LIBRARY I ---------------------------------------
 ICUOO3CC ICMU0040C FUNCTION 
- CUBIC SPLINE DATA SMCOTHING IGMUO050C USAGRI 
- CALL ICSSrJ(X,YOY,SN A BC D WK) ICMU0060C PARAMPTEPS X VECTOP OF N ARSC SSA X(I),Xl 2, 
 ICMU0070
C ... ,XIN). WE ASSUME X;II).T.XII-1) ICMUOOSCC FOR 1=2,3,. ICUOCYCC Y - VECTOR OF N FUNCTIONAL VALUFS Y(Il),Y2), ICMUOIOoC 

...,YIN). Y(I) IS THE FUNCTIONAL VALUE ICMUOlIC
C AT XII 
 !CMU012C
C DY - VECTOR OF INPUT PARAMETFPS DYII),Y(2), ICMUOI3OC D..,OY(N)WHERE DY(I) IS AN ESTIMATE OF ICMUO1C
C TiA STANOA"O DEVIATION OF THE ORCINATF Y([) ICMUO15C
C S - A NON-NZGATIVE OARAMETER WHICH CONJTROLS THE ICMUO&O.
C 
 EXTENT OF SMOOTHING ICNU017C
C N - NUPOPP CF DATA PCINTS ICMUo0aC
 
C A - 1LTPUT VECTnp OF S LINE COEFFICIENTS ICMUOI90
C 
- AI),A(2),...,AINI ICMUO20C

C B - OUTPUT VECTOR OF SPLINE COEFFICIENTS ICMU02IC
C. B(13),1(2) ... ,B( N+1) !CMU0220C C 
 - OUTPUT VECTOR OF SPLINE COEFFICIENTS ICMUO23C
C CII,C(2),. .,CIN+I) ICMU024CC n - OUTPUT VECTOR OF SPLINE COEFFICIENTS ICMUO250
 
C(11,D(21 
....
 D0N 1) ICMUO26C
C THF CUBIC SPLINE FIXX) IS CONSTRUCTED IN ICMU027CC 
 TH- I-TH 11=1,2. N-l INTERVAL BY ICMU0280C F(XX)=fDf I+Hl)*HC(I,1)*H+B(II ))H.A(III ICMUO290
C 
 WHERE H = XX-X(I) ICMUO300
C WK WORK AREA OF DIMENSION GE. 7*N+9 ICHUO31O
C -PPFCISION - SINGLE0 ICMUO320
C LANGUAGE - FC TRAN ICNUO330
 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------------1CMU0340C LATEST REVISION 
- SEPTFMB=R 2q, 1972 ICMUO35CC TCMUO36CSIIIIRnUTIPFI ICSSGU CXMU,0Y,SNACB,CC,WKI 
C ICMUO38C
I4ENSION XII) ,VI I OYII ,A(I3,8(1) ,CIlI,OIIWK( I) ICMUO39C 
SET
 UP WORK ING APEAS ICMUO400NPI=I'+I ICMUO41I

IRI = NIICUOAZ0 ICMU0OIP2 = IB1+NP1 ICMUO40
 
14 =4 IB3+NPl 

Io? 18?2+PI+I 

ICMUO44C
 
ICMUO6C
1B5 = IB4+NP! 

ICMUO4C
196 = IB+NPI+I ICMUO47CWK(I) 0.
WK(2) 0. ICHmUo sc
 
WKIIBa) = 0. 
 ICMUO500
 
WK(113) = 0. 
 ICMUO500
 
IJK2 = IB2-NP1 
 ICMUO52C 
WK(IJK2)=O. ICMUO53O 
ICMUO03
IJKS = 15 + I 

WKI IJKS)=O. ICMUO54E 
IJK = 1B5 + 2 ICMUOS6O 
WK(IJKS)=O. ICMUO560 
WK(B16) AD. ICMUOE 
IJK5 = IB5+NPI ICMUO590
 
WI(IJKSI=O. 
 ICMUO600 
P=O. 
 TCMUO1C
-H=XI2)-X(I) 
 ICMUO620

F2t-S 
 ICMUO630

=Y(I)-Y(1)I 
 ICMU064C 
IF (N.LT.,3 GO T) 25On 5 I=?,N ICMUO650ICMUO66O
 
G=M 
 TCMU067C
H= X(I)- XII-11 ICMUO60
 
E=F 
 ICMU0690
F=(Y(1)-YII-I)/H 
 ICMUQ700

A( I)=F-f ICHUOTOIJK3 = IB3+1 
 ICMUO72ONK(IJY"'=(G+H)t.6666667 ICMU073O
IJK'. = IB+I 
 ICMUOT4O
IK(IJK4 =H/3. 
 ICMUO750
IJK2 162+1 
 ICMUO760
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IV 	G LEVEL 21 ICSSCU 0ATF 76122 19133/08 
WK{ 1JK210OY( -2)/G ICMUO77C 
WK<( 1) 0fl I )/Hl !CMUC78C 
131<1 181.! 1CMU0790 
WK(1IJ9113=-tY(I-1) /G-0Y(1-1)/H lGmuOSOG 
5 CONTIIIW ICtIUOA1C 
flfl 7 1=3,N ICMUOS'C 
1J1<l=IBIl 1CIVJ083C 
131<aI112,1 	 lCNU084C
 
RH) = WK( lflW1<II).-WKlJK1)*WK<{131C1+WK(131?)*WK(IJK?) ICMIJOSSC 
CMI = 1K111*W1(IC+flfdK(1J1<)*WK(13K2+1) ICMUO86C 
D(11 = 4(11 )*14K(JI1J<2+..) IC1U087C 
7 CONTINUE 1CMIJ08RC 
c NEXT ITEPATION 1CMU0890 
10 	Ir (NLT. ) GO 70 25 1CMuo9cC 
D'? 15 1=3,N ICMUG 910 
131<! =0+- ICMUO9?0 
131<) m 1-1 1CM110 3C 
141<1311I)=F*INI(1JK3l ICMU0Q40
31<2 = T82+1-2 ICMUO95O 
IJK0' = T-2 ICMjUOqEC 
141<1J$?)=GWK(IJK0)) 1CM110970 
131<0 1 1C1400980 
131<3 =R+ 18' -ICMUOSgC 
WK(!JK0)=1./(tl3(l?+W1IJK3I-FN1<(1JK1I-G*WK{IJK2)) IcHUIOQO[31<5 = 189+l IGMUIlO 
131<N = IJK5-1 ICMU1020 
111<0 = 131<1-l ICMO 1030 
WKIIJ1<5) = A11)-NK(IJK1)*WK(IJKNI-WK(1JKI)cWK(13K0 I ICM4U1040 
131<4 = 	 104+1 ICHULOSOF=P C(1)"1K1T3K4)-tl*WK(1JKl) 	 ICMI0I60
 
G= l IC M'J 107 0 
11=0( I )P ICMU1OqO
15 CPIIT IN UJF !CMU 1090POI 20. 	 1=3,N ICMU1 190 
T IGIMUMION-+3 
13<5 = fR5-3 !CM4UL120 
131<6 = 131<5+1 !CMIJI130 
1.117 = 	 I3K6+1 IC14U11401.11<= 61+J 	 IGMUL 150
 
P11<2 =182+3 	 ICMU1160 
141<11315) =WK(J)tWK(IJK51-14K4131114WK(1K6)-WK{IJK2)*WK(IJK7I ICMU117O
 
20 CONTIU iGNUl ec
 
25 E.C itMil 19
 
H=0 1CMU1200 
COrMPUTE U AND ACCUMULJATE E TCMU12iD 
DJ 	30 1=2,K ICMUI2Z0
 
0±14 ICMUJ1230
 
131<5 = 1115+1 1C14U1240 
H-= (WK1131<5+1l-W4K(IJK5)I/(X(1)-XII-1)) !CMUI2S0 
131<6 =IRE.! 1CMU1Z6C 
141(1116 )=("l-0) t0Y(11)I*l)y( I-1I ICIAU1270 
C-=E+WK1(13K6)I*IH-G) ICMIJI2903') 	 C9NTINIJE ICMU1290 
C=-1*DY( IIJtOIN) ICMIJ13OC 
1JIK6-m 186+NP' 1CMU131O 
111<1lK6)C( 1CMU11320 
G=F2 1CMU1330 
1 2E[-*D-P ICMIJ1340 
- IFIF .GF.S *flO* F2.LE.G) GO TO 4-5 	 !CMUL3R0 
rzo. -!CMUI36O 
131<6 m 186+2 ICMU1370 
11= Et-K(I316+1)-W(IJ1<Af/(X(2)-X(1fl ICMU1390 
1F(N.LT.3) GO~ 10 40 	 ICMU1390
 
DO 	 35 1=3,N< ICMU 1400 
C'-1 ICM1J1410 
131<6 = 186+1 ICMU1420 
I = (NK(TJK6fl)-I.K(IJK6))/(X(I)-XIT-1) ICMU1430 
[31<1= 181+1-1 !CMU1440 
131<2 = 162+!-2 1CMUI490 
r, = H--KIK)1K11)W(J2*KI2 ICMU1460 
F=F.C,*WK(I)±, ICMJ1470 
W41<1) = G ICMU148Ci5 CnNTINIIF lEUU149040 }k=--PtP 1CMU1 500 
IP(H.LE.0) CO TO 45 ICHUMSO 
r. 	 LPDATV Il-IF LAGPANGE PULTIPLIEV 0 ICMU15aG 
217 
Iv G tEVEL 21 ICSSGU DATE = 76122 
 19/33/08
 
C . 0FOR THF NEXT ITE ATION ICMU15,30
= P ) P)*H) 
 ICHU1540
MS-F2)/((SQRT(S/
WflTO i0" ICU1590
C IF E LESS THaN OR EQUAL TO S, tCMU1560
 
C45 Or 50 J=?,NPI COMPUTE THE COEFCICIFNTS AND RETURN. 1CMU1580
I 7
IJK6 IR6+1 
 ICMU1SEC
ACI)=Y(1-IA-P*WK(IJK6) 
 ICMU1600
IJKS = IB5+1 ICN1610
 
50 CONTINUE

C(I)= .K(IJK5) ICMU1620
 
ICMU1630
DO 5 I=2, 
 1CNUI64C
H=X(I)-X(I-I)
0(1 1=1CC II)-CUl ))/(3.tHID(I ICMUI65c1 '5J1 60
TC-U166a
RII)=(k( 11)-Al II/H- (H T)+CM )H ICNU1670
55 COTIN F 
 ICMU168C
9005 qFtULN 
 ICMUI69

ENOU
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